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To those who are no longer with us,

and to those who will be here after we are gone.
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Abstract

Human beings have always strived to preserve their memories and spread their
ideas. In the beginning this was always done through human interpretations,
such as telling stories and creating sculptures. Later, technological progress
made it possible to create a recording of a phenomenon; first as an analogue
recording onto a physical object, and later digitally, as a sequence of bits to
be interpreted by a computer. By the end of the 20th century technological
advances had made it feasible to distribute media content over a computer
network instead of on physical objects, thus enabling the concept of digital
media distribution.

Many digital media distribution systems already exist, and their continued,
and in many cases increasing, usage is an indicator for the high interest
in their future enhancements and enriching. By looking at these digital
media distribution systems, we have identified three main areas of possible
improvement: network structure and coordination, transport of content over
the network, and the encoding used for the content. In this thesis, our aim is
to show that improvements in performance, efficiency and availability can
be done in conjunction with improvements in software quality and reliability
through the use of formal methods: mathematical approaches to reasoning
about software so that we can prove its correctness, together with the desirable
properties.

We envision a complete media distribution system based on a distributed
architecture, such as peer-to-peer networking, in which different parts of the
system have been formally modelled and verified. Starting with the network
itself, we show how it can be formally constructed and modularised in the
Event-B formalism, such that we can separate the modelling of one node from
the modelling of the network itself. We also show how the piece selection
algorithm in the BitTorrent peer-to-peer transfer protocol can be adapted
for on-demand media streaming, and how this can be modelled in Event-B.
Furthermore, we show how modelling one peer in Event-B can give results
similar to simulating an entire network of peers.

Going further, we introduce a formal specification language for content
transfer algorithms, and show that having such a language can make these
algorithms easier to understand. We also show how generating Event-B code
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from this language can result in less complexity compared to creating the
models from written specifications. We also consider the decoding part of
a media distribution system by showing how video decoding can be done
in parallel. This is based on formally defined dependencies between frames
and blocks in a video sequence; we have shown that also this step can be
performed in a way that is mathematically proven correct.

Our modelling and proving in this thesis is, in its majority, tool-based.
This provides a demonstration of the advance of formal methods as well as
their increased reliability, and thus, advocates for their more wide-spread
usage in the future.
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Sammanfattning

Människor har alltid strävat efter att bevara sina minnen och sprida sina
idéer. Till en början gjordes detta alltid genom mänskliga tolkningar, såsom
historieberättande eller skapande av skulpturer. Senare gjorde tekniska
framsteg det möjligt att göra inspelningar av fenomen; först som en analog
inspelning på ett fysiskt föremål, och senare digitalt, som en sekvens bitar
att tolkas av en dator. Vid senare halvan av 1990-talet hade tekniken gått så
långt framåt att det var realistiskt att distribuera audiovisuell media över ett
datornätverk istället för på fysiska föremål, och därmed skapades konceptet
digital mediadistribution.

Ett flertal digitala mediadistributionssystem existerar redan, och deras
fortsatta, och i många fall ökande användning indikerar att det finns ett
stort intresse för framtida vidareutveckling och utökning av dylika system.
Genom att se på dessa digitala mediadistributionssystem har vi identifierat
tre tänkbara områden för förbättring: nätverksstruktur och -koordination,
överföring av data över nätverket, och kodningen som används för innehållet.
I denna avhandling vill vi visa att förbättringar i prestanda, effektivitet och
tillgänglighet kan göras i samförstånd med förbättringar i programvarans
kvalitet och pålitlighet genom att använda formella metoder: matematiska
tillvägagångssätt för att resonera om mjukvara på så sätt att vi kan bevisa
dess korrekthet tillsammans med andra önskvärda egenskaper.

Vi föreställer oss ett komplett mediadistributionssystem baserat på en
distribuerad arkitektur, såsom peer-to-peer-nätverk, där olika delar av sys-
temet har formellt modellerats och verifierats. Börjandes från själva nätverket
visar vi hur det kan bli formellt konstruerat och modulariserat i Event-B-
formalismen, så att vi kan separera modellerandet av en nod från modelleran-
det av nätverket självt. Vi visar också hur den algoritm som används för
att välja vilken del av innehållet som ska överföras till näst i BitTorrent-
filöverföringsprotokollet kan anpassas för strömmande media, och hur detta
kan modelleras i Event-B. Vidare visar vi hur modellerande av en nod i
Event-B kan ge liknande resultat som att simulera ett helt nätverk av noder.

Vi fortsätter genom att introducera ett formellt specifikationsspråk för
dataöverföringsalgoritmer, och visar att genom att ha ett sådant språk kan
dessa algoritmer bli enklare att förstå. Vi visar också hur vi kan minska
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komplexiteten hos våra modeller genom att generera Event-B-kod från vårt
formella specifikationsspråk istället för direkt från skrivna specifikationer.
Vårt arbete berör också avkodningssidan av ett mediadistributionssystem
genom att visa hur videoavkodning kan ske parallellt. Detta baserar sig på
formellt definierade beroenden mellan ramar och block i en videosekvens;
vi har visat att även detta steg kan utföras på ett sätt vars korrekthet har
bevisats matematiskt.

Modelleringen och bevisningen i denna avhandling är huvudsakligen
verktygsbaserad. Detta demonstrerar hur formella metoder har framskridit
och blivit mer pålitliga, vilket också talar för att deras användning kan få en
vidare utbredning i framtiden.
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Research Summary
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1 | Introduction

As far back as we know, people have always had a desire to preserve and
share their memories. Interpretative ways of doing this, such as remembering
and telling stories, or creating paintings or sculptures, are well known from
history. However, these memories were always processed and filtered by
human beings, and although technological advances such as the printing
press made these representations easier to share, they still remained human
interpretations of a phenomenon. It was not until the 19th century CE that,
thanks to technological progress, a memory in the form of sound or vision
could be preserved without necessarily being reinterpreted by a human being.
Having a needle etch a groove into a roll of wax could preserve sounds, and
light hitting a chemically treated silver plate could make a visual snapshot.
Timed sequences of photographs became a way of storing moving images.
These technological breakthroughs can be seen as setting the initial stage for
media distribution.

Common for all these early ways of preserving audiovisual memories is
that they preserved memories as physical representations. The groove etched
into a sound recording was, hopefully, a miniaturised physical representation
of the sound waves that would have reached a listener’s ear at the time of
recording. The light reflected from a photographic image was intended to be
the same as the light that would have reached an observer’s eyes when the
photo was taken, if the observer had been where the photographic equipment
was. Over time the technology moved on from purely mechanical recordings
to other types, such as the magnetic representation used in tape-based audio
and video. Even today, storing audiovisual data as an analogue representation
on a physical object is still around. As recently as in the second half of the
20th century this was a prevalent way of storing audiovisual memories, as
well as sharing these by sharing the physical objects, in the form of vinyl
records, photographic film, and tape-based media formats.

One problem with these analogue, physical recordings was their fragility.
They could be easily damaged, often even just by playing them back, but
at the same time they could not be easily copied without a degradation in
quality. This made long-term preservation of the recorded content difficult.
Fortunately, the arrival of computer technology provided a solution. Our
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computers are usually binary in the ways their signals are represented, but
in the very least they are digital. Therefore, they use only discrete signals,
and for them to store data the representation thereof must be abstracted
away from the real world media it is stored on. In the simplest form, this
means that the physical object used to store data may be damaged, but
unless the damage is large enough that it causes the computer to treat a
number as another number, the digital data is perfectly preserved. Moreover,
this digital content data can be amended with additional data for error
correction, by which even larger damage can be recovered from without any
loss of actual content. To the general public, this concept was introduced
when the compact disc (CD) was released to the public in 1982 [110]. Onto
this small silver-coloured disc stereophonic sound was recorded as a digital
interpretation. The signal was read from the disc by means of a laser passing
through a transparent plastic layer on one side of the disc but reflected off a
thin metal layer inside, and although the initial claims of the indestructibility
of the discs were exaggerated, they were much more tolerant of scratches and
dust than their analogue predecessors. This was the start of the second stage
of media distribution, in which the content was in a digital format, but the
content distribution was still physical.

After the compact disc, other physical, but digital formats followed, such
as digital audio and video tapes and the digital video disc (DVD). Although
the data on a compact disc was digitally encoded, it was not compressed, unlike
these newer formats. When digital data is concerned, compressed means that
mathematical operations have been performed on the data, allowing more
data to fit onto the same logical or physical space. If this has been done in
such a way that the original data can be fully restored, the compression is
known as lossless. However, for audiovisual data, lossy compression is often
used, in which not only completely redundant data is removed to save space
but also those parts of the signal that are the least perceptible to human
senses. As computing power increased, these mathematical algorithms could
be more advanced and therefore efficient in minimising the space used by
the content. Towards the end of the last decade of the 20th century these
advances, along with other technical improvements, had reached the point
where it became feasible to share the compressed media content directly
between computers by means of a network, instead of having to store them
on a removable, physical object.

Thus, the evolution of media distribution can be seen to have three
different stages, shown in Figure 1.1. In our work we have focused on the
third of these stages, digital media distribution, where content is in a digital
format and distributed digitally. Digital media has become very important for
spreading news and information [62], as well as entertainment, and the impact
of improvements to the technologies used herein would therefore be seen even
in fields outside of computing. Many digital media distribution systems are
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Figure 1.1: The three evolution stages of media distribution

already in use, some of which we take a look at in Chapter 3, and their usage
seems to be increasing [54, 55]. While this has highlighted both the need and
the interest for this type of media distribution, the practical applications seem
to be fraught with problems, diminishing the quality of the experience. A
survey in 2015 found that only 1 in 4 people persevered more than 4 minutes
when faced with a “sub-par experience” for viewing on-demand streaming
video, such as “poor picture fidelity and excessive stream interruptions” [61].

Overall, the subject of how technical problems with digital media distri-
bution affects the user experience has been studied for some time [58, 101].
However, the user experience is a whole domain in itself and not the focus of
our work. We instead note that it appears as though digital media distribu-
tion still faces a few challenges before it can properly serve its purpose. One
of these challenges concerns the performance; as media distribution systems
scale up, the act of getting the content to the consumers may require more
resources than the systems were originally designed to handle. Furthermore,
the content may be transferred over networks that were not initially designed
for the type, or amount, of data involved. This will become more prevalent
as content quality and sizes increase. Another challenge is that limitations in
bandwidth and processing power impose restrictions on different parts of the
distribution process. This can be seen particularly in developing countries,
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where the infrastructure may be lacking, but also in the industrialised world,
where new use cases may challenge the existing methods.

In addition to the existing challenges we note a few requirements, or at
least desirable properties, of a digital media distribution system. To meet
current and upcoming demands, the system should be efficient enough to
handle big data without sacrificing performance. Security and reliability are
also a cornerstone, making it possible for the system to be trusted by the
content consumers as well as the producers. Our aim is to showcase how
these properties can be satisfied and improved upon through formally proving
correctness, specifically with regards to the software algorithms involved in
the process of digitally distributing media content.

We begin in Chapter 2 by describing what digital media distribution
entails, and we continue in Chapter 3 by describing existing media distribution
systems. Our work on improving media distribution is based on formal
methods, which we describe in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5 we discuss how to use
the formal modelling techniques in order to improve digital media distribution,
based on our previously published work. In Chapter 6 we discuss related
work. We conclude Part I of this dissertation in Chapter 7 with discussion
and future work. After that, Part II follows with reprints of our previously
published articles.
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2 | Digital Media Distribution

We start by defining what we mean by the notion of digital media distribution.
In our case, the term media refers to any audiovisual content, which includes
sound and (moving) pictures. While digital media could also include text-
based formats such as e-books, as well as content consisting of a combination
of different content types, we have not taken these into special account. As
mentioned in Chapter 1, digital distribution is the act of distributing content
over a (digital) computer network or series of computer networks, such as
the Internet. Digital distribution is opposed to physical distribution, in which
the content is distributed by recording it onto physical objects and then
physically moving those objects. We note that digital distribution requires
the content to be in digital format, unlike physical distribution, where content
may be in either digital or analogue format.

At this stage it is appropriate to point out that there exists another
type of media distribution method, which is not physical in the sense of
transporting physical objects with content on them. This media distribution
method is the traditional broadcast, in which the same content is transmitted
simultaneously from one sender to many receivers using radio waves or cables
as the distribution medium. The content of this type of broadcast can be in
analogue or digital format, and in the latter case the same content is also
often transmitted by other means, such as over the Internet. In our work, we
have not specifically considered broadcasts, as the one-sided and simultaneous
nature of broadcasts makes them less interesting from the point of view of
media distribution research. However, the worldwide trend is to move away
from analogue broadcasts towards digital, and these can be seen as a part
of digital media distribution in general. Thus, while we do not specifically
consider broadcasts in our work, many of the points discussed further on can
be applied to digital broadcasts as well.

2.1 The Digital Media Distribution Process

If we think of the digital media distribution process as the whole chain of
actions involved in getting a recording of a physical, real-world phenomenon
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and then transferring it in digital format to some other place in order to
be reproduced at a later time, it can be seen as containing the following
simplified steps, as shown in Figure 2.1:

1. Converting the real-world phenomenon to a digital represen-
tation. For instance, images are typically captured by digital image
sensors and converted into bits by the associated processing units, while
audio can be captured by microphones and converted by analogue-to-
digital converters into sequences of bits.

2. Encoding the digital representation for distribution. For in-
stance, a series of still images can be combined into a motion picture,
as well as compressed and encoded into H.264 video format.

3. Transferring the encoded content over a network. This includes
setting up and routing data within overlay networks, and algorithms
for efficient data transfer.

4. Decoding the encoded content. Reconstructing uncompressed,
independent data from the transmitted format containing encoded and
packed data.

5. Converting the decoded digital content back into a real-world
phenomenon. This includes various types of displays for showing
images and digital-to-analogue converter and loudspeaker combinations
for reproducing audio.

Real-World 
Phenomenon!

Digital Representation!

Encoded Digital Content!

Decoded Digital Content!

1!

2!

3!

4!

5!

Content Producer! Content Consumer!

Real-World 
Phenomenon!

Encoded Digital Content!

Figure 2.1: The media distribution process, consisting of converting a real-
world phenomenon into digital content at the Content Producer side, trans-
ferring it, and converting it back at the Content Consumer side.
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We note that between any of the above steps, i.e., as soon as the data is
in a digital format, it is technically possible to store an exact copy of the
intermediate data. In practice, storing the raw, uncompressed data can be
impractical, and for instance many digital video cameras store data already
compressed and encoded. Therefore, step 2 can often be executed more than
once. The re-encoding from one format to another is known as transcoding,
and can change not only the encoding format but also other properties such
as bit rate [79] and resolution [138], and is often done to prepare a variety of
final distribution versions from one master copy. For quality purposes it is
preferable to do editing and combining of content before any lossy encoding
has been done, although this may not always be possible in practice. Also
worth noting is that in the case of computer-generated images (CGI) or audio,
the content is already from the beginning in a digital format, and therefore
in such a case the initial step in the above list is superfluous.

When it comes to our work, not all of the steps above are relevant to
include. Steps 1 and 5, converting from analogue to digital and vice versa,
are usually handled by hardware to an extent that leaves them out of scope
for our work. We also note that while the same content is produced only
once it can be consumed many times, and likewise, it could be encoded only
once in any specific format, but distributed and decoded many times. For
that reason, we do not focus our work on step 2, i.e. encoding the media,
except that in Sections 3.4 and 6.3 we discuss related work within this field.
Instead, we focus on the parts of the process where the content consumer
is involved, including steps 3 and 4 above – transferring and decoding
the media. These are also steps in which correctness is a central part; the
content should be identical after it has been transferred, and a specific content
should be decoded in a certain way. In contrast, there is no single correct
way of getting a digital representation of a real-world phenomenon, or for
that matter getting encoded content from the “raw” digital content.

In the following, we look at a few existing techniques for media distribution
networks, starting with the transfer process and continuing onto media
decoding as well as systems that integrate both.
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3 | Media Distribution
Systems

Digital media distribution systems have many parts, but the main ones
we focus on are getting content across the network to the consumer, and
decoding the content such that it can be consumed. We begin with the former
in Section 3.1, and the latter we describe in Section 3.4. We continue in
Section 3.5 by describing a few existing systems for digital media distribution.

3.1 Media Transfer Methods

For transferring digital media over a network, there are two general meth-
ods that we define in the following. While downloading can refer to any
transferring of data to a client requested by the client, streaming is ‘play-
while-downloading’ rather than ‘open-after-downloading’ [148]. Thus, in our
work downloading refers to when content is transferred to the initiator of
the transfer for the purpose of being used (e.g., played back) at a later date,
after it has been transferred in its entirety. In contrast, streaming refers to
when content is transferred for the purpose of immediate use (e.g., playback),
even before the entire content has been transferred. Streaming can be further
separated into live streaming and on-demand streaming. The former is similar
to a broadcast in that every participating client receives the same content
and plays it back at approximately the same time, and the entire content may
not be available when transmission begins. As a contrast, with on-demand
streaming the content already exists, and individual clients can choose to
request the content to be transmitted to them for playback.

The separation between downloading and streaming implies that down-
loaded content is meant for possible long-term client-side storage, while
streamed content is only meant to be stored temporarily by the computer
accessing the content. This difference may seem trivial, and in many cases
it is more of a legal or licensing issue rather than a technical one, but in
one area this distinction is important even in a technical sense: the transfer
order. A lot of content delivered over the Internet is transferred in-order,
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i.e., the order in which the content is transferred is the same as when the
content is stored. For instance, web content is delivered via the hypertext
transfer protocol (HTTP), which was designed for in-order transfers. However,
for large content, including digital media, transferring content out-of-order
can be preferable for improving performance, reliability and availability of
content. Because playback of content happens in-order, the out-of-order
transfer algorithms sometimes used for downloading content cannot be used
without modification for content that should be played back while download-
ing, i.e., streaming content. We discuss more about out-of-order transfers in
Sections 3.3.1 and 5.2.

For both downloading and streaming there are existing solutions in use
for media distribution. Some of these are more general-purpose, or open,
and others are proprietary or specific to a certain company, i.e., closed. Of
the general-purpose solutions we focus on two: content delivery networks in
Section 3.2 and peer-to-peer networks in Section 3.3.

3.2 Content Delivery Networks

A content delivery network (CDN) consists of a network of servers, distributed
over a wide area and replicating, at least partially, the same content. CDNs
have existed since the late 1990s, and the idea behind CDNs is to have content
located geographically, topologically or latency-wise closer [85] to clients,
usually in order to improve response times or reduce load on the original
server. Content providers contract with CDN providers to host and distribute
static content, while the content providers can host dynamic content such as
changing web pages themselves, embedding the static content if necessary.
Exactly how the CDNs are integrated into the content distribution depends
on the solution chosen, with the CDN servers replicating anything from entire
servers to a subset of the content to be distributed [75, 85, 124].

While CDNs are used by the majority of the largest web sites [35], and
sites such as YouTube and Facebook rely heavily on their own CDNs, a few
things have limited their universal adaptation in media distribution. Firstly, it
can be difficult to integrate CDNs with different access policies, such as when
requiring a user to log in in order to access a particular content. Secondly,
while web pages usually include many small files requested separately and
therefore benefit greatly from the the lower access latencies provided by
CDNs, media distribution handles mostly fewer, larger files, which are more
often limited by transfer rates than latencies. In Section 3.5 we will take a
look at integrated media distribution systems, which in many cases employ
CDNs, but in the following we will look at a different technique also used for
media distribution.
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3.3 Peer-to-Peer Networks

Schollmeier [125] defines peer-to-peer as follows:

A distributed network architecture may be called a Peer-to-Peer
(P-to-P, P2P, . . . ) network, if the participants share a part of
their own hardware resources (processing power, storage capacity,
network link capacity, printers, . . . ). These shared resources are
necessary to provide the Service and content offered by the network
(e.g. file sharing or shared workspaces for collaboration). They are
accessible by other peers directly, without passing intermediary
entities. The participants of such a network are thus resource
(Service and content) providers as well as resource (Service and
content) requestors (Servent-concept).

In general, a peer-to-peer network is a network in which the clients may also
act as servers, and therefore communicate with and send data directly to
other clients, or peers. Furthermore, a major difference between a CDN and a
peer-to-peer network is that while a CDN is an organised, usually homogenous
network made up of nodes controlled by, or on behalf of, the content producers,
a peer-to-peer network is often heterogenous, less organised, and made up of
nodes controlled mainly by individual consumers of the content.

Peer-to-peer networks can be classified according to their structure. On
one end of the scale we find “pure” peer-to-peer networks, which are completely
decentralised and in which all peers have equal status. Further towards a
centralised structure lie mediated peer-to-peer networks, in which a central
server may be responsible for control of the network while data transfer may
happen directly between peers, and hybrid peer-to-peer networks, in which
peers have an internal hierarchy depending on, for instance, bandwidth or
processing power [14].

While peer-to-peer network architectures have many uses, including voice-
over-IP (VoIP) [17, 80] and instant messaging protocols [63, 155], peer-to-
peer networks rose to prominence during the 1990s as part of file sharing
applications. Before server virtualisation became simple and commonplace,
the act of setting up a server was costly and cumbersome. Thus, the ability
to share files directly without a dedicated server was welcomed by users,
especially combined with the ability to find new content. As sometimes
happens with technology, the fastest adoption does not necessarily take place
within the limits of existing laws, and thus many of the early peer-to-peer
file sharing applications became infamous because of their perceived link to
unauthorised content distribution. These include Kazaa, which before its
demise as a peer-to-peer file sharing application used the FastTrack protocol
and therefore a hybrid peer-to-peer network [90], and Gnutella [114], which
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is a “pure” peer-to-peer network file sharing protocol used by the infamous
LimeWire application [92]. More thorough comparisons of these have been
done [9, 118], but here we note that while most peer-to-peer file sharing
applications aim to quickly locate content [67], one whose aim is to quickly
transfer content is BitTorrent [40]. This makes BitTorrent interesting from
a media distribution perspective, and as it has kept its popularity among
peer-to-peer file sharing [54, 55] and is important to our work, we will in the
following describe BitTorrent in more detail.

3.3.1 BitTorrent

BitTorrent is a file sharing application introduced in 2001 [39]. While the
original BitTorrent protocol [40] resulted in a mediated peer-to-peer network
type, later additions have evolved the structure towards a combination of
different types. Unlike many other peer-to-peer networks, there is no single
network connecting all users of BitTorrent, but rather a separate subnetwork
for each set of content, or torrent, uniquely identified by its info hash. In
order for a peer to find other peers, services called trackers keep track of
peers involved in sharing a particular torrent. Furthermore, each torrent is
split into pieces, of typically 256 kB or more in size, each of which is further
split into blocks of 16 kB [89]. A peer will keep track of which pieces are held
by the other peers it is connected to, and request blocks of a piece from peers
who have the piece that those blocks belong to. After a peer has received all
the blocks in a piece it may offer that piece for distribution to other peers.

One of the key ideas to make this system work is that a peer should not
request the pieces in-order, but rather randomly until one complete piece
has been transferred. After that BitTorrent switches to using the rarest-first
method [40]. This means that the piece with the lowest availability, i.e., the
piece that the fewest active peers have, should be requested before pieces
with higher availability. The behaviour when more than one piece has the
same availability is not defined [40]. By requesting pieces rarest-first the
algorithm tries to ensure a reasonably even distribution of pieces, compared
to a situation where all peers would start by initially requesting the same
pieces. This is also a reason as to why new peers start with requesting pieces
randomly, as peers joining soon after each other would otherwise all start by
requesting the same piece.

To create an incentive for peers to upload as well as download data, the
reference implementation of BitTorrent uses a tit-for-tat mechanism. Each
peer evaluates which of the other peers have sent data to it, and those
peers who have sent the most data, plus one random peer, are allowed to
receive data in return [40, 89]. Other implementations that used different
methods of peer selection have been proposed, including BitTyrant [109],
which carefully estimates which peers to send data to in order to maximise its
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own download speed while minimising the amount of data sent to other peers.
In any case, the tit-for-tat mechanism only works when a peer is uploading
and downloading simultaneously, and therefore clients switch to other peer
selection methods when seeding, i.e., when they have a complete copy of the
torrent data but still participate in sharing the content by sending data to
other peers. Originally the peers who could receive data fastest were chosen
for sending data to when seeding [40], but as this could lead to unfairness,
later clients switched to choosing these peers randomly [109].

Originally there was no built-in content search in BitTorrent, and instead
search for content was carried out using web search pages. These web pages
allowed users to download so-called torrent index files, containing metadata
about each torrent, including its info hash, piece size, names and sizes of
included files, URL(s) of tracker(s), and SHA-1 hashes of all the pieces.
However, BitTorrent later evolved to include other methods of discovering
peers beside the tracker. These include finding them using a distributed hash
table (DHT), where lookups are performed using an overlay network, and peer
exchange, in which peers directly exchange information about which other
peers they have experience of being involved in sharing the content. Thus,
so-called trackerless torrents were introduced, and taking the decentralisation
one step further was the use of magnet links [86]. A magnet link contains the
info hash, with which the DHT can be used to retrieve the torrent metadata
from other peers, thus bypassing not only the tracker but also the retrieval
of the torrent index file from a web page.

The BitTorrent ecosystem is, at the time of writing, very much alive and
thriving for content distribution, both authorised and non-authorised. In
a snapshot of the second half of 2014 BitTorrent comprised approximately
25, 36, and 56 percent of upstream Internet traffic during peak periods
in North America, Europe, and the Asia-Pacific regions, respectively [55].
Besides its infamous use in unauthorised distribution of music, video, and
software, it has also been used for distributing content updates in games
such as World of Warcraft [77, 91] and for distributing code to servers used
by Facebook [41, 49] and Twitter [82]. BitTorrent has also been reported as
being used by YouTube for internal transfers inside and between data centres,
with YouTube being “very pleased with the performance” [22]. However,
these usages are all of the download-type, in which the content must be
transferred in its entirety before it is certain that it can be used. As previously
mentioned, the out-of-order nature of BitTorrent that makes it efficient at
transferring large data sets is not inherently compatible with the in-order
nature of streaming content. There have been many proposals for adapting
BitTorrent to streaming [32, 33, 103, 120, 129, 145], but in practice streaming
of BitTorrent content seems to be done by naïvely requesting the pieces
in-order [23, 57], despite the well known shortcomings of using this method
in a BitTorrent network [106]. We return to this issue in Section 5.2.1.
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BitTorrent is by its very nature an open and unregulated system, and
although there is a company ostensibly in charge of BitTorrent (or at least
the “official” client software), many of the features have been introduced by
individual developers and in response to different user needs. This lack of
control over BitTorrent, along with its reputation as a method of choice for
unlicensed content distribution, have probably contributed to the overall lack
of support from large content producers. In Section 3.5, we look at a few
different media distribution systems that have seen more mainstream use.
But before that, we turn our attention towards how to decode the received
media for playback.

3.4 Media Decoding

As mentioned earlier, content that is transferred over a network is usually
encoded in such a way that it is compressed, reducing the amount of data.
With audiovisual data, the most common way of doing this is by discarding
the least important information. This way of reducing the amount of data has
its root in a time before digitalisation, when it often arose out of necessity;
for instance, analog colour video signals for TVs separated the luminance
and colour information and put a greater emphasis on the luminance signal,
not only because the human eye is more sensitive to luminance, but also
because compatibility was needed with the previous black and white TVs.
The separation of luminance and colour is still prevalent in digital video,
and for lowering the data rate without affecting the perceived quality, it is
common for each of the two colour channels to contain only a quarter of
the detail of the luminance channel [45]. Similarly, when sound recordings
on vinyl records moved from single channel (mono) sound to dual channel
(stereo), the grooves in the vinyl did not encode left and right channels
separately but rather their combination (L + R) in a horizontal groove
and their difference (L−R) vertically [59], which not only allowed greater
fidelity for the combined channel but also provided compatibility with mono
equipment. This idea has also survived the digital transition; for instance,
the joint stereo encoding used in MPEG-1 Layer III (MP3) and MPEG-2/4
Advanced Audio Coding (AAC) [25] formats can similarly use mid/side-stereo
encoding [52]. In this encoding the combination of the left and right channels
is encoded as one channel and the difference as another [68], thus allowing
more data for the former when there is not much difference between left and
right channel audio.

When it comes to encoding video content, in practice a large part of the
content is such that many parts of the image remain static for some time, or
at least do not change very much. In video encoding it is therefore common to
take advantage of the similarities between one image, or frame, and the next.
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This means that instead of encoding each frame of the video independently,
the encoder introduces dependencies between frames. We explore this further
in Section 5.3.

While the aforementioned techniques reduce the data rate for encoded
media somewhat, a major reduction in data rate comes from the use of
lossy encoding mentioned in Chapter 1. Lossy encoding means that the
mathematical transformation of the content does not perfectly preserve the
content, but discards some of the data. This should be done in such a way
that both the perceived loss in quality and the amount of data needed to
represent the content is as small as possible. Thus, there are many ways of
creating lossy compressed media from uncompressed. Encoding is quite a
complex task, and for some parts a “brute force” method can be employed;
the encoder tries different strategies and in the end chooses the one that
appears to give the best result for a given piece of content. Such a method
is trivial to parallelise, and the video encoding process has long been an
area that has taken advantage of parallel processing to improve speed and
efficiency, as evidenced by the work of for instance Li et al. [93], Xu et al. [150],
and Yung and Chu [152]. However, because a particular content is typically
decoded many more times than it is encoded, the cumulative possible gains
in efficiency are much larger for decoding than encoding. Thus, in our work
we focus on the decoding process.

There are many different audiovisual formats that media can be encoded
in. However, the formats in common and contemporary use are not very
different from each other in their approach. For audio, most coding standards
are based on psychoacoustic modelling [137, 156] to choose how to discard the
sounds that are the least perceptible to human ears, thereby reducing the data
rate. Also, many formats use a Huffman-style lossless encoding of the loosely
encoded content to further reduce the data rate [137, 156]. For distribution of
solely audio, MP3 and AAC [25] are common formats, with Ogg Vorbis [100]
as a “free”, or supposedly less patent- and licensing-encumbered, option. For
stereo audio, there is little practical quality difference between these formats
at the bit rates commonly used for audio distribution. Audio included with
video commonly uses AAC or Dolby Digital (AC3) audio, the latter being
carried over from its use for surround audio in DVD and Blu-ray digital video
disc formats. For the video content itself, H.264 [66] is a common format at
the time of writing, but there are others, such as VC-1 [69] and VP8 [16],
that support similar features. These features include a 16x16 pixel block size,
integer DCT transform, and deblocking filters [37, 69].

Regardless of the formats used, the content has to be distributed somehow.
As mentioned previously, there are existing systems for media distribution,
and in the following we take a look at a few popular and successful ones.
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3.5 Integrated Systems

A variety of different existing media distribution systems are in use, and many
of these are integrated. By this we refer to a media distribution system where
the content, distribution mechanism and, to some extent, playback software
are all controlled by the same entity. Most of these tend to focus on streaming
rather than downloading, presumably because the immediacy of streaming
makes monetisation (through the use of advertisements or subscription fees)
easier than in a situation where the content consumption is carried out at
a later date. In the following, we shortly look at a few of the more popular
and interesting integrated media distribution systems.

3.5.1 YouTube

YouTube is an advertising-supported video sharing web site, which launched
in early 2005 [147] and was bought by Google the following year [126],
subsequently becoming Google’s premier video sharing service. Originally
videos were encoded with the Sorenson Spark H.263 codec at a resolution
of 320 by 240 pixels, with audio in 64 kbps MP3 format, and displayed in
web browsers using the Flash plug-in from Macromedia (later from Adobe).
The range of different encodings has since grown to include resolutions
up to Ultra HD (also known as 4K or 2160p) as well as different codecs
corresponding to different standards and for compatibility with different
devices, and playback methods. Since late 2013, Dynamic Adaptive Streaming
over HTTP (DASH) [130, 133] has been required for video resolutions above
720p. Using DASH, the same content is encoded with different resolutions and
bit rates and split into sequences of small segments. The playback application
must then request individual audio and video segments, which may be of
different qualities to suit changing conditions, and combine these segments
client-side [130].

In a snapshot from the second half of 2014, YouTube was the largest or
second largest user of Internet bandwidth in all examined regions of the world
except Africa [55]. YouTube used to function using third-party CDNs, which
was very expensive [131], and YouTube has therefore built a CDN of their
own, which has been extensively studied [113, 143].

3.5.2 Netflix

Netflix is the leading provider of a subscription service for online movies
and TV shows [6]. In a snapshot from the second half of 2014, Netflix was
reported to comprise 34.9% of downstream fixed line Internet traffic in North
America during peak periods [55], and earlier that year it was reported to
comprise 17.8% of downstream traffic in the British Isles during “peak evening
hours” [54]. As Netflix is only available in the Americas and in a limited
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number of countries in other parts of the world, mainly in Northern Europe,
its impact on the global Internet traffic overall is less severe.

In the United States, Netflix began as a mail rental service for DVDs
in 1997, and after expanding to digital distribution in 2007, by 2010 on-
demand streaming had turned into “a major part of Netflix’s business” [126].
In other countries, Netflix offers on-demand streaming only. Initially, this
on-demand streaming of media was served by Netflix’s own data centres,
but then expanded to use CDNs such as Amazon, Limelight and Akamai [6].
More recently, Netflix begun placing its own “Open Connect” CDN servers
directly at different Internet service providers, thereby letting the traffic flow
only locally from the ISP to the end users, reducing the amount of Internet
traffic used by the Netflix streaming service. Outside the US, all Netflix
traffic now goes through Netflix’s own CDN [27]. This move, while beneficial
to the ISP and end users alike, has met some resistance from many Internet
service providers [87], including those who are also offering cable TV and
therefore view Netflix as a competitor in media distribution. Netflix has also
been interested in augmenting its CDN with a peer-to-peer network [26].

3.5.3 Spotify

Spotify is an on-demand music streaming service, initially launched in October
2008 in a few European countries [56, 95]. The company, Spotify AB, has
developed its own, proprietary applications for both mobile and desktop
operating systems [56], as well as a browser-based solution. While the basic
service is ad-supported and does not require payment from a user, additional
features – such as offline listening, higher audio bit rate, and ability to connect
different devices – requires a monthly fee [84], and the exact differentiation
between paying and non-paying users has changed over time.

Originally Spotify used a peer-to-peer network as well as their own servers
to deliver music content [84]. Each desktop client connected to Spotify would
function as a peer in the peer-to-peer network, caching a certain amount of
recently played content. When streaming a music track not in the peer’s
own cache, the client software would start by getting the first piece of the
content from Spotify’s servers, and then use the peer-to-peer network to find
other sources for the requested content. For this the software would use
techniques inspired by peer-to-peer file sharing, both “Gnutella-style” and
“BitTorrent-style” [83, 144]. The former means that a peer asks its neighbours
and neighbours’ neighbours for possible sources for the content, and the
latter means asking a central tracker for other peers interested in the same
content [56]. However, instead of a random subset of peers as in standard
BitTorrent the tracker would return the most recent peers, because of the
greater possibility that a peer that has recently requested the content would
still hold the content in its cache. The actual content transfer would happen
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in-order, as the data amount was very small compared to video content [83],
and therefore it was assumed that any gains from the use of out-of-order
transfer would not be worth the additional complexity.

Mobile clients for Spotify have not participated in the peer-to-peer aspects
of Spotify [83, 144], and the use of mobile clients has increased over time.
Spotify has therefore decided to “phase out” the use of peer-to-peer technology,
because they believe that they can now serve users better using their own
network of servers [48].

3.6 The Research Question

Looking at the existing systems, we are interested in finding out how we can
improve the performance and efficiency of digital media distribution. We
have noted the following three main areas of possible improvement:

1. Network structure and coordination. Media distribution systems
seem to alternate between first-party and third-party solutions, the
former being more cost-effective and easier to control while the latter
allow for more rapid expansion and larger reach. Regardless of which
type the focus is on at the moment, there is a clear need for methods of
coordinating and controlling an expanding network used for distribution.

2. Transport of content over the network. There is a need for solving
the issue of getting content across the network as efficiently as possible;
not only to the consumers, but also to other points in the distribution
network.

3. Content encoding. There is a need for having the content in a format
that uses as little data as possible, for easier transport over the network.
However, the encoding used should allow for efficient decoding in order
to get the content onto such a wide variety of devices as possible.

For all of the above, reliability is an important goal, because we want the
content producers and consumers alike to trust our media distribution system.
For this, we need the network itself to be reliable, we need the transport
of content over the network to be reliable, and we also need the decoding
of content at the consumers’ side to be reliable. In a distributed network,
there are ways of improving the overall reliability of the system while the
individual parts are unreliable [1]. This is indeed a useful feature, for instance
when dealing with changing conditions outside of our control, but our issue
with reliability requires more than this. Ideally, we would like to be certain
that the software running on each node of our media distribution network
behaves correctly and without errors, and that we can showcase efficiency
without compromising on the correctness. While it could be argued that
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this is, or at least should be, the goal for any software, in most cases the
methods used in the development do not even strive to be able to guarantee
correctness. It would be a good idea to approach this systematically, with
correctness as a cornerstone. For this we need a specific approach to software
development, and in the following chapter we will describe such an approach:
formal methods.
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4 | Formal Methods

When a physical system of large scale – such as a car, a bridge, or a building –
is to be constructed, there is often a model of it created first before the design
is finalised and the actual construction can begin. Traditionally, this model
has been a physical object different from the intended final product in some
ways, such as in scale, structure, or the materials used. However, for such a
model to be useful it needs some properties similar enough to those of the
intended final product; the model can then be used to evaluate some aspects
of the design before it is finalised. These days, such models are constructed
with computers and may never enter the physical world, but they are still
used for creating technical drawings that specify these systems and can be
used to reason about them before they are built. Such a technical drawing is
often known as a blueprint [3].

The construction of software systems has traditionally taken a different
approach. In the development of software it is inevitable that into the code
there will at some point be introduced faults or flaws, colloquially known as
bugs. Because this is undesirable, the bugs should be found so that they can
be corrected, which in many cases is done using testing. As pointed out by
Dijkstra, testing “shows the presence, not the absence of bugs” [29]. One way
of dealing with the problem of bugs can be formal verification, in which the
code is checked to ensure mathematical correctness before it is deployed. For
instance, such a system is used for the mobile applications by Facebook [30].
While this type of verification improves the quality of the system, it does
not automatically lead to a better understanding of the system. We could
instead reason about the problem the other way around, by first thinking
about what the system should achieve and then making sure that what we
end up creating does not contradict that. This is known as correctness by
construction [88].

Stepwise development can help to ensure correctness. Most approaches to
software development, including the traditional waterfall model [20] as well as
the newer agile development [18] methods, follow a stepwise model, with these
steps referred to as life cycle stages in the waterfall model and iterations in
the agile methods [64]. However, while this stepwise development is intended
to improve the quality of the software, it is not done in a way that guarantees
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correctness and desirable properties. If we instead employ strict mathematical-
logical ways of reasoning about correctness, we can prove correctness and
desirable properties, under certain assumptions. Such methods of enabling
correctness by construction are known as formal methods, and they are used
to build formal models, which are “blueprints adapted to our discipline” [3].

In the following, we will describe the formal method we have used for our
work, as well as tools and add-ons supporting this method.

4.1 Event-B

The B-Method [2] is a formal method for specification and development of
highly dependable software, and it has been used in several large industrial
projects [15, 19, 53]. Event-B [3] combines the B-Method with ideas from
the Action Systems [10, 12, 146] framework, to create a way of modelling
reactive, event-driven systems.

Event-B is a state-based formal method. This means that the state of
the system is modelled using variables, and transitions between these states
are modelled using events, which contain actions that update variables. For
a particular transition to happen, certain preconditions must exist, modelled
as event guards. The guards consist of predicates that must evaluate to
true whenever the event is enabled, i.e., when it is possible and desirable
for the event to occur. The variables and events in an Event-B model of a
system are contained in a machine, also referred to as the “dynamic part”.
An Event-B machine may see one or more contexts, known as the “static
part”, containing constants and (carrier) sets as well as axioms about these.
Fundamental to an Event-B machine are invariants, which state properties
in the machine that must hold for every reachable state of the model, i.e.,
every possible combination of values that the variables could have obtained
based on the events. Initially the invariants must be satisfied by the values
given to variables in the special Initialisation event, and none of the other
events in the machine may change variables in such a way that the invariants
are contradicted. The general structure of an Event-B machine and context
can be seen in Figure 4.1.

A key concept in formal modelling with Event-B is refinement, which is
the gradual introduction of new events, variables or data, making the system
progress stepwise from its original specification towards a more concrete
implementation. In other words, we start from a model of what the system
should achieve and work stepwise, mathematically proving correctness along
the way, towards a model of how the system should achieve its intended
purpose. Horizontal refinement, also known as superposition refinement [13,
76], is the term used when we refine a model by adding new variables and
events to the existing model. To ensure provable correctness, these newly
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Figure 4.1: A machine M and a context C in Event-B, based on Abrial [3].

added variables and events must not contradict any previous, more abstract
model. Vertical refinement, or data refinement [11], is the term used when
we replace an abstract representation of data with a more concrete one, and
change the events accordingly. In this case, we need to add gluing invariants,
which formally define the relationship between the previous, abstract variables
and the newly introduced, concrete ones.

While machines and contexts are useful for structuring a model, the
real reason for modelling using Event-B is the previously mentioned ability
to prove correctness and desirable properties. What is to be proved for
an Event-B model is defined by proof obligations. These are sequents or
mathematical formulas that can be used to show that the actions of the
events do not invalidate any assumptions given about the variables. While
these can be generated by a human being, doing so would be “foolish (and
error prone)” [3] due to the large number of proof obligations that often can
be needed. Furthermore, not only generating the proof obligations but also
discharging them, i.e., proving, is something that we should preferably be
able to do automatically. For this to happen, we need tool support.

4.2 The Rodin Platform

The EU project Rodin (Rigorous Open Development Environment for Com-
plex Systems) [115] ran from 2004 to 2007, and during it and its follow-up
project Deploy [44] the Rodin Platform tool [4, 5, 50] was developed. The
Rodin Platform tool is based on the Eclipse platform, an “open source, robust,
full-featured, commercial-quality, industry platform for the development of
highly integrated tools and rich client applications” [47].

The Rodin Platform tool helps with both modelling and proving with
Event-B. Machines and contexts can be created and edited using different
editors, from the more graphical built-in Event-B editor, containing popup
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menus and “wizards”, to purely text-based ones such as Camille [31]. The
Rodin Platform can be extended with the use of plug-ins that add new
features for modelling and proving. In the following, we describe two such
plug-ins that we have used in our work.

4.2.1 ProB

ProB [111] is an animator and model checker for a number of formal languages,
including the B-Method and Event-B. Animation of an Event-B model refers
to “executing” it, in the sense that it is possible to stepwise go through
enabled events in a model and examine the changes in the values of variables,
i.e., different states. To illustrate why this is useful in addition to proving
correctness, we offer the following example.

Consider a random number generator whose specification is to output a
number between 0 and 10. If we create a model where the output can be 11,
we cannot prove that model correct according to the specification. However,
if we create a model where the output is always 4, it does not invalidate the
specification and is therefore provably correct, but likely not what we wanted
in the first place. Animation helps us find these situations where the model
does not do what we intended it to do, by allowing us to explore the possible
states of the model.

Model checking is “an automatic technique for verifying finite state con-
current systems” [38]. This is done by automatically exploring (ideally) all
the possible (reachable) states of the model, which means that the state space
explosion problem is the “main challenge” [38] for model checking. This also
explains the need for the restriction to finite state systems. In our work we
have not used the model checking aspect of ProB, but the animation part has
found use. In Section 5.2.2 we describe how we have used ProB in our work.

4.2.2 Event-B Modularisation Plug-in

In Event-B, there is no built-in approach for creating large models consisting
of smaller parts. Therefore, constructing and proving models of such systems
can be cumbersome and there have been different approaches to solve this
problem [28, 65]. We found that the Modularisation Plug-in [99] offered an
approach suitable for our work, in addition to being immediately usable in
the form of a plug-in. The Modularisation Plug-in allows the model to include
smaller parts, modules, of which instances can be imported. The modules can
then be refined separately and independently from the main model. In our
work, this meant that when modelling an overall network structure we could
model a network node as a module, and the model of the network would
then contain many instances of this module. We will describe this approach
further in Section 5.1.
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5 | Modelling Media
Distribution Algorithms

Having given the background for and methods used in our work, we now
turn our attention towards the content of the published articles that form
the basis for this dissertation. We envision a complete media distribution
system based on a distributed architecture, such as peer-to-peer networking,
in which different parts of the system have been formally modelled and
verified. Figure 5.1 shows our view of one client in such a system, with our
work in different areas indicated by different letters.

As previously mentioned, we focus on three major parts of a media
distribution system: network structure and coordination, transport of content
over the network, and decoding of encoded content. Our work on network
structure and coordination corresponds to the area marked A in Figure 5.1
and is described in Section 5.1. For our work on transport of content over the
network we refer to Section 5.2, where we describe our work on content transfer
algorithms. This includes both BitTorrent-based on-demand streaming,
corresponding to area B in Figure 5.1, and generalised content transfer,
corresponding to both areas B and C in Figure 5.1. Finally, in Section 5.3 we
describe our work on media decoding, corresponding to area D in Figure 5.1.

5.1 Network Structure and Coordination

As mentioned earlier, a digital media distribution system will by definition
involve a computer network of some sort. This means that we will have a
set of network nodes that are able communicate with other nodes in order to
distribute media content. In our work, we assume that from an application
point of view the network topology is not static and pre-defined, and that
an application may itself choose which other network nodes it will try to
communicate with. As formally modelling such a system in Event-B is not
the easiest of tasks, we initially turned our attention towards modelling the
algorithms used by a node in a specific type of network, as described in
Section 5.2.1.
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The Network!

Download!

Data Verification!

Upload!

Data Storage!

Content Playback!

A!

B!

D!

C!

Figure 5.1: Our client-side view of a peer-to-peer-based media distribution
system. Wide white arrows indicate flow of data, while thin black arrows
indicate flow of control or metadata.

Returning to the task of modelling the network itself, we started ab-
stractly and focused on modelling the inter-peer relations in a peer-to-peer
network [107]. This involved thinking about the basics of such a network:
peers must be able to connect to other peers in the network, and for that to
happen peers need to be aware of other peers. Modelling this in Event-B
gave us events for connecting two peers to each other, as well as one peer
becoming aware of a subset of other peers, respectively. We then refined
this model into a model where the number of connections each peer could
have was limited, eliminating the otherwise eventual result of every peer
being connected to all other peers. Thus, a connection between two peers
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should not always be possible, and this necessitated not only an event for
setting the connection limit per peer, but also events for attempting a con-
nection as well as aborting an unsuccessful connection attempt [108]. This
model was then further refined by adding information about whether peers
are online or not, necessitating events for joining and leaving the (active)
network, with the necessary prerequisites that peers must be online before
attempting to connect to other peers as well as close all connections before
going offline. Additionally, we modelled the situation where a peer may not
be able to accept incoming connections. Such a situation is common in many
real-life situations [56], for instance when using traditional network address
translation (NAT) [43, 132].

Further refinement of a model like this would increase the complexity, and
at this stage we therefore involved the Modularisation Plug-in for Event-B.
Our idea behind modularising our model was to separate each peer’s internal
functionality from the functionality of the network as a whole. This would
make the peers independent of each other, allowing us to connect this work
to our other work where we modelled one specific peer (Paper II, described
in Section 5.2.1). This modularisation approach is described in Paper III
and further explained in our technical report [108], but here we give a short
summary to better connect it with our other work.

Modularisation in Event-B uses an approach in which a part of the
model can be separated into a module, and events are separated depending
on which parts of the model they affect. Any event that affects only the
module internally is deemed a process and exists only in the module, while
events that affect the whole model remain in the overall machine but calls on
corresponding operations in the module. The module interface presents the
module to the Event-B machine that imports, or uses, the module, while the
module body is an Event-B machine that implements the operations specified
by the interface.

In our work, using this approach means that the only events remaining
in the main model are events for connecting and disconnecting peers, and
all the other events from previous refinements become processes in a peer
module. This may seem counterintuitive, but even leaving the network only
directly affects one peer at a time, because in our model it is only possible for
a peer to leave the network when the peer has no connections to other peers.
Likewise, a peer joining a network does not directly affect any other peer,
although it opens the possibility of establishing connections to other peers.

By modelling node coordination in a peer-to-peer network like this, start-
ing from an abstract model and continuing towards a model where the peers
are modelled as individual instances of a module, we create a reusable model
where the individual parts can be developed separately. Furthermore, the
mixed data- and control-oriented coordination approach results in a rather
sophisticated coordination in our distributed model.
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Work division. The modelling was done by Petter Sandvik, based on an
idea by Kaisa Sere. The modularisation approach was suggested by Luigia
Petre. Paper III was written mainly by Petter Sandvik, with contributions
by Luigia Petre.

5.2 Content Transfer Algorithms

Now that we have a model of a network structure that could be used for our
media distribution system, we turn our attention to the act of getting the
content across the network. We start by looking at expanding our previous
work on adapting peer-to-peer file sharing technology for on-demand stream-
ing [118], beginning with an idea and a simulation in Section 5.2.1 (Paper I)
and continuing in Section 5.2.2 with formal modelling and verification of this
concept (Paper II). We then continue in Section 5.2.3 with a more general
formalisation of content transfer algorithms (Paper V).

5.2.1 BitTorrent Streaming

In 2008, we described an idea of how a BitTorrent-based media streaming
system could work [118]. Based on this, we developed the distance-availability
weighted piece selection method (DAW) [120]. As described in Section 3.3.1,
in BitTorrent the content to be transferred is partitioned into pieces that are
requested primarily rarest-first, which works well for situations in which the
content is to be transferred as a whole before it is being used. Our suggestion
for a different way of requesting pieces comes from the idea that in a streaming
situation, it is important to request pieces of content that are close to being
played back, but for a BitTorrent-like system to function efficiently with
respect to the tit-for-tat mechanism the availability of each piece of content
must also be taken into account. Thus, the distance-availability weighted
method was born, prioritising each piece based on its distance (i.e., difference
in piece number to the piece currently being played back) multiplied by its
availability (i.e., number of peers who have that piece). In our work the
distance and availability are given equal weights, but giving either one more
weight than the other would certainly also be possible, although we have not
explored what the practical effect of this would be.

We wrote simple scripts that simulated the piece selection methods but not
an actual network, and using these simulations we compared the performance
of piece selection methods. In addition to the distance-availability weighted
method we also simulated requesting pieces sequentially, as well as requesting
using the rarest-first method with buffer (RFB), as described by Vlavianos
et al. [145]. These simulations included situations where all peers joined the
network simultaneously, as well as situations where the joining was spread
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out over time. We found that compared to the two other methods, DAW is
better overall for the BitTorrent network than the sequential request method,
and at the same time DAW provides better individual performance than
RFB [120].

After that, we extended our work with another set of simulations, into
which we also included BiToS [145], a BitTorrent piece selection method
specifically for streaming. This piece selection method partitions the pieces of
content into a small “high-priority” consisting of pieces close to being played
back and a much larger “low-priority” set of other pieces, with pieces in the
high priority set having a much higher probability of being selected. The
probabilistic approach means that unlike the other methods, BiToS cannot
guarantee that all pieces will be requested in time for playback even if the
download rate is large enough. We therefore performed a set of simulations in
which we measured how often media playback would skip and/or stop when
using the four mentioned piece selection methods under different conditions.
We found that DAW compared favourably to BiToS, although the differences
were smaller than we previously believed. This work was published as Paper I.

Work division. The simulations were done by Petter Sandvik. Paper I was
written by Petter Sandvik, based on discussions with Mats Neovius.

5.2.2 Formally Modelled BitTorrent Streaming

Continuing on our previous work, we turned our attention towards a formally
verified model of the piece selection algorithms. As mentioned previously, we
realised that modelling the entire network would be difficult, and therefore fo-
cused on modelling how one peer in the peer-to-peer network sees the network.
In a sense, we assumed that the peer knows and can adapt its own behaviour,
but the behaviour of other peers can be seen as non-deterministic [123].

The full details on how we modelled BitTorrent-based media streaming
can be found in our technical report [122] associated with Paper II, but
here we shortly describe the process. Our initial, abstract model contained
events for selecting pieces of content and playing back a piece of content. In
our first refinement, we added information about exactly which pieces were
selected, and in the second and third refinement we added information about
how many and which pieces have been requested and transferred. In the
fourth refinement, we introduced the concept of priority, thereby having a
way of specifying which pieces should be selected. In Paper II, we refer to
this refinement step as our common model. After that, we refined our model
in three different ways, representing different piece selection methods that
calculate the priority in different ways. These three methods are the same
as in [120]: sequential piece selection, rarest-first method with buffer and
the distance-availability weighted method. The previously mentioned and
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simulated BiToS [145] uses probabilities, and in Event-B it could therefore
not be modelled to the same level as the others, preventing us from including
it.

To be able to compare the behaviour of our formal models with our
simulations, as described in Paper I, we used ProB [111] to animate our Event-
B models. In practice, this meant that we exported our refined model from the
Rodin Platform tool into ProB and animated it by generating random traces
until we reached a certain state, and then repeated the process a number
of times to get the average values of the variables we were interested in. In
our case, we were interested in looking at the availability of different content
pieces after a certain number of pieces have been selected and transferred.
Because of how our formal models were created and the way ProB interacts
with them, memory and processing time constraints forced us to use smaller
numerical values for the number of peers and pieces of content than we
would in a real-life situation. However, we did re-run the simulations from
Paper I with these smaller numbers. We were then able to compare the
results obtained from simulating a whole network with the average of 40
random animation traces from ProB. In this situation, we found that a formal
model of one peer behaved on average very similarly to an average peer in
our simulation of a peer-to-peer network. These results were published as
Paper II.

Work division. The initial idea was discussed by Petter Sandvik and Kaisa
Sere. Formal modelling was done by Petter Sandvik, with help from Marina
Waldén. Paper II was written by Petter Sandvik.

5.2.3 Generalised Content Transfer

While working on formally modelling different BitTorrent piece selection
algorithms, we noted a lack of standardisation in how these algorithms were
described. This resulted in an idea for a specification language for these types
of algorithms; a generalisation of this idea to include other types of content
transfer algorithms was presented at NWPT 2012 [119].

The idea behind the Specification for Content Transfer Algorithms lan-
guage (SPECTA) is to be able to specify, in a manner that is easily under-
standable for both humans and machines, how an algorithm that piece-wise
transfers content chooses the order in which pieces of content are transferred.
We should then be able to automatically translate from this language into
other languages and formalisms, for purposes including validation and code
generation.

In SPECTA, we specify the process of choosing which piece to transfer
by stacking selections. Each selection consists of a condition that the system
must be in for that selection to be used, as well as criteria that an eligible
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piece of content must satisfy to be selected for transfer. If the condition is
not fulfilled or the condition is fulfilled but there is no piece matching the
criteria, the next selection is tried.

To show that a content transfer algorithm written in SPECTA can then
be translated and for easy comparison with our previous work, we chose to
start by focusing on translating to Event-B. Our simple translator did not
translate SPECTA code to Event-B models, but to Event-B code for events
that could be inserted into a model. We started by describing and translating
DAW [120, 121], and compared the model with events generated from that
SPECTA code with our previous models, as described in Section 5.2.2. We
found that when the events were generated from SPECTA code the complexity
was lower, as evidenced by fewer proof obligations needed and fewer refinement
steps used to get the same functionality. This work is presented as Paper V.

Work division. Paper V was written by, as well as based on an original
idea by, Petter Sandvik.

5.3 Formally Modelled Media Decoding

Looking at Figure 5.1 and leaving the process of verifying the integrity of
the received content, as well as storing it, out of scope, the next step after
having received media content is to play it back. This is a very wide topic,
but we have focused on one particular area: decoding of video that is encoded
using the H.264 [66] standard. Video content consists of a series of images, or
frames, and the encoding usually takes advantage of the previously mentioned
particularity that there is often very little difference between one frame and
the next, and thus it can be efficient to store differences between frames
rather than the whole image each time. In many video compression formats,
including H.264, the frame is divided into smaller square macroblocks, and
these blocks are encoded individually. H.264 allows macroblocks to be based
on other macroblocks with similar content, either in the same frame, in a
previous frame, or in a frame that is to be displayed later. This is known as
prediction. This partition into different types of macroblocks means that we
also have different types of frames: I-frames, in which macroblocks refer only
to macroblocks in the same frame, P-frames, where macroblocks may also
refer to macroblocks in a previous frame, and B-frames, in which macroblocks
may refer to macroblocks in the same frame and two other frames. The H.264
standard has several different levels and extensions, and this is therefore only
a subset of what is possible to encode with H.264 [135]. Having these different
types of frames creates dependencies between them; for instance, a B-frame
cannot be decoded until the other frames its blocks depend on have been
decoded. This creates a problem when we are trying to decode efficiently, for
instance when trying to decode frames in parallel.
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We started modelling these dependency relations in Event-B by having
an abstract model of a set of unprocessed frames, and an event that processes
them. In the following two refinement steps, we added the different types of
frames and their dependencies (or lack thereof, in the case of I-frames), as well
as introduced the concept of macroblocks with the notion that frames are not
processed all at once but block by block. In the third refinement, we added
the macroblocks and their dependency relations, and in the fourth refinement
step we refined the events to build up a stream of output frames [94].

Extending our previous work, we turned towards the idea of specifying
how the decoding process could be done in parallel. The main ways of doing
this is functional partitioning, where different parts of the decoding process
are run in parallel, and data partitioning, in which the same part of the
decoding process is run in parallel with different data. The latter has been
found to have better scalability [141], and we therefore decided to focus on
data partitioning. The two main ways of doing this for H.264 encoded video
are frame-level parallelisation and macroblock-level parallelisation, specifying
whether the data units to be processed in parallel are the whole frames or
individual macroblocks, respectively. When doing frame-level parallelisa-
tion the processing of macroblocks within a frame is done in-order, but for
macroblock-level parallelisation this is not the case. Thus, for macroblock-
level parallelisation we need to take into account the constraint that a block
within a frame can depend on blocks to its left, top left, top, and top right
positions.

We refined our previous formal model in two different ways, representing
the two different parallelisation techniques. Common for both was having a
set of processing units, of which each could be assigned to at most one data
unit at a time. We noted that the macroblock-level parallelisation required
more proofs than frame-level parallelisation, mainly because of the complexity
of handling individual blocks rather than frames, as well as the handling of
several special cases. The latter primarily refers to when macroblocks are
located at the edge of a frame and thus, compared to the common case, fewer
surrounding blocks can be used for prediction. This work was published as
Paper IV.

Work division. Initial modelling was done by Kristian Lumme, based on an
idea by Luigia Petre and Kaisa Sere, with further modelling done by Petter
Sandvik. Paper IV was written mainly by Petter Sandvik, with contributions
from Kristian Lumme and Luigia Petre.
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6 | Related Work

As with most research, our work does not exist in a vacuum of its own, but
relies on previous work as its foundation – also referred to as “standing on
the shoulders of giants”1. In this chapter we look at previous work related to
the problems we have aimed to solve in our research. We start by looking at
networks and how they have been modelled, in particular formally modelled.
We continue by looking at previous work on media distribution, including
streaming using peer-to-peer networks and related technologies. We also
describe related approaches to media encoding and decoding, with a focus on
parallel processing.

6.1 Modelling Networks

With networks being of such importance as they are in today’s world, it
should come as no surprise that there has been a wide variety of research
into networks. Our work has focused on the formal modelling of overlay
(application-level) networks, but in the following we will give a few examples
of other research into networks, with an emphasis on formal modelling.

There are many different ways of classifying networks, and one way is
to separate dynamic and static networks. The former refers to networks
with a varying set of nodes and interconnections, while the latter refers to
networks with a fixed set of nodes and interconnections [70]. Our focus has
been on dynamic networks, as peer-to-peer networks and other loosely formed
overlay networks are of this type. An overview of work in formal modelling
of dynamic and static networks has been given by Kamali [70].

Networks of different scale appear in different areas of computing. For
instance, networks-on-chip (NoC) are a way of using networking methods
to coordinate components of a single microchip, and Ostroumov et al. have
formally modelled the dynamic reconfiguration of such a network [105]. By
stacking multiple layers of 2D NoCs it is possible to make a 3D NoC, and the
high complexity and reliability requirements of such a design have encouraged

1This quote has often been attributed to Isaac Newton, and although Newton did use
the expression, he is not the originator (as explored by Merton [97]).
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the use formal methods to model 3D NoCs [73, 74]. An example of a larger
network type that has been of scientific interest is wireless networking [7, 8, 34].
In particular, wireless sensor networks [78, 116] and wireless sensor-actor
networks [71, 72] have been formally modelled and analysed.

Moving towards the application domain and distributed protocols of net-
works, Bochmann and Sunshine noted as early as 1980 that in the design
of communication protocols it would be useful to involve formal methods,
including the concepts of specification, abstraction and refinement [24]. An
early unified approach for formally describing and validating several dis-
tributed network protocols was presented by Segall [127]. Closer to present
day, Bhargavan et al. have used a theorem prover and a model checker to
prove key properties of distance vector routing protocols [21], including the
Ad-Hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) protocol. Höfner and McIver
have used statistical model checking to verify the AODV protocol for networks
of up to 100 nodes [60], while Fehnker et al. extended this approach with a
mobility model [51].

When it comes to peer-to-peer networks, BitTorrent has been modelled
for performance analysis by Qiu and Srikant [112]. The distributed hash table
Chord has been formally modelled by Zave [153]. An architectural model for
peer-to-peer networks has been formalised by Yan [151], based on the Action
Systems [10, 12, 146] formalism and Gnutella [114] peer-to-peer network. The
combination of formal methods and networks has also found practical use,
for instance in Amazon Web Services, as described by Newcombe et al. [104].

6.2 Network Media Distribution

In Section 3.5.3, we mentioned that Spotify has used both its own network of
servers and a peer-to-peer network to deliver content. This hybrid approach
has been suggested before, for instance by Xu et al. [149]. The idea behind
such an approach is to strike a balance between the dedicated nodes in a CDN,
which are reliable and have low latencies but are comparatively expensive to
deploy and maintain, and the nondedicated peers in a peer-to-peer network,
which cost nothing to deploy but are less reliable and have higher latencies.

As mentioned in Section 3.3.1, there have been many proposals as to
how the BitTorrent piece selection methods could be adapted to on-demand
streaming [32, 33, 103, 120, 129, 145]. In practice, requesting the pieces
sequentially seems to be the prevalent method [23, 57], although the method
proposed by Mol et al. [103] is also used [154]. A comparison of sequential
and rarest-first piece selection methods for BitTorrent streaming has been
done by Parvez et al. [106]. A more comprehensive comparison of different
BitTorrent-like approaches for on-demand video streaming has been done by
D’Acunto et al. [42], focusing on three different methods for piece selection.
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The first approach, window-based piece selection, is based on that of Shah and
Pâris [129], and uses a sliding window of a certain number of pieces from which
pieces are selected, usually rarest-first. This approach has the disadvantage
that the tit-for-tat incentive mechanism only works with peers whose sliding
windows are overlapping. The second approach, called probabilistic piece
selection, is based on that of Carlsson et al. [33], and uses Zipf probability
such that the lowest numbered piece not downloaded by the peer is given the
highest probability and other pieces are given progressively lower probability
of being selected. The idea here is similar to our distance-availability weighted
method in Paper I, in that not only should pieces close to playback be selected
– which benefits the peer itself – but also pieces that are further away, for
the benefit of the network overall. The third approach, called priority-based
piece selection by D’Acunto et al., is based on an idea by Mol et al. [103]
and similar to the rarest-first method with buffer described by Vlavianos
et al. [145]: A specific number of pieces close to being played back are
requested in-order, and when all those pieces have been selected, rarest-first
is used to select among remaining pieces. The method by Mol et al. further
splits the remaining pieces into a “mid priority” set and a “low priority” set,
with all pieces in the former being selected before any pieces in the latter are
considered.

The mentioned work has focused on on-demand streaming, but the im-
portant use of live streaming services such as Bambuser for reporting of
occurring news and events [46] has shown the importance of as well as need
for live streaming. Mol et al. have studied BitTorrent for live streaming [102],
as have Tewari and Kleinrock [139], with the version by Mol et al. being
implemented in practice [154].

Finally, as data sizes and speeds continue to grow, Tierney et al. have
showed that there is a need for more efficient transfer protocols for big
data [140], and Tolia et al. have described a BitTorrent-influenced approach
to data transfer in general [142].

6.3 Encoding and Decoding of Media

The optimisation of video encoding has been a popular research subject. As
early as 1998, Yung and Chu described how H.261 video encoding can be done
in parallel by workload balancing [152]. More recently, Sun et al. showed
how this can be done for efficient parallel H.264 encoding [136]. Li et al.
have showed how a video encoder can be parallelised on a bus network
by pre-partitioning the data such that no inter-processor communication is
needed [93]. We mentioned 3D networks-on-chip in Section 6.1, and Xu et al.
have showed how parallel H-264 encoding can be optimised for a 3D NoC [150].

The H.264 decoding process is a part of the encoding process [150],
but dedicated video decoding has also been an important research topic,
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particularly with regards to parallelisation. One can distinguish between
functional partitioning, where different parts of the decoding process are run
in parallel, and data partitioning, where the same process is done in parallel
but on different data. Van der Tol have compared these two, and found
greater scalability in the latter [141]. Chi and Juurlink have combined both
functional partitioning and data partitioning in order to achieve even greater
scalability [36]. For H.264 decoding, the two main ways of data partitioning
are frame-level parallelisation and macroblock-level parallelisation, both of
which we discussed in Section 5.3. Mesa et al. have formally described the
limit for the improvement in performance by macroblock-level parallelisa-
tion [98], and Meenderinck et al. have combined frame- and macroblock-level
parallelisation to a “Dynamic 3D-Wave” parallelisation strategy that could
potentially process hundreds of macroblocks in parallel even on low-end
devices [96].

Decoding video in parallel can improve not only performance but also
energy efficiency, as shown in the work by Kılıçarslan et al. [81] and Seitner
et al. [128]. Further decrease in energy usage can be achieved by not running
the processor cores at a higher speed than what is necessary for decoding the
media, and this run-time management of media decoding has been formally
modelled by Salehi Fathabadi et al. [117].
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7 | Conclusion

In this chapter we overview our research contributions, as described earlier
in this dissertation, and present the conclusions we have reached based on
the work we have undertaken so far. We also outline possible further work
directions and challenges within the subject of digital media distribution.

7.1 Research Contributions

The process of media distribution has come a long way from its origins. To
transfer media from one place to another we no longer need to move physical
objects around, and if we still choose to do so, those objects more often than
not contain abstract mathematical representations of phenomena that we
cannot experience ourselves without some form of computer software and
hardware translating for us. In other words, software running on some form
of computer is required whether we get the latest media content through
a network or on a physical medium such as a Blu-ray disc. The software
algorithms involved in the process of getting digital media from some other
location and into a format presentable on a user’s device has been the main
subject of our work.

Digital media distribution systems already exist, and their continued, and
in many cases increasing, usage shows that they work in practice. In this
thesis, our aim has been to show that these systems can be improved upon,
and that improvements in performance, efficiency and and availability can
be done in conjunction with improvements in software quality and reliability
through the use of formal methods.

Starting with the network itself, we have showed how a network can be
formally constructed and modularised in Event-B, such that we can separate
the modelling of one node from the modelling of the network itself. This
model therefore includes both the network coordination and the functionality
of each network node as separate entities, allowing us to focus on the latter
in our following work.

Focusing on the functionality of each node in a network, we have showed
how the piece selection algorithm used by BitTorrent can be adapted for
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on-demand media streaming, and how this can be modelled in Event-B. We
have also showed that modelling one peer in Event-B and animating it in
ProB gives results similar to simulating an entire network of peers, while
allowing us to prove certain properties mathematically.

Going beyond our idea of on-demand streaming based on peer-to-peer
file sharing, we have showed that having a formal specification language
for content transfer algorithms can make these easier to understand. We
have also showed that generating Event-B code from this language can
result in less complexity compared to models based on written specifications,
which improves the provability of the formal model and helps to ease the
development.

In the final software step of bringing media to people, we focused on video
decoding, and in particular how it could be done more efficiently. We have
showed that video decoding can be done in parallel based on formally defined
dependencies between frames and blocks in a video sequence. This means
that also this step can be performed in a way that is proven correct.

Overall, we have presented a view of how different parts of a digital media
distribution can be formally modelled and verified. These algorithms and
methods that we have chosen all have a basis in real-world examples, thus
bridging the all too frequently existing gap between industrial practices and
academic research.

7.2 Future Work and Challenges

Given the increasing importance of digital media distribution, it is evident
that there is still much to be done research-wise in this field. In the following,
we present a few challenges and possible directions for future work.

One area that is especially important to look at is the increasing use
of mobile devices. These devices often depend on cellular networks, and
especially in developing countries the only commonly available Internet access
may be through the cellular network. In a traditional landline-based Internet
connection, no matter which technology is used, the “last mile” – i.e., the
traffic between the Internet service provider (ISP) and the end user – is “free”,
in the sense that it does not incur any additional cost, while the traffic from
the ISP towards the rest of the Internet is what the ISP pays for. Also, when
transferring content to the end user, the end user’s uplink is mostly unused,
and can therefore be used for instance for uploading data to other peers in a
peer-to-peer network. In contrast, the traffic from the ISP to the end user in
a cellular network is not “free”, in the sense that there are many devices that
compete for the bandwidth. Also, uploading data will in many cases reduce
the available bandwidth for downloading. In summary, this means that for
cellular networks, the virtual bottleneck becomes the connection between
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the ISP and the end user, rather than between the ISP and the rest of the
Internet.

There are several implications from this move towards cellular and mobile
data. One is that it is in the interest of the end user to lower the data rates
needed for the media content; not so much because of transfer speeds, which
are increasing, but mainly because of limitations on the total amount of
data transfer allowed. Additionally, there needs to be a balance between
how much content is transferred in advance; buffering lots of data that may
never be needed wastes bandwidth, and buffering too little can degrade
media playback in changing conditions. When it comes to lowering the data
rate of the content, initiatives such as the High Efficiency Video Coding
(HEVC) [134] have been launched to decrease the amount of data required,
with HEVC aiming to decrease the amount of data required by 50% compared
to its predecessor H.264.

Considering our own work, one obvious direction to continue would be to
implement our findings in actual, end-user software. However, when consider-
ing on-demand media streaming, it seems as though it is being limited not
only by the technical challenges, but also by the lack of easy, legal availability
of content. The recent success of the Popcorn Time application [57], whose
developers conveniently seem to ignore the legal aspects of its use, has showed
that there is public interest in a decentralised, collaborative media distri-
bution system. Our hope is that a system based on our work, with proven
correctness and reliability, could find approval also from content producers
and rights holders.

We believe that the work described in this thesis can be useful also outside
of digital media distribution. Part of what we have done is to make content
transfer formally correct and extend it to include a timewise ordering of data.
Therefore, our work could find use in areas such as gathering of sensor data,
especially in such cases where the sensors already form a peer-to-peer like
network. Moreover, energy consumption is an increasingly important topic
that we would like to focus on in our upcoming work, beyond the media
decoding aspects.
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A BitTorrent Piece Selection Method for On-Demand Media Streaming 
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Abstract—During the last few years, BitTorrent has become a 

popular way of transferring large files over the Internet. 

However, the original out-of-order nature of the BitTorrent 

protocol has made it difficult to enable playback of media files 

that have not yet been fully transferred. In this paper we 

describe a piece selection method which we believe will enable 

simultaneous playback of the transferred media file without 

impacting on the speed and quality of the transfer. The 

distance-availability weighted method compromises between 

selecting rare pieces and pieces which are soon to be played 

back, making playback possible before the transfer is 

complete. In our simulations, we have compared our piece 

selection method with other proposals for on-demand 

streaming media using a BitTorrent-like setup, with our 

method giving similar or better results. 

Keywords-media, on-demand, peer-to-peer, streaming, 

BitTorrent, simulation 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

In [1], we presented the distance-availability weighted 
method; a BitTorrent piece selection method for on-demand 
streaming. BitTorrent is originally a peer-to-peer file sharing 
protocol and an application, designed by Bram Cohen and 
first released in July 2001 [2]. During the following years 
BitTorrent evolved into one of the most popular peer-to-peer 
protocols [3][4]. Unlike earlier popular peer-to-peer file 
sharing applications such as Napster and Kazaa, the use of 
BitTorrent usually starts by clicking a link in a web browser, 
and Cohen suggests that “ease of use has contributed greatly 
to BitTorrent's adoption, and may even be more important 
than [...] the performance and cost redistribution features” 
[5]. Another major difference between the earlier peer-to-
peer file sharing applications and BitTorrent is the lack of 
central server in the latter, in the sense that BitTorrent users 
are not all connected to each other through one server. 

While BitTorrent is popular, there are also other reasons 
for choosing it as the basis for a peer-to-peer based media 
streaming system such as the one we have in mind. Several 
applications using the protocol, as well as the protocol itself, 
are open, which makes understanding and modifying more 
easily possible than if the staring point was a proprietary 
product. For our purposes an even more important aspect is 
that all the logic involved in the file transfer is contained on 

the client side, which makes it possible, at least in theory, to 
have an on-demand content streaming BitTorrent client 
participate in content transfer with regular, non-streaming, 
BitTorrent clients. 

While the original BitTorrent protocol was not designed 
for streaming, it has already been argued [6] that with some 
modifications, it would be possible to create a streaming 
media solution based on BitTorrent. Indeed, there are 
proprietary and commercial efforts to create exactly such a 
thing, for instance “to turn BitTorrent into a point-click-
watch experience much more similar to YouTube” [7], and 
in [1] we described our proposal for a solution that would 
enable file sharing in such a way that content could be 
played back while downloading. In this paper we will further 
describe our proposal and show that it is a modification to 
the BitTorrent protocol, which would allow it to function as 
an on-demand media streaming solution. 

The rest of this paper is organised as follows: in 
Section II, we describe BitTorrent and its terminology, as 
used throughout this paper. Section III consists of the 
requirements of an on-demand streaming media application 
in general, and what assumptions we will make for a 
BitTorrent streaming application to be feasible. In Section IV 
we present our proposed piece selection method, and in 
Section V, we compare it to existing piece selection methods 
that could be used for on-demand streaming. In Section VI, 
we list a selection of related works. The paper is concluded 
in section VII with a discussion about our findings and 
possible future work on this subject. 

II. BITTORRENT 

Since BitTorrent was introduced by Bram Cohen in 2001 
it has evolved. While the terminology used in [5] could be 
seen as a standard, the terminology used in this paper will be 
based on that of [8]. This terminology is close to that of the 
application Vuze, formerly known as Azureus, a BitTorrent 
client often used as a basis for research applications 
[9][10][11]. 

A. BitTorrent Terminology 

• Torrent. A torrent consists of a single file, or a 
collection of files, to be shared, and the associated 
metadata. The metadata, and therefore the torrent 
itself, is uniquely identified by its info-hash [12]. 
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• Tracker. A tracker is a piece of software that is 
involved in keeping track of which peers are 
involved in the transfer of a particular torrent, using 
the info-hash of the torrent. Each torrent can be 
associated with many trackers. Additions to the 
BitTorrent protocol have enabled peer discovery 
through other means, such as distributed hash tables 
and peer exchange, and thus the use of trackers is no 
longer required. Whether a tracker is used or not 
does not affect the file transfer, and this is of little 
importance to us. 

• Pieces and blocks. The data of a torrent is divided 
into pieces, and each piece is divided into blocks, 
also called sub-pieces. A piece is typically 256 
kilobytes in size [8][13] while a block is typically 16 
kilobytes in size [5][8]. A piece must be complete, 
that is, all blocks of it must have been downloaded, 
before the piece can be transferred to another peer. 

• Torrent index file. Also known as a “.torrent” [5], a 
torrent index file contains information about the 
torrent, such as the universal resource locator (URL) 
of the tracker (or trackers, if any), piece size of the 
torrent, names and sizes of the files in the torrent, as 
well as SHA-1 hashes of all the pieces. This file is 
generally hosted on a web server and downloading 
of a torrent starts by opening the file with a 
BitTorrent application. 

• Interested and to choke.  If peer B has pieces, 
which peer A does not have, peer A is interested in 
peer B, otherwise peer A is uninterested in peer B. If 
peer B decides not to send data to peer A, peer B 
chokes peer A, and if peer B decides to send data to 
peer A, peer B unchokes peer A. 

• Peer set and active peer set. A peer set consists of 
all the other peers one peer is connected to, and the 
active peer set consists of those peers it is currently 
sending data to, i.e., its unchoked peers. 

• Seed. A peer that has all pieces of a torrent and 
therefore only sends data is called a seed. 

• Availability. We define availability of a piece as the 
number of peers in the peer set who have that 
specific piece. 

B. How BitTorrent Data Transfer Works 

When transferring data, BitTorrent needs to decide what 
data to request (piece selection) and which peers to choke or 
unchoke (peer selection). The reference BitTorrent 
implementation begins by selecting pieces to download at 
random, until one complete piece has been downloaded. 
BitTorrent then switches to a rarest-first piece selection 
method. The rarest-first selection method selects the piece 
that the fewest peers have, i.e., the piece with the lowest 
availability, as the first piece to request. This has the effect of 
reducing the possibility that one piece may become 
unavailable, as a lower number of peers having a piece 
makes other peers more likely to request that particular 
piece, thereby increasing the number of peers that will have 
that piece. When a single block from a piece has been 
downloaded, other blocks from that piece are given highest 

priority, in order to have as few incomplete pieces 
transferred as possible. BitTorrent then keeps selecting the 
rarest pieces first, until all remaining blocks in all remaining 
pieces have been requested, at which time all remaining 
blocks are requested from all peers in the active peer set. 
This is done so that one slow peer cannot prevent the whole 
download from completing. 

To create an incentive for peers to upload as well as 
download, the reference BitTorrent implementation uses a 
tit-for-tat (TFT) peer selection strategy. Every ten seconds, 
which peers to unchoke is evaluated based on the rate of data 
sent, with the fastest peers chosen as the peers to unchoke. 
Additionally, there is also one interested peer unchoked at 
random, re-evaluated every thirty seconds. This randomly 
chosen peer is called the optimistic unchoke [5][8] and exists 
for two reasons: to allow new peers a chance to enter the 
TFT game, and to potentially discover faster peers that could 
become regular, non-optimistic, unchokes [8][9]. This 
approach is not necessarily the optimal way of peer selection, 
and alternative approaches have been suggested, such as [9]. 
However, the basic TFT strategy remains an essential part of 
the BitTorrent protocol as used today.  

After a download is finished, the peer may continue to 
participate in sending data to other peers, and in many cases 
the peer is actually encouraged to do so. In this case 
choosing peers based on how much they send is of course 
not possible, and thus the reference BitTorrent 
implementation then switches to sending to the peers that can 
receive data the fastest [5]. However, this feature could be 
exploited, and later clients have switched to choosing peers 
to send to randomly [9]. 

 

III.  REQUIREMENTS FOR STREAMING 

We define streaming as the transport of data in a 
continuous flow, in which the data can be used before it has 
been received in its entirety. In this context, on-demand 
streaming is essentially playback, as a stream, of pre-
recorded content, at the request of a user. This is in contrast 
to live streaming, which is playback, as a stream, of content, 
which is not pre-recorded but rather created and transmitted 
practically simultaneously. Concerning an on-demand peer-
to-peer media streaming system, we make the following 
initial observations: 

Each peer must have a download bandwidth at least as 
large as the playback bit rate of the media. Unlike a peer-to-
peer file sharing system, the media is played while being 
received, and therefore cannot be received slower than it 
should be played back. Furthermore, if the media is to be 
received faster than real-time, it must also be sent faster than 
real-time. Therefore, the average upload bandwidth of all 
peers must be larger than the playback bit rate of the media, 
although an individual peer may have an upload bandwidth 
smaller than that.  

We will make the following assumptions regarding a 
BitTorrent-based on-demand media streaming system: The 
torrent will consist of only one complete media file, unlike in 
file sharing where several files can be combined in one 
torrent. Additionally, in a file sharing system the time an 
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individual peer participates is difficult to estimate and not 
dependent on the content received. In an on-demand peer-to-
peer streaming system it can be estimated more easily, and 
although peers may of course leave the system at any time, 
our assumption is that a typical peer will enter the system 
when starting playback and leave the system some time after 
playback is complete, which means some time after all 
pieces of the content have been received. We will also 
assume that for each piece there will always be at least one 
peer holding it, that is, we assume that we do not encounter 
the situation where the availability of any piece is zero, 
because that would lead to a situation where complete 
playback is not possible. 

Internet connections are typically symmetric, with the 
same bandwidth available for sending and receiving data, or 
asymmetric with a higher download bandwidth than upload 
bandwidth. Therefore, a typical peer will be able to receive 
data at least as fast as it can send data. Additionally, all 
pieces must be requested, resulting in a complete file once 
the transfer is complete, unless the peer leaves before 
finishing playback. Furthermore, each peer will keep and 
make available all the pieces it has received, for as long as 
the peer is participating. Each peer must therefore have 
enough space to store the entire media file. 

Ideally, the piece selection algorithm in our BitTorrent-
based streaming system should comprise the following 
behaviours: When the ratio of seeds to peers is high, our 
piece selection method should prefer pieces close to being 
played back rather than rare pieces, because with a large 
number of complete sources there is no need for 
downloading rare pieces to ensure the future availability of 
all pieces. In the extreme case, where our client has the only 
incomplete copy of the content, there is no obvious downside 
to requesting pieces sequentially. On the other hand, when 
the ratio of seeds to other peers is low, our piece selection 
method should also choose rare pieces to improve the overall 
availability of the pieces, while still requesting enough 
pieces in sequence to make continuous playback possible. 

Although we specified earlier that peers should be able to 
download faster than the playback rate of the media, there 
will be variations in how much faster the peers will be able 
to receive data. Ideally, our piece selection method will be 
able to adapt to these kinds of differing conditions. For 
instance, if a peer can download data only slightly faster than 
the playback rate, our piece selection method should ensure 
that the peer requests data mostly sequentially, while a peer 
that can download the media much faster than its playback 
speed should also frequently request rare pieces in order to 
improve the overall availability of the pieces. With that in 
mind, we present our proposal for a piece selection method 
for on-demand streaming. 

IV. THE DISTANCE-AVAILABILITY WEIGHTED METHOD 

 
The idea behind the distance-availability weighted 

method for piece selection (DAW) is to strike a balance 
between lots of consecutive pieces, which is good for 
playback, and requesting rarest pieces first, which is good for 
piece availability. In other words, we want to balance 

requesting between distance (in the sequence of pieces) and 
availability. 

We start by having a small, fixed buffer of size k. The 
priority for requesting the pieces in the buffer will be the 
highest, here represented as 1. Outside the buffer we will 
calculate the priority for each not yet requested piece as 

 
Priority = 1/((Pr - Pc) * mr) 

 
where Pr is the sequence number of a particular piece, mr 

is the number of peers who hold that piece, and Pc is the 
sequence number of the current last piece in the buffer. In 
other words, Pr - Pc is the distance to a particular piece and 
mr is the availability of that piece. The priority for a piece 
outside the buffer is therefore never more than 1, with a 
priority of 1 occurring only in the rare situation that the piece 
immediately outside the buffer is held by exactly one peer. 
Pieces that are further from being played back or held by 
more peers are given lower priorities, while a short distance 
from the buffer or a low availability increases the priority. 

The availability of a particular piece and its distance from 
the last piece in the buffer are here equally weighted when 
determining the priority. However, we do not claim that 
giving equal weights to distance and availability is in any 
way the optimal solution. We have not extensively tested 
different weights, but it seems likely that factors such as the 
total number of pieces, the number of peers, and the network 
speed of the peers, will have an effect on how the distance 
and availability should be weighted for optimal performance. 
As it would not be possible to test all different combinations 
of weights under all circumstances, we choose here to weigh 
them equally for the sake of simplicity. 

It should be noted that when we talk about availability of 
a piece we do not mean how many peers in total are involved 
in the torrent and hold that particular piece. What we actually 
look at is how many peers in one peer's active peer set hold 
that particular piece. As one peer need not necessarily be 
connected to all other peers, especially if the total number of 
peers is very large, we must by necessity look at the system 
from one peer's point of view. Another point worth 
mentioning is that the above priority calculation holds even 
if we allow playback to start somewhere else than from the 
beginning. Not yet requested pieces earlier in sequence than 
the last piece of our playback buffer will get negative 
priorities, and therefore will not be requested until all pieces 
higher in sequence have been requested. 

V. COMPARISON WITH OTHER PIECE SELECTION 

METHODS 

 
We have done two separate sets of simulations. The first 

set, the results of which also appeared in [1], is less 
exhaustive and compares our DAW piece selection method 
to two others: 

• Sequential Method. This represents how a 
straightforward streaming would work, by always 
requesting pieces in the same order as they appear in 
the torrent. 
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• Rarest-First Method with Buffer (RFB). This is 
the original BitTorrent piece selection method, 
slightly modified to better support streaming media. 
This is done as follows: we add a small buffer of 
fixed size, so that k pieces after the currently playing 
one are requested with the highest priority. If all k 
buffer pieces have been requested, we use the rarest-
first method on the remaining part of the media. 
Another small modification is that if more than one 
piece have the same availability the original rarest-
first method chooses between them randomly [12], 
while we always choose the one closest to being 
played back, as in the rarest-first method mentioned 
in [6]. 
 

In our second set of simulations, we add another piece 
selection method to the comparison:  

• BitTorrent Streaming (BiToS). This piece 
selection method is described in [6]. Pieces not yet 
downloaded are divided between a small high-
priority set, with pieces close to being played back, 
and a larger remaining pieces set, with lower 
priority. The probability of choosing a piece from 
the high-priority set is p and the probability of 
choosing a piece from the remaining pieces set is 
similarly 1-p. Within each set, pieces are chosen 
rarest-first, with the aforementioned modification 
that if there is more than one piece with equal 
availability, the one closest to being played back is 
chosen. In [6], p was chosen to be 0.8 and we have 
used the same number here. 

 

A. Our First Set of Simulations 

In these simulations, we have focused on the piece 
selection algorithms, and the results therefore do not reflect 
real-world performance of applications. Our main focus has 
been on two things: the percent of requests going to the 
original source over time, and the availability of the last 
piece (which is also the rarest piece, in these cases) over 
logical time. The first one of these we want to be as low as 
possible, because a good peer-to-peer system should 
distribute the load equally over as many peers as possible 
and therefore not have a proportionally high amount of 
requests directed to the original source. The second one we 
want to be high, as we want the availability of the rarest 
piece to increase, as that signifies redundancy and robustness 
of the system. In these simulations we also assume that peers 
have the ability to send data to as many other peers as 
necessary, effectively creating a situation where a peer will 
always get the piece it requests. 

The number of pieces was chosen to be 1000; large 
enough to study the behaviour of different piece selection 
methods over long periods of time. The buffer size for both 
DAW and RFB was set to 8 pieces; large enough for smooth 
playback but small enough that filling the buffer should not 
impact n overall performance. All simulations were done up 
to 800 logical time units; at the rate of one request per time 
unit we therefore never reach the situation that any peers 

have finished downloading, instead focusing on what 
happens from the start onwards. 

In the first simulation, to stress the system we chose to 
have one seed and 100 regular peers, the latter arriving at 
regular intervals (one new peer every two logical time units). 
Fig. 1 shows that DAW here results in a lesser burden for the 
seed than RFB, although it is not as good as the sequential 
method. However, as Fig. 2 shows, the DAW does not 
increase the availability of the last piece as much as RFB. 
With RFB many rare pieces are requested early. These 
pieces are only available from the seed, and as seen in Fig. 1 
the burden on the seed drops only after 100 logical time 
units. This corresponds to the point where there is no piece 
left where the seed is the only source, as can be seen in Fig. 
2. The same drop can be seen, less dramatically, for DAW 
around logical time 170, with the same explanation.  

The second simulation is identical to the first one, except 
that all regular peers join simultaneously. As can be seen in 
Fig. 3, the sequential method does not work in this 
theoretical situation, while DAW is the better suited one of 
the other two. Fig. 4 shows the situation as very similar to 
the one in Fig. 2, except that with more peers from the start it 
takes less time to increase the availability of the last (rarest) 
piece with DAW and RFB. 

For our third simulation, we chose a similar setup to the 
first one, but with ten seeds instead of one. Fig. 5 shows the 
average percentage of requests over logical time to each one 
of the ten seeds, and DAW is again a less taxing choice than 
RFB. A possible reason for this can be seen in Fig. 6; 

Figure 1. Seed requests as percentage of total requests over logical 
time, with peers joining at regular intervals. 

 

Figure 2. Availability of last piece over logical time, with peers joining 
at regular intervals. 
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compared to DAW, RFB spends a lot of time requesting rare 
pieces although there is no immediate reason for doing so. 

Our fourth simulation is a combination of the second and 
third ones, with ten seeds and all the regular peers starting at 
the same time. In Fig. 7 we see that the DAW piece selection 
method is again less demanding on the seeds than the RFB 
method, with the sequential method making on average a 
constant ten percent of the requests to each seed in this 
theoretical case. Fig. 8 is very much like Fig. 6, showing that 
the distance-availability weighted method does not spend a 
lot of time requesting the rarest piece until fairly late. 

B. Our Second Set of Simulations 

Compared to our first set of simulations, our second set is 
a step or two closer to reality. Unlike our first set of 
simulations, where a peer would always get the piece it 
requested, we have here introduced limits to how many other 
peers the seeds and regular peers can send to. This introduces 
the possibility that a peer will not have the piece that it is 
supposed to be playing back. In our simulations we have 
dealt with that situation in three different ways: 

• Skip. We ignore the piece we should be playing 
back and just note that that piece has been skipped. 
This is the method favoured by BiToS [6], and it 
should be noted that for this to work in practise the 
format of the media content must be tolerant of 
missing data. 

• Stop. If we are missing the piece that should be 
played back, we stop playback until we have been 
able to receive all pieces in our buffer (or high-
priority set), after which we resume playback. From 
an end user point of view this is similar to how many 
current on-demand streaming media systems work, 

Figure 3. Seed requests as percentage of total requests over logical 
time, with peers joining simultaneously. 

Figure 4. Availability of last piece over logical time, with peers joining 
simultaneously. 

 

Figure 5. Average requests to a seed as percentage of total requests 
over logical time, with peers joining at regular intervals. 

 

Figure 6. Availability of last piece over logical time, with peers joining 
at regular intervals. 

 

Figure 8. Availability of last piece over logical time, with peers joining 
simultaneously. 

Figure 7. Average requests to a seed as percentage of total requests 
over logical time, with peers joining simultaneously. 
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in that not receiving data fast enough means that 
playback is paused until an amount of consecutive 
data has been received. 

• Skip and stop. If we are missing the piece we are 
supposed to play back we skip it, but if our buffer (or 
high-priority set) is completely empty we stop 
playback until we have received all pieces in it. This 
should in theory generate less complete stops than 
by always stopping, and possibly also less skips than 
by just skipping. 
 

What we actually measure in these simulations is three 
things: firstly, the playback position of the peers after a 
certain time; secondly, the number of skips and/or stops 
encountered before that time; and thirdly, the percentage of 
pieces that should have been transferred that were actually 
skipped and/or the number of stops per 100 pieces played 
back, respectively. What we are looking for is thereby a high 
number for the playback position, but low numbers for the 
amount of skips and stops. 

In all these simulations, we have 10 seeds and 90 regular 
peers. The seeds can upload to 8 peers simultaneously and 
the regular peers to 2 peers simultaneously, at the rate of half 
the playback speed for each peer. The regular peers request 
new pieces twice as fast as the playback speed. In all the 
following figures we look at the situation after a logical time 
of 800. In simulations 5, 6 and 7 the regular peers join 
simultaneously, while in simulations 8, 9 and 10 they join at 
regular intervals; similarly to simulations 1 and 3. All 
simulations were run multiple times and the maximum 
reported here is the maximum for any peer during any run, 
the minimum reported is the minimum for any one peer 
duing any run, and the average reported is the average for all 
peers over all runs. 

Our simulation number five concerns the situation where 
any pieces not transferred are skipped completely. Fig. 9 
shows the maximum, average and minimum playback 
positions of peers using the BiToS, DAW, RFB and 
sequential piece selection methods. BiToS seems worse than 
the others in this case, but it must be pointed out that in 
BiToS we always spend about 20% of our time downloading 
pieces not close to being played back, and therefore it is 
reasonable to expect it to take longer for playback to start. In 
a best-case scenario this would lead to a lower number of 
pieces skipped later on, but as we see in Fig. 10, there is not 
a significant difference in the absolute number of skipped 
pieces, and if we look at the relative numbers, i.e., the 
percentage of pieces that should have been played back that 
were skipped, as in Fig. 11, we find that arguably BiToS is 
worse than the other three, although the differences are 
small. 

Our simulation number six concerns the situation where 
the piece to be played back not being available leads to a 
complete stop of the playback. Fig. 12 shows that the 
distance-availability weighted method here leads to the 
furthest playback position. In Fig. 13 we see that despite the 
good results for the playback position, DAW also does pretty 
well in the absolute number of stops by coming in second. 
Fig. 14 shows the relative number of stops, i.e., the number 

of stops per 100 pieces played back, and there is not a big 
difference between the four piece selection methods. 

Simulation number seven seems to be the one with the 
most diverse results so far. Here we have the situation that if 
the piece to be played back is not received, we skip it, but if 
we do not have any of the pieces in our buffer or high-
priority set, we stop. Fig. 15 shows the playback positions of 
the peers, and the situation is not very different from in the 
two preceding simulations, with DAW slightly ahead of the 
others and BiToS slightly behind. However, in Fig. 16 we 
notice that BiToS seems to skip a lot more than the others, 
and in Fig. 17 we notice that BiToS stops a lot less often. 

 
Figure 9. Playback positions of peers when playback stops for missing 

pieces, with peers joining simultaneously. 

 

 
Figure 10. Number of playback stops for each peer when playback 

stops for missing pieces, with peers joining simultaneously. 

 

 
Figure 11. Playback stops per 100 pieces when playback stops for 

missing pieces, with peers joining simultaneously. 
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This can be explained by how these piece selection methods 
work. BiToS always requests pieces in a rarest-first, out-of-
order fashion, and therefore it is likely that even if the piece 
to be played back is missing, the high-priority set is not 
empty, and therefore we just skip. DAW and RFB as 
described in this paper both have a small buffer in which 
pieces are requested in-order, and therefore it is likely that if 
the piece to be played back is missing, the whole buffer is 
empty, and therefore we stop. In the case of the sequential 
method, we always request sequentially, and therefore if the 
piece to be played back is missing, the following k pieces are 
also missing and we stop. 

The following three simulations are similar to the 
previous ones, except that the regular peers do not join 
simultaneously. Figures 18, 19 and 20 show the result of 
simulation 8, where playback stops if the piece to be played 
back is not available, and the regular peers join at intervals. 
Because peers do not join at once, the difference between the 
maximum playback position and the minimum playback 
position is larger than in simulation 5 (compare Figures 9 
and 18). Fig. 19 shows the absolute number of playback 
stops and Fig. 20 the number of playback stops per 100 
pieces, and we see that the DAW and sequential piece 
selection methods are almost equal in this case, with both 

 
Figure 12. Playback positions of peers when playback skips missing 

pieces, with peers joining simultaneously. 

 

 
Figure 13. Number of pieces skipped for each peer when playback 

skips missing pieces, with peers joining simultaneously. 

 

 
Figure 14. Percent of pieces skipped for each peer when playback 

skips missing pieces, with peers joining simultaneously. 

 

 
Figure 15. Playback positions of peers when playback skips and stops, 

with peers joining simultaneously. 

 

 
Figure 16. Number of pieces skipped for each peer when playback 

skips and stops, with peers joining simultaneously. 

 

 
Figure 17. Number of  playback stops for each peer when playback 

skips and stops, with peers joining simultaneously. 
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being better than the RFB method and in the relative case 
also better on average than BiToS. 

Fig. 21 is comparable to Fig. 12, and again the larger 
difference between the maximum and minimum playback 
positions is caused by peers joining at intervals, instead of 
simultaneously. Comparing Fig. 22 and Fig. 13 we notice 
that not having all peers joining at once improves the result 
for the piece selection method utilising some form of 
sequential requests, leaving BiToS behind. This is 
emphasised in Fig. 23 where we see the percent of skipped 
pieces instead of the absolute amount. 

Simulation 10 is comparable to simulation 7, and 
comparing Fig. 24 with Fig. 15 shows that also in this case 
the peers joining at intervals has the effect of putting BiToS 
further behind when it comes to playback position. Fig. 25 
and Fig. 26 show that as in simulation 7, the nature of BiToS 
makes it skip more often than stop, while the sequential 
buffer used in the DAW and RFB piece selection methods 
make them behave more like the sequential method. 

So far, we have only compared the piece selection 
methods to each other but not discussed the actual figures. 
While this is of course a very theoretical simulation, the 
bandwidth figures we have used suggest that playback 

 
Figure 18. Playback positions of peers when playback stops for 

missing pieces, with peers joining at regular intervals. 

 

 
Figure 19. Number of playback stops for each peer when playback 

stops for missing pieces, with peers joining at regular intervals. 

 

 
Figure 20. Playback stops per 100 pieces when playback stops for 

missing pieces, with peers joining at regular intervals. 

 

 
Figure 21. Playback positions of peers when playback skips missing 

pieces, with peers joining at regular intervals. 

 

 
Figure 22. Number of pieces skipped for each peer when playback 

skips missing pieces, with peers joining at regular intervals. 

 

 
Figure 23. Percent of pieces skipped for each peer when playback 

skips missing pieces, with peers joining at regular intervals. 
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should theoretically be possible for all peers without 
interruption. Instead, we get figures up to above 40% of all 
pieces skipped (for instance in Fig. 10) with average levels 
of more than 1/8 of all pieces skipped (for instance in Fig. 10 
and 16). The situation for stops is not very good either, with 
an average of at least one stop for every 100 pieces played 
back (Fig. 14). Neither of these results is very good from an 
end-user point of view. The conclusion we can draw from 
this is that we need a better way of determining when to 
start, or restart, playback, as the methods we have used here 
do not seem to work in that regard. As for comparing the 
performance of DAW to the others, we note that in there 

three simulations DAW always comes up as the method that 
gives the best results with regard to playback position, 
without ever being the worst in any other regard. 

One major concern regarding piece selection methods is 
whether they work well with the peer selection methods, in 
other words, whether the method of selecting pieces to 
request is compatible in practise with the methods used to 
determine which peers to send data to. The original tit-for-tat 
method from BitTorrent requires that data is exchanged both 
ways between peers in order to function well, and therefore 
is not a good solution when combined with the sequential 
method, where data is received from peers with more pieces 
and sent to peers with fewer pieces, exclusively. RFB would 
obviously work rather well in this fashion also, and the 
division of pieces into a high-priority set and a remaining 
pieces set as in BiToS is because the acquisition of pieces 
from the latter is “beneficial due to the Tit-for-Tat policy” 
[6]. We have not done any testing of the distance-availability 
weighted method on this subject, but our estimate is that it 
would be compatible. When the ratio of seeds to regular 
peers is low, the availability of pieces is important and the 
distance-availability weighted method selects pieces in a 
manner reminiscent of the rarest-first method, where the tit-
for-tat policy has been proved as working. Conversely, when 
the ratio of seeds to regular peers is high, the distance-
availability weighted method behaves similarly to the 
sequential method, but as the seeds do not require data to be 
sent to them, the need for out-of-order transfers in order to 
get the tit-for-tat policy working diminishes. We therefore 
believe our method would work in such a case as well. 

VI. RELATED WORK 

This paper is an extended version of [1], which is a 
further development of a concept introduced in [14]. 
Whether due to its popularity or some other factor, such as 
its lack proprietarity, BitTorrent has been the subject of 
several other research projects during the last few years; 
some of which are directly relevant to ours. 

The BitTorrent protocol has been analysed in real-world 
usage and found to be an efficient and viable solution for file 
sharing [8][15]. When it comes to the idea of on-demand 
streaming with BitTorrent as a basis, one of the more 
interesting propositions is the previously mentioned BiToS 
[6]. The main difference between BiToS and our distance-
availability weighted method is that BiToS seems designed 
to maximise the amount of received pieces in a situation 
where the media bit rate is the same as the download rate of 
the client, while our solution is designed for a situation 
where the download bit rate is higher than the media bit rate, 
and all pieces should be received is such a way that playback 
is possible before all of the file has been transferred.  

The approach used in BiToS is further expanded in [16], 
which also adds modifications to how the peers choose 
which peers to send data to, effectively replacing the tit-for-
tat peer selection method used in BitTorrent with a method 
called Give-to-Get. The application Tribler uses Give-to-Get 
[17], while its protocol also contains other additions such as 
social networking. Another project combining social 
networking with BitTorrent and media streaming is 

 
Figure 24. Playback positions of peers when playback skips and stops, 

with peers joining at regular intervals. 

 

 
Figure 25. Number of pieces skipped for each peer when playback 

skips and stops, with peers joining at regular intervals. 

 

 
Figure 26. Number of  playback stops for each peer when playback 

skips and stops, with peers joining at regular intervals. 
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OneSwarm [10], adding “friend-to-friend” file sharing and, 
as of version 0.6 and later, the ability to choose between 
“streaming” media files (downloading sequentially) or not 
(downloading using rarest-first) [18]. As mentioned in 
Section I, there is also a project underway to “turn BitTorrent 
into a point-click-watch experience much more similar to 
YouTube”, based on the popular, closed source BitTorrent 
application µTorrent [7]. 

Another BitTorrent-based service is LiveBT [19], which 
replaces the rarest-first method with Most-wanted-Block-
Download-First (MBDF). In MBDF, a peer has a set of most 
wanted blocks (pieces), which is a fixed number of 
undownloaded pieces. Each peer also knows the most 
wanted blocks of its peers. With a probability p the peer’s 
own most wanted piece is selected, and with probability 1-p 
the most wanted piece of its peers. 

The idea of using a weighted priority is not unique to the 
DAW method. Wu et al [20] propose a weighted piece 
selection method, but for downloading instead of streaming. 
Their idea is that peers which hold many pieces are given 
greater weight than peers with few pieces when computing 
priorities. Whether this could improve performance also in 
streaming remains to be seen. 

Besides BitTorrent-based solutions, there are also other 
projects underway to use peer-to-peer networks for on-
demand streaming. Peer-to-peer networks serve as the 
backbone of both Spotify [21] and Voddler [22], the former a 
platform for on-demand streaming music, while the latter 
enables on-demand movies. Both these services distribute 
commercial content and therefore have limitations on usage 
as well as do not provide technical details on how their 
networks function. 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In our first set of simulations, the distance-availability 
weighted piece selection method seems to be a better 
solution for on-demand streaming than either a 
straightforward sequential method or a modified version of 
the rarest-first method. Our second set of simulations, where 
in addition to the previously mentioned piece selection 
methods we also include the one presented in [6], do not 
show results contradicting the first set of simulations. 
However, the differences seem to be smaller than we 
previously thought, and none of the piece selection methods 
simulated seemed to be sufficiently good to work perfectly in 
the conditions given. However, as we have still only 
simulated the theoretical performance of the piece selection 
methods, we cannot comment on how they would work in a 
real-life environment. Future work on the subject could 
include practical implementation and real-world testing of 
the distance-availability weighted piece selection method, as 
well as comparison to other piece selection methods for 
streaming than the ones used for comparison here.  
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Abstract—As services and applications move away from the
one-to-many relationship of the client-server model towards
many-to-many relations such as distributed cloud-based services
and peer-to-peer networks, there is a need for a reusable model of
how a node could work in such a network. We have constructed
a reusable formally derived and verified model of a node in a
peer-to-peer network for on-demand media streaming, validated
and animated it, and then compared the results with simulations.
We have thereby created an approach for analysing peer-to-peer
node behaviour.

Keywords-formal modelling; peer-to-peer; BitTorrent; on-
demand streaming.

I. INTRODUCTION

There has been a trend in computer software towards a
“utility computing vision” [1] in which computer services
are accessed without needing to know the specific underlying
structure. Rather than the traditional client-server architecture
of network services, this vision is largely dependent on many-
to-many relations such as distributed cloud-based services and
peer-to-peer systems. However, the recent increase in peer-to-
peer usage has highlighted a few issues when it comes to
development of such services. Testing a peer-to-peer system
can be difficult and cumbersome, due to the often large
scale and heterogeneous nature of the system. In some cases
simulations can be used, but designing a thorough simulation
is not an easy task. Furthermore, both testing and simulating
these types of systems may require us to emulate the whole
network of interacting nodes even if our interest would lie with
only one of them, such as when developing a new application
designed to interact with a network of existing ones.

Our background in formal methods made us wonder if this
problem could be approached from the opposite direction.
By this we mean that instead of testing and simulating the
whole network to confirm the correct behaviour of one node,
we create a formally verified model of one node and then
use that model for analysing peer-to-peer node behaviour in
general. We will here look at a peer-to-peer on-demand media
streaming system, in which content is divided into pieces,
distributed between peers using piece selection methods based
on BitTorrent on-demand media streaming [2], and then played
back in-order. We describe the creation of models for three
specific piece selection methods, based on a common reusable
formally derived and verified model in Event-B [3]. We then
show how ProB [4] can be used to animate our Event-B

model, giving results that we can compare with results from
simulations. Hence, we show how these different techniques
and tools complement each other in the design task.

The rest of this article is organised as follows: In Section II,
we describe the Event-B formalism and the tools we have
used, and in Section III, we give an overview of on-demand
streaming. Section IV details the creation of our formal model.
In Section V, we show the results of animation, and compare
them with results from previous simulations. We conclude this
article in Section VI with discussion and future work.

II. EVENT-B, THE RODIN PLATFORM AND PROB

Event-B [5] is a formalism based on Action Systems [6],
[7] and the B Method [8]. The primary concept in formal
development with Event-B is models [5]. A model in Event-B
consists of contexts, which describe the static parts such as
constants and sets, and machines, which contain the dynamic
parts such as variables, invariants (boolean predicates on
the variables), and events. An event contains actions, which
describe how the values of variables change in the event, and
guards, which are boolean predicates that all must evaluate to
true before the event can be enabled, i.e., able to execute.

In Event-B development starts from an abstract specifica-
tion, and the model is then refined stepwise into a concrete
implementation. In order to achieve a reliable system we use
superposition refinement [9], [10] to add functionality while
preserving the overall consistency, which means that we add
new variables and functionality in such a way that it prevents
the old functionality from being disturbed [11]. In order to
prove the correctness of each step of the development, we
rely on the Rodin Platform [12] tool, which automatically
generates proof obligations. These proof obligations, which
are mathematical formulas that need to be proven in order to
ensure correctness, can then be proven either automatically
or interactively with the Rodin Platform tool. The choice of
Event-B as the formalism to use for a model of this kind was
largely due to this integrated tool support.

While the Rodin Platform tool is good for modelling and
proving, we would also like to animate, or “execute” our
models. This is because the mathematical correctness does
not prove that our model does what we wanted it to do [5],
and we would also like results that can be compared to
those from simulations. ProB [4] is a free-to-use animator
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and model checking tool, and supports models from both the
B Method and Event-B. While ProB is available as a plug-
in for the Rodin Platform tool, we have used the standalone,
fully featured version for animation.

III. ON-DEMAND STREAMING

Streaming can be described as the transport of data in a con-
tinuous flow, in which the data can be used before it has been
received in its entirety. There are two different approaches to
streaming content; live streaming and on-demand streaming.
From an end user perspective live streaming is similar to a
broadcast; that is, everyone who receives the media is intended
to receive the same content at the same time. On-demand
streaming is different, in that it is “essentially playback, as a
stream, of pre-recorded content” [13]. This makes on-demand
streaming more similar to traditional file transfer. However,
on-demand streaming is still “play-while-downloading” and
not “open-after-downloading” [14], and traditional file sharing
protocols can therefore not be used without modifications. This
holds true especially if we look at peer-to-peer file sharing,
where content is often transferred out-of-order.

The basis for the peer-to-peer media streaming solution we
will look at is the file sharing protocol BitTorrent [15]. In
BitTorrent, content is partitioned into pieces of equal size,
and by default these pieces are requested out-of-order. By
modifying the algorithms used to select the order in which
the pieces of the content is requested, i.e. piece selection,
BitTorrent can be made to work for streaming content. Several
different modifications to the BitTorrent protocol to enable
streaming media have been proposed, for instance BiToS [16]
and Give-to-Get [17]. We have here chosen to model three
different piece selection methods; sequential, rarest-first with
buffer (RFB) and distance-availability weighted (DAW). Se-
quential represents a straightforward streaming solution, re-
questing pieces in their original order. While this is used for
instance when streaming content in the OneSwarm friend-to-
friend sharing application [18], BitTorrent contains a tit-for-tat
incentive mechanism that requires data to be out-of-order to
function as intended, and the sequential method may therefore
be of limited use when unknown peers are involved. RFB is
a modification of the rarest-first method used in BitTorrent
file sharing, where the piece held by the fewest other peers
is requested. The addition of a buffer means that a specific
number of pieces after the piece currently being played back
are requested with the highest priority, thus striving towards
always having a certain amount of the content immediately
available for playback. and only after that will the rarest
piece be requested. DAW [2] tries to strike a balance between
requesting rare pieces and pieces that are close to being played
back, by calculating priority using the distance (i.e., difference
in sequence number between a specific piece and the currently
playing one) multiplied with the availability. If there is more
than one piece with the same priority, the piece with the lowest
piece number, i.e. closest to being played back, will be chosen
in both RFB and DAW.

For streaming to work, we note that data cannot be received
slower than it should be played back, and this is something that

we must take into consideration when creating our model. In
the following section, we describe a common Event-B model
for the piece selection methods, and refine that model into
three specific ones corresponding to the three mentioned piece
selection methods.

IV. MODELLING WITH EVENT-B

Entire peer-to-peer systems and other distributed architec-
tures have been formally modelled [19], [20], [21]. We have
created a reusable Event-B model for a node in an on-demand
content streaming network [3]. The difference between the two
approaches is that instead of looking at the whole network
of peers, we model just how one peer looks at the system.
Our idea when creating a model is to build it in separate
layers, separating the functional parts from each other so
that the model could easily be adopted for use with different
functionality. Here we focus on modelling the piece selection
methods.

As we model our peer-to-peer client as a client for streaming
media, we see that three major functions are needed; piece
selection (possibly out-of-order), piece transfer (possibly out-
of-order) and playback (always in-order). These three func-
tions are independent of each other, but must be performed
in this sequence. Hence, pieces must be selected before they
are transferred, and pieces must be transferred before they
can be played back. An example situation is shown in Fig. 1.
As mentioned previously, the content must be transferred at
least as fast as it should be played back in order to ensure
that streaming works. Therefore, we require that selection will
always take place at the same rate as playback or faster; that
is, for each time we advance playback we will have selected
at least one additional piece.

selected

transferred

playing

numselected

numtransferred

pieces1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ...

Fig. 1. The relation between selected, transferred and playing.
The arrows indicate the number of pieces (7 selected, 5 transferred and 3
playing), while the grey squares indicate the specific pieces.

A. Common Model

We will start with a common model for all three piece
selection methods [3], and here we will briefly describe the
features of this model. We have two constants, pieces
and simreq, which define how many pieces the content is
divided into and the number of simultaneous requests, i.e.,
the maximum amount of pieces that can be selected but not
yet transferred. We have variables for how many pieces we
have selected (numselected) and exactly which pieces have
been selected (selected), and similar variables for pieces
that have been requested, i.e., transfer started, and for which
the transfer has completed. We also keep track of which piece
we are playing back and the priority for all pieces, as well as
which piece we last updated priority for (priupd). The type
restrictions of these variables are defined by invariants [3].
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machine PieceSelect_M
variables playing completed numselected

selected numtransferred transferred

numrequested requested priority priupd

invariants
...

events
...

end

We initialise our common model with having zero pieces,
and therefore not having selected, requested or transferred
anything. Priorities are set initially for all pieces, but before
the priorities are actually used they will be updated. This
is done by an abstract event called CHANGE_PRIORITIES.
which will be refined later. Initially, this event is enabled as
long as we have not updated priorities for all possible pieces
to request (@grd4 1) and for any p which is a non-zero
natural number (@grd4 2). The priority of the piece after the
previously updated one is then set to p (@act4 1), while the
value of priupd is set to that piece (@act4 2). This means
that we will update priorities of all pieces from the currently
playing one to the last one.

event CHANGE_PRIORITIES ≙
any p

where
@grd4 1 priupd < pieces
@grd4 2 p ∈ N1

then
@act4 1 priority(priupd+1) ∶= p
@act4 2 priupd ∶= priupd + 1

end

As the main focus in this model is piece selection, we
will now look at the piece selection events. Because we
require that content must be transferred faster than it should
be played back, we also require that piece selection happens
faster than playback. We have modelled this by separating
the main flow of the program into two events: SELECT and
SELECT_AND_ADVANCE. This means that the action taken in
each step can be that of selecting a piece, or selecting a piece
and advancing playback. In other words, every time something
happens in our model we will select a piece, and some of those
times we also advance playback. Naturally, after initialisation
we always start with selecting a piece and only after that piece
has been transferred could it be possible to advance playback.

The SELECT event is enabled when we have not yet
selected as many pieces as we can (@grd0 1 and @grd2 4)
and when we have updated priorities for all pieces (@grd4 5).
The parameter n must also be such that it can represent a piece
we have not yet selected (@grd1 2 and @grd1 3) and the
priority for piece number n must be less than or equal to the
priorities of all other possible pieces (@grd4 6). In practice,
this means that the maximum priority that can be given to
any piece is a numerical value of one, with higher numerical
values being less prioritised. It also means that if there is
more than one piece with the same priority, and that priority
has the lowest numerical value of all priorities given to valid
pieces, which one of these pieces to select is not determined.
In our case, we will in the next refinements specify which of

these pieces to select. However, the way the piece selection
is modelled in this common model is actually consistent with
the original BitTorrent specification, which does not specify an
order when two or more pieces have the same availability [22].

What the SELECT event actually does is to increase the
number of selected pieces (@act0 1), indicate that the specific
piece has been selected (@act1 2) and reset the priupd
variable so that we can update priorities before the next piece
is selected (@act4 3).

event SELECT ≙
any n

where
@grd0 1 numselected < pieces
@grd1 2 n ∈ playing+1..pieces
@grd1 3 selected(n) = FALSE
@grd2 4 numselected − numtransferred < simreq
@grd4 5 priupd = pieces
@grd4 6 ∀k ⋅ (k ∈ playing+1..pieces ∧ k ≠ n ∧

selected(k)= FALSE ⇒
priority(n) ≤ priority(k))

then
@act0 1 numselected ∶= numselected + 1
@act1 2 selected(n) ∶= TRUE
@act4 3 priupd ∶= playing

end

The SELECT_AND_ADVANCE event is very similar to
the SELECT event, with the addition of guards and action
concerning advancing playback. Thus, for this event to be
enabled we require that we have not played all selected and
transferred pieces (@grd0 a and @grd2 c), and that we have
already selected and transferred the piece following the one
currently being played back (@grd1 b and @grd3 d). The
actions of this event are identical to the SELECT event,
except for the addition of an action increasing the number
of the currently playing piece (@act0 a) and therefore also
requiring the increased value in the action that resets priority
updates (@act4 3).

event SELECT_AND_ADVANCE ≙
any n

where
@grd0 1 numselected < pieces
@grd0 a playing < numselected
@grd1 2 n ∈ playing+1..pieces
@grd1 3 selected(n) = FALSE
@grd1 b selected(playing+1) = TRUE
@grd2 4 numselected − numtransferred < simreq
@grd2 c playing < numtransferred
@grd3 d transferred(playing+1) = TRUE
@grd4 5 priupd = pieces
@grd4 6 ∀k ⋅ (k ∈ playing+1..pieces ∧ k ≠ n ∧

selected(k)= FALSE ⇒
priority(n) ≤ priority(k))

then
@act0 1 numselected ∶= numselected + 1
@act0 a playing ∶= playing + 1
@act1 2 selected(n) ∶= TRUE
@act4 3 priupd ∶= playing + 1

end
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Our model also contains events which are not interesting in
this context and therefore not shown here. We have events for
pieces being requested and transferred, and in both we require
that it is possible to perform the actions enabled by the event,
which increase the number of requested or transferred pieces
and mark the specific piece number as requested or transferred,
respectively. The transfer event thereby updates variables that
can be seen in the guards of the SELECT_AND_ADVANCE
event. There is also an event that only advances playback after
all pieces have been selected. We also have a final event which
represents the conditions that must be true for the execution
to terminate, which is that all pieces must have been selected,
requested, transferred and played back. Only then will we set
our variable completed to TRUE.

B. Three Piece Selection Models

Now that we have described our common model, we will
take a look at our refined models which represent the use of
three different piece selection methods.

1) The Sequential Piece Selection Method: The sequential
piece selection method is very simple. Essentially, pieces are
selected in order by setting the priority for a piece to its
piece number. To model such a piece selection method we
can use our common model as a basis, without needing any
new variables, constants or events. In fact, the only change
is refining the CHANGE_PRIORITIES event. The parameter
p from the abstract event is here replaced by its concrete
representation, priupd+1, which is the piece number of the
piece for which we are changing priority. This necessitates the
addition of a witness (@p), and we also remove the type guard
for p.
event CHANGE_PRIORITIES_SEQUENTIAL ≙

refines CHANGE_PRIORITIES
when

@grd4 1 priupd < pieces
with

@p priupd+1 = p
then

@act4 1 priority(priupd+1) ∶= priupd+1
@act4 2 priupd ∶= priupd + 1

end

2) The Rarest-First Method with Buffer: To model the
rarest-first method with buffer (RFB) based on our common
abstract model, we need to refine the abstract priority into a
concrete one. As described in Section III, the priority in RFB
is highest in the buffer, which consists of a fixed number of
pieces after the playing one. Outside the buffer, the priority
of each piece is set to the availability of that piece. Thus,
we add a constant buffersize to describe the size of the
buffer, and constants minavail and maxavail to describe
the minimum and maximum values for piece availability.
Availabilities must be larger than zero, because allowing zero
availability for a piece would introduce additional complexity
in piece selection and uncertainty as to whether all pieces
could actually be transferred. We also need a new variable,
availability, to describe the availability of each piece.
We also add the following invariant, which states that when

we have updated priorities for some but not all pieces, the
pieces that we have updated priorities for and that are outside
the buffer will have their priorities equal to their availability.
@inv5 23 ∀t ⋅ (t ∈ playing+1..priupd ∧

priupd < pieces ∧ t > playing+buffersize⇒ (priority(t) = availability(t)))
Initially we set availability to minavail for all pieces.

Because the availability is not controlled by us, we need an
abstract event which changes the availability of a piece. This
event should be enabled independently of piece selection, but
not when updating priorities because they depend on the avail-
ability. The new event CHANGE_AVAILABILITY is enabled
for any valid piece (@grd5 1) and availability (@grd5 2)
whenever we have updated priorities for all pieces (@grd5 3),
and sets the availability of that piece (@act5 1).
event CHANGE_AVAILABILITY ≙

any n a

where
@grd5 1 n ∈ 1..pieces
@grd5 2 a ∈ minavail..maxavail
@grd5 3 priupd = pieces

then
@act5 1 availability(n) ∶= a

end

For changing priorities, we refine our abstract event into
two separate events, CHANGE_PRIORITIES_BUFFER
for setting priorities for pieces in the buffer, and
CHANGE_PRIORITIES_RFB for the other pieces. The
guard (@grd5 3) separates the two different events, ensuring
that only one of them is enabled at a time. The parameter
p from the abstract event is changed into a concrete one,
necessitating the witness (@p) and removal of the guard
stating the type of p. As can be seen both in the witnesses
and in the actions (@act4 1), in these events the replacement
for p is 1 and the availability of the piece, respectively.

event CHANGE_PRIORITIES_BUFFER ≙
refines CHANGE_PRIORITIES
when

@grd4 1 priupd < pieces
@grd5 3 priupd < playing + buffersize

with
@p 1 = p

then
@act4 1 priority(priupd+1) ∶= 1
@act4 2 priupd ∶= priupd + 1

end

event CHANGE_PRIORITIES_RFB ≙
refines CHANGE_PRIORITIES
when

@grd4 1 priupd < pieces
@grd5 3 priupd ≥ playing + buffersize

with
@p availability(priupd+1) = p

then
@act4 1 priority(priupd+1) ∶=

availability(priupd+1)
@act4 2 priupd ∶= priupd + 1

end
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The SELECT and SELECT_AND_ADVANCE events both gain
one guard. This guard corresponds to the requirement that if
two pieces have the same priority, the one with the lowest
piece number is selected.

@grd5 7 ∀j ⋅ (j ∈ playing+1..pieces ∧ j ≠ n∧ selected(j) = FALSE ∧
(priority(n) = priority(j)) ⇒ (n < j))

The remaining events do not need refining.

3) The Distance-Availability Weighted Method: When
modelling the distance-availability weighted piece selection
method (DAW), we can use our experience with modelling
RFB as many parts are similar. In this refinement, the contexts
of RFB and DAW are identical, and so are the variables.
However, the invariant concerning priority (@inv5 23) is
different. Here, the priorities we have updated outside the
buffer should be set to distance times availability [2].

@inv5 23 ∀t ⋅ (t ∈ playing+1..priupd ∧
priupd < pieces ∧ t > playing+buffersize⇒ (priority(t) = (t − (playing+buffersize))∗ availability(t)))

The CHANGE_AVAILABILITY event introduced in the
refinement for RFB is abstract enough that it can be used
as-is for DAW as well, but the big difference lies in the
CHANGE_PRIORITIES event. Like in RFB, we refine the
abstract event from our common model into two different
events; one for pieces in the buffer and one for pieces outside
the buffer. The CHANGE_PRIORITIES_BUFFER event for
pieces in the buffer is, again, identical to the RFB one, as they
both assign the highest priority to buffersize pieces after
the playing one. However, the event that changes priorities for
pieces outside the buffer is different. The parameter p from
the abstract event is here replaced with a witness stating the
corresponding concrete priority according to the DAW piece
selection method.

event CHANGE_PRIORITIES_DAW ≙
refines CHANGE_PRIORITIES
when

@grd4 1 priupd < pieces
@grd5 3 priupd ≥ playing + buffersize

with
@p ((priupd+1) − (playing+buffersize))∗ availability(priupd+1) = p

then
@act4 1 priority(priupd+1) ∶=

((priupd+1) − (playing+buffersize))∗ availability(priupd+1)
@act4 2 priupd ∶= priupd + 1

end

The remaining events are identical to the RFB ones, which
in some cases means that they are unchanged from the
common model. The requirement that if two or more pieces
have identical priority the one with the lowest piece number
must be selected is also present in DAW.

C. Proof Obligations

Event-B models have certain properties, and when refining
a model these properties need to be preserved in order for the
model to remain correct. The Rodin Platform tool generates
proof obligations, which are the mathematical formulas that
need to be proven in order to ensure this correctness, including
preserving the invariants and strengthening of the guards of our
Event-B models. The Rodin Platform tool can automatically
discharge most of these proof obligations by means of auto-
matic provers, but some may need to be proven interactively,
which the Rodin Platform also provides the means for. Table I
shows the amount of proof obligations generated for each
machine by version 2.0.1 of the Rodin Platform tool, and
how many of those that needed user interaction. The Rodin
Platform tool was used on a computer with a 2.4 GHz Intel
Core 2 Duo processor running Mac OS X 10.5.8.

TABLE I
Proof Obligations of our Event-B Model.

Machine Total Proofs Interactive Proofs

PieceSelect M 71 2
PieceSelect M SEQ 72 2
PieceSelect M RFB 92 3
PieceSelect M DAW 93 4

V. VALIDATION, ANIMATION AND COMPARISON

As mentioned in Section II, we have used the standalone,
fully featured version of ProB [4]. Due to the way our
models are created and ProB interacts with them, memory
and processing time constraints have forced us to use smaller
values than we would in a real-life situation. Combined with
limitations from simulations, this means that we look at the
case when the content is divided into 20 pieces, only one
request can be outstanding at any time, and the buffer size for
RFB and DAW is set to 3. Although smaller than what would
be used in a real-world situation, we believe that this is large
enough to be noticeable but small enough not to impact the
results.

We have compared the results from animating our models
in ProB with the results from simple mathematical simula-
tions [2], [13]. These simulations show the behaviour of the
piece selection methods for the whole network, and here we
chose a network of ten peers starting from scratch and one
seed holding all the content. The results show how many of the
peers hold each piece after twelve pieces have been selected,
when selection happens twice as fast as playback.

Because our Event-B model looks at the network from the
point of one node only, we have completed 40 random runs
of the animation in ProB, and present the average results
from these runs. The minimum availability was set to one
and the maximum availability was set to five, and as in the
simulation we have stopped to look at the situation after
twelve pieces have been selected. Fig. 2 shows the results
from both simulation and ProB animation for RFB and DAW
piece selection methods.

The results for the sequential piece selection method are not
shown, because the results from the simulation are identical
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Fig. 2. The availability of each piece after twelve pieces have been selected,
when using RFB and DAW.

to the ProB results, as should be expected. In both cases,
the twelve first pieces are always selected after twelve pieces
in total have been selected. For RFB and DAW, we note
that the results from simulation and ProB animation are very
similar. Some of the differences that exist are due to the fact
that the simulations use the actual availability for each piece
when calculating priority, while the animation uses random
values corresponding to the nondeterminism in our Event-B
model. Another difference regards the playback position. In
the simulations, playback has always reached exactly piece
number six after twelve pieces have been selected, because
playback is advanced exactly every other time selection is
done. In the animation, we start with selecting a piece, and
after that we either select a piece or select a piece and advance
playback with equal probability, which leads to variation in
playback position but a mathematical average of 5.5. This
means that unlike in the simulation, in the ProB animation
an RFB node may not always have selected the 9 first pieces,
and this is visible in Fig. 2. The very nature of DAW makes it
unlikely, although not impossible, for the same thing to happen
with DAW.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have created a formally constructed and verified Event-B
model of a node in a peer-to-peer content streaming network.
This model we have then refined and animated, and the results
have been compared with simulations. Using the same piece
selection methods, our formal model of one peer has given us
similar average results as a simulation of the whole network of
peers. While we ran the ProB animation using smaller figures
than would be used in a real-world situation, we still believe
that our results show the added value that our method creates.
By itself or together with simulations, animation of a formally
derived and verified model can be used as an approach to
analysing and verifying peer-to-peer node behaviour.

As our model is reusable, future work could include refining
our model for other piece selection methods and extending
the models and comparisons to other peer-to-peer systems be-
sides an on-demand streaming one. Another possible direction
would be refining our formal models to include the network
structure in order to facilitate analysing aspects that require
knowledge of more than just one node.
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Abstract. Peer-to-peer networks and other many-to-many relations
have become popular especially for content transfer. To better under-
stand and trust these types of networks, we need formally derived and
verified models for them. Due to the large scale and heterogeneity of
these networks, it may be difficult and cumbersome to create and analyse
complete models. In this paper, we employ the modularisation approach
of the Event-B formalism to model the separation of the functional-
ity of each peer in a peer-to-peer network from the network structure
itself, thereby working towards a distributed, formally derived and ver-
ified model of a peer-to-peer network. As coordination aspects are fun-
damental in the network structure, we focus our formalisation effort in
this paper especially on these. The resulted approach demonstrates con-
siderable expressivity in modelling coordination aspects in peer-to-peer
networks.

1 Introduction

In recent years, there has been a trend of moving away from the traditional
client-server model in network software towards peer-to-peer networks and other
many-to-many relations. Especially when it comes to large scale content transfer,
peer-to-peer applications and protocols such as BitTorrent [8] have become pop-
ular [24], and even found their way into electronic appliances such as network
routers [6] and television sets [26]. In short, the paradigm switch from client-
server communication models to BitTorrent-supporting networks amounts to
enabling “clients” that are already downloading e.g., video streams, to also be-
come “servers” for other potential clients that may download the same content.
The participation of every peer in content communication provides a tremendous
increase in the communication efficiency, in the communication model flexibility,
and in the content availability. It is therefore highly beneficial to have a thor-
ough understanding of this communication paradigm, to uncover its potential
weaknesses and recognise how to avoid them.

Peer-to-peer networking proposes a mixed coordination model among peers.
At first sight, it resembles data-based coordination, such as distributed tuple
spaces, in that one peer enumerates in a webpage its downloadable material and
another peer starts downloading the material of interest, found via the web-
page or via a special server called tracker. However, even during downloading,
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the second peer also becomes a data provider of that material, solely due to its
downloading and without any enumeration of downloadable material in a web-
page. This resembles event-based coordination where communication between
processes (peers) is enabled by events generated when certain state changes ap-
pear. This is also reminiscent of the publisher-subscriber model of coordination.
This partial adherence of peer-to-peer networking to several coordination models
is currently not singular. In [18], the authors propose the separation of the coarse
grained (coordination) control flow into several event handlers that coordinate
(via events) the mobile applications. In their turns, the event handlers need to
communicate with each other, typically implicitly, via shared data. Coordina-
tion and concurrency are studied in the context of Prolog [25] by decoupling
logic engines and multithreads for efficiency; cooperative constructs are then
illustrated for both Linda [7] blackboards and publish/subscribe models. Real-
time coordination in dataflow networks is typically asynchronous, but in [16],
coordination patterns are proposed which combine synchrony and asynchrony.
All these models simply try to address the ever-increasing complexity of con-
temporary software-intensive systems from various viewpoints. However, due to
combining several aspects of several coordination models, peer-to-peer network-
ing is a rather complicated model to analyse. In this paper we focus on this
analysis problem.

In order to gain a thorough understanding of peer-to-peer networking, we
develop and analyse models of a peer-to-peer media distribution system. In par-
ticular, in this paper we focus on modelling how peers in a such a system could
discover and interact with each other, i.e., we model inter-peer relations as the
basis of the peer-to-peer coordination model. In swarm-like peer-to-peer systems,
where peers interact only when interested in the same content, a peer that is
unable to receive incoming connections, for instance when it is behind a firewall,
is at a serious disadvantage compared to other peers [10]. Extensions to the
original BitTorrent protocol such as peer exchange (PEX) and distributed hash
tables (DHT) [17] have been developed to alleviate this problem, and we need
a reusable, extendable model of peer discovery and connectivity to be able to
model these. Peer-to-peer systems and other distributed architectures have been
formally modelled before [15,28,29], but our focus here is on creating a reusable
formal model of inter-peer relations using BitTorrent as our model protocol.

Based on the formal modelling of peer-to-peer relations, we make the following
contributions:

– We propose a formal model for analysing properties of peer-to-peer relations
and networking.

– We distribute this model and the proven properties as a correct development
from the initial model.

– We put forward the dual coordination nature of the distributed model (both
data-driven and control-oriented) and the further applicability of our em-
ployed formal methodology.

We develop our models based on the Event-B formal method [2], which offers
excellent tool support in form of the Rodin platform [3,11]. When developing
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models in Event-B, the primary concept is that of abstraction [2], as models are
created from abstract specifications and then refined stepwise towards concrete
implementations. We prove the correctness of each step of the development using
the Rodin platform, which automatically generates proof obligations. These are
mathematical formulas to prove in order to ensure correctness; the proving can
be done automatically or interactively using the Rodin platform tool. The imme-
diate feedback from the provers makes it possible to adapt our model to better
suit automatic proving, and this ability to interleave modelling and proving is
a big advantage of development in Event-B using the Rodin platform. Event-B
is currently extending to also incorporate modularisation methodology [13]. This
essentially amounts to proposing distributed versions for various models and
proving the correctness of the distribution via refinement. Consider the example
of a peer connection operation involving two nodes. We can specify this feature in
Event-B typically within one module (called machine) that has data and opera-
tions on the data; we can also model various properties of the module and prove
their correctness. However, at the implementation phase, the peer connection
operation typically involves two modules, corresponding to the two connecting
peers that synchronise with each other, so that each peer adds the required ref-
erence to the other. The modularisation methodology allows the transformation
of the modelled peer connection operation into a distributed addition of links
among the two peers.

We proceed as follows. In Section 2 we describe the Event-B formalism and
its modularisation extension. In Section 3 we introduce our inter-peer relation
modelling and in Section 4 we present our modular approach to this. We elabo-
rate on our contribution in Section 5. We conclude this paper in Section 6 with
discussion of our findings as well as future work.

2 Event-B and Its Modularisation Approach

In this section we overview Event-B and its modularisation approach to the
extent needed in this paper.

2.1 Event-B

Event-B [2] is a state-based formal method focused on the stepwise development
of correct systems. This formalism is based on Action Systems [5,27] and the
B-Method [1]. In Event-B, the development of a model is carried out step by
step from an abstract specification to more concrete specifications. The general
form of an Event-B model is illustrated in Fig. 1. Models in Event-B consist of
contexts andmachines. A context describes the static part of a model, containing
sets and constants, together with axioms about these. A machine describes the
dynamic part of a model, containing variables, invariants (boolean predicates on
the variables), and events, that evaluate (via event guards) and modify (via event
actions) the variables. The guard of an event is an associated boolean predicate
on the variables, that determines if the event can execute or not. The action of
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an event is a parallel composition of either deterministic or non-deterministic
assignments. Computation proceeds by a repeated, non-deterministic choice and
execution of an enabled event (an event whose guard holds). If none of the events
is enabled then the system deadlocks. The relationship Sees between a machine
and its accompanying context denotes a structuring technique that allows the
machine access to the contents of the context.

Machine M
Variables v
Invariants I
Events

Init
evt1· · ·
evtN

Sees−−−→
Context C
Carrier Sets d
Constants c
Axioms A

Fig. 1. A machine M and a context C in Event-B

The semantics of Event-B actions is defined using before-after (BA) predi-
cates [2,3]. A before-after predicate describes a relationship between the sys-
tem states before and after the execution of an event. The semantics of a whole
Event-B model is formulated as a number of proof obligations, expressed in the
form of logical sequents. The full list of proof obligations can be found in [2].

System Development. Event-B employs a top-down refinement-based approach
to the formal system development. The development starts from an abstract
system specification that models some essential functional requirements. While
capturing more detailed requirements, each refinement step typically introduces
new events and variables into an abstract specification. These new events corre-
spond to stuttering steps that are not visible in the abstract specification. This
type of refinement is called superposition refinement. Moreover, Event-B for-
mal development supports data refinement, allowing us to replace some abstract
variables with their concrete counterparts. In that case, the invariant of a re-
fined model formally defines the relationship between the abstract and concrete
variables; this type of invariants are called gluing invariants.

In order to prove the correctness of each step of the development, a set of
proof obligations needs to be discharged. Thus, in each development step we
have mathematical proof that our model is correct. The model verification effort
and, in particular, the automatic generation and proving of the required proof
obligations, are significantly facilitated by the provided tool support – the Rodin
platform [3,4].

2.2 The Event-B Modularisation Approach

Recently the Event-B language and tool support have been extended with a
possibility to define modules [13,12,21] – i.e., components containing groups of
callable atomic operations. Modules can have their own external (i.e., global) and
internal (i.e., local) state and invariant properties. An important characteristic
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of modules is that they can be developed separately and, when needed, composed
with the main system.

A module description consists of two parts – a module interface and a mod-
ule body, the latter being an Event-B machine. Let M be a module. A module
interface MI is a separate Event-B component. It allows the user of the module
M to invoke its operations and observe the external variables without having
to inspect the module implementation details. MI consists of external module
variables w, constants c, sets s, the external module invariant M Inv(c, s, w),
and a collection of module operations Oi, characterised by their pre- and post-
conditions, as shown in Fig. 2.

Interface MI
Sees MI Context
Variables w
Invariants M Inv(c, s, w)
Initialisation · · ·
Process

PE1 = any vl where g(c, s, vl, w) then S(c, s, vl, w,w′) end
· · ·

Operations
O1 = any p pre PRE(c, s, vl, w) post POST (c, s, vl, w,w′) end
· · ·

Fig. 2. Interface Component

In addition, a module interface description may contain a group of standard
Event-B events under the Process clause. These events model the autonomous
module thread of control, expressed in terms of their effect on the external
module variables. In other words, the module process describes how the module
external variables may change between operation calls.

A formal module development starts with the design of an interface. Once
an interface is defined, it is not further developed. This ensures that a module
body may be constructed independently from a model relying on the module
interface. A module body is an Event-B machine that implements the interface
by providing a concrete behaviour for each of the interface operations. A set
of additional proof obligations are generated to guarantee that each interface
operation has a suitable implementation.

When the module M is imported into another Event-B machine (which is
specified by a special clause USES), the importing machine can invoke the
operations of M and read the external variables of M . To make a module speci-
fication generic, in MI Context we can define some constants and sets (types) as
parameters. The properties over these sets and constants define the constraints
to be verified when the module is instantiated. The concrete values or constraints
needed for module instantiation are supplied in the USES clause of the import-
ing machine.

Module instantiation allows us to create several instances of the same module;
we distinguish among these instances using a certain prefix. Different instances
of a module operate on disjoint state spaces. Via different instantiation of generic
parameters the designers can easily accommodate the required variations when
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developing components with similar functionality. Hence module instantiation
provides us with a powerful mechanism for reuse.

The latest developments of the modularisation extension also allow the de-
veloper to import a module with a given concrete set as its parameter. This
parameter becomes the index set of module instances. In other words, for each
value from the given set, the corresponding module instance is created. Since
each module instance operates on a disjoint state space, parallel calls to opera-
tions of distinct instances are possible in the same event.

3 Modelling Inter-peer Relations

We illustrate the first three steps of our development of a formal model for inter-
peer relations in Fig. 3. In this section we shortly describe this Event-B model in
order to facilitate an easier understanding of the modularised model described
in the next section. More details can be found in our technical report [20].

Initial
model

Events

discovery
connection
disconnect

First
refinement

Events

discovery
connection
disconnect
connectionattempt
abortattempt
changelimit

Second
refinement

Events

discovery
connection
disconnect
connectionattempt
abortattempt
changelimit
changeincoming
join
leave

refines refines

Fig. 3. Model Development

Our initial model is very abstract, with only two major functions. The first
concerns one peer becoming aware of other peers. In a peer-to-peer network
such as BitTorrent, this would correspond to receiving a list of other peers from
a tracker, i.e., a server that keeps track of which peers are involved in sharing a
particular content. However, at this stage we are not interested in the specifics
of how this subset of all peers is retrieved, only that there is a way of peers
to discover other peers. We also note that the tracker is an instantiation of the
publish/subscribe coordination model. The second major function is to create a
connection between a peer and another peer, where the first peer must be aware
of the second but not necessarily vice versa. To model these functions, we define
relations between peers, assuming peers are represented by natural numbers for
simplicity. An “awareness” relation from 1 to 2 thereby means that peer 1 is
aware of peer 2, which is different from a relation from 2 to 1. For the “con-
nection” relation, we note that in practice we only have one connection between
two peers, because in peer-to-peer networks such as those based on BitTorrent,
connections are symmetrical and traffic can flow in both directions [9]. For that
reason, we allow only one connection per peer pair here, e.g., if a “connection”
relation exists from 1 to 2 we do not allow one from 2 to 1.
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Our initial model is therefore composed of the following events, besides the
obligatory initialisation event: discovery, which creates “awareness” relations
from a peer to a subset of other peers, connection, which creates a “connection”
relation between a peer and another if there is an “awareness” relation from the
first to the second, and disconnect, which removes an existing “connection” rela-
tion between two peers. This disconnection could occur because of network issues
or because the peer has decided to no longer participate in the swarm. However,
peers also close connections that have had no traffic for a while; Iliofotou et al
claim that the differences in download speed between BitTorrent clients can be
partly attributed to differences in when they decide to close connections [14].
For this reason it is important for us to model a disconnect event that later can
be refined into different types of disconnection events. The situation in which
peers become unaware of each other does not exist in the actual peer-to-peer
networks we are interested in, and therefore there is no need for an event that
models such a situation.

For our first refinement step, we limit the amount of connections a peer can
have, because otherwise every peer would eventually end up being connected
to all the other peers. While this would be possible when the number of peers
is low, it would be unrealistic for a large system, and we therefore introduce a
connection limit specific to each peer. This means that a connection between
two peers may not always be possible, and therefore we also need to modify our
connection functionality. Because peers do not know whether another peer can
accept their connection or not, we replace our single connection event with two
events. The connectionattempt event takes a peer whose connection limit has not
been reached and another peer that the first peer is aware of but not connected
to, and adds a “connection attempt” relation from the first peer to the second
one. The connection event here takes a peer whose connection limit has not been
reached and another peer such that there is a “connection attempt” relation from
the second to the first, and creates a “connection” relation from the second to
the first while removing the corresponding “connection attempt” relation. We
also add another event, abortattempt, for aborting a connection attempt, which
in practice would happen after a time limit. Because the connection limit is
not necessarily constant and can vary between peers, we also add the abstract
changelimit event describing how the limit may change. The total amount of
connections for a peer, specified by the variable connections, is here taken to be
the sum of the amount of “connection” relations to and from the peer, and the
amount of “connection attempt” relations originating from the peer. This means
that the limit on connections is a limit on the amount of simultaneous active
successful connections and unsuccessful connection attempts.

In the second refinement step we introduce the concept of peers not being
able to accept incoming connections, i.e., not being able to have “connection”
relations from another peer to itself. First we achieve this in an abstract way,
by simply having a boolean variable for each peer and checking the value of
that variable before allowing the connection to be created. We add the abstract
event changeincoming to be able to change the value of this boolean variable for
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each peer. Later we can refine this situation by specifying a set of more complex
relations, such as in the real-life situation where two peers are behind the same
firewall and thereby able to accept incoming connections from each other but
not from other peers. Furthermore, we refine our model to include join and
leave events for when peers join and leave the swarm, respectively. To reduce
the complexity of our model, we specify that all the connections to and from
a peer, as well as all connection attempts made by the peer, must be removed
before the peer can leave. This can be seen in the following Event-B code:

EVENT leave =̂
any

peer
where

grd1 : peer ∈ peers ∧ peer ∈ onlinepeers
grd2 : ∀p, r ·({p �→ r} ∈ connection) ⇒ (p 	= peer ∧ r 	= peer)
grd3 : ∀p, r ·({p �→ r} ∈ connectionattempt) ⇒ (p 	= peer)

then
act1 : onlinepeers := onlinepeers \ {peer}

end

So far, we have described a monolithic model of inter-peer relations in a peer-to-
peer network. Our next step is to use the modularisation approach described in
Section 2.2 to separate the internal functionality of a peer from the coordinating
functionality of the network structure.

4 Modularising Inter-peer Relations

Our intent with modularising our model of inter-peer relations is to separate the
internal functionality of each peer from the functionality of the network itself;
this makes the peers, in a sense, independent of other peers. As we specify the
interface that a peer presents to the coordinating network, we can continue to re-
fine and implement the peer separately from the network coordination structure.
Therefore, we need to consider which events from our previous model should be
implemented in the peer module and which in the Event-B machine specifying
the network coordination.

We note that the events changelimit and changeincoming affect only one
peer at a time, and thus should be modelled as processes internal to the peer.
Likewise, the discovery event only adds to one peer’s view, and although it
could be argued that this is an event concerning network coordination, nothing
specifies that this event needs to invoke the network at all. In BitTorrent, for
instance, peer discovery never depends on how peers connect to each other, and
therefore it should be seen as a process internal to the peer in this context.
The join and leave events also only affect one peer’s status, because we require
that the leave event is enabled only when the peer has no connections and no
connection attempts. This is also reflected in the identically named process in
the peer interface, which can be compared to the leave event shown in Section 3.

PROCESS leave =̂
when

grd1 : isonline = TRUE
grd2 : connection = ∅ ∧ connectionattempt = ∅
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then
act1 : isonline := FALSE

end

Regarding the connectionattempt and abortattempt events, we note that these
events model the intent of one peer, and thus should be modelled as an event
internal to the peer, although the variables modified will be read by the network
coordination structure. The remaining events connection and disconnect require
coordination between peers, and thus we will describe in more detail how the
equivalent functionality is implemented in the distributed model. The overall
structure of this decomposition refinement can be seen in Fig. 4.

As mentioned in Section 2.2, we use the USES clause to import an interface
into an Event-B machine, specifying the name of the interface, the indexing set,
and the prefix used to access varibles and operations from the interface.

USES Peer Interface (peers) with prefix peer

We previously added a guard specifying that a connectionattempt must be done
before a connection. Here, the connectionattempt is internal to the peer, and the
network coordination structure has an event connectpeers. Given two different
online peers s and t, who are not connected to each other, and where s has
made a connection attempt to t and t can accept an incoming connection, the
operation acceptconnection of peer t is called with the argument s, and likewise
the operation connect of peer s is called with the argument t.
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EVENT connectpeers =̂
any

s t
where

grd1 : s ∈ peers ∧ t ∈ peers ∧ s 	= t
grd2 : t ∈ peer connectionattempt(s) ∧ peer acceptincoming(t) = TRUE
grd3 : t /∈ peer connection(s) ∧ s /∈ peer connection(t)
grd4 : peer isonline(s) = TRUE ∧ peer isonline(t) = TRUE
grd5 : peer connections(t) < peer connectionlimit(t)

then
act1 : void1 := peer acceptconnection(t)(s)
act2 : void2 := peer connect(s)(t)

end

The variables void1 and void2 used here are of the type VOID, which is used
when an operation call has no return value.

There is a difference between the acceptconnection and connect operations
of the peer interface, in that the former is to be called on a peer that has not
made a connection attempt, while the latter is to be called on a peer who has
made one. This means that among the preconditions for the acceptconnection
operation is that the peer must accept incoming connections and must not have
reached its connection limit.

OPERATION acceptconnection =̂
any

dest
pre

pre1 : dest ∈ peers ∧ dest /∈ connection ∧ dest /∈ connectionattempt
pre2 : connections < connectionlimit
pre3 : acceptincoming = TRUE ∧ isonline = TRUE

return
void

post
post1 : connection′ = connection ∪ {dest}
post2 : connections′ = connections + 1
post3 : void′ :∈ VOID

end

For the peer receiving the connect operation call the amount of connections was
already increased when making the connection attempt, and therefore should
not be increased here. However, as a peer is added to the set of connections, it
must also be removed from the set of connection attempts.

OPERATION connect =̂
any

dest
pre

pre1 : dest ∈ peers ∧ dest /∈ connection ∧ dest ∈ connectionattempt
pre2 : isonline = TRUE

return
void

post
post1 : connection′ = connection ∪ {dest}
post2 : connectionattempt′ = connectionattempt \ {dest}
post3 : void′ :∈ VOID

end

In our monolithic model, the disconnect event simply disconnected two peers
that were connected. However, we note that in this refinement we need to sep-
arate disconnection into two cases; the first of which concerns a peer actively
wanting to disconnect from another peer, and another case when the disconnec-
tion happens without the intent of any of the peers involved. In the first case,
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we will handle it similarly to the connection process. In the peer interface, we
specify a new process, disconnectattempt, which modifies a variable that will be
read by the network coordination machine. When the prerequisites are fulfilled,
i.e., when two distinct peers are connected and one of them has made a discon-
nection attempt concerning the other, the event disconnectpeers in the machine
then calls the disconnect operation on the originating peer and getdisconnected
on the other.

EVENT disconnectpeers =̂
any

p r
where

grd1 : p ∈ peers ∧ r ∈ peers ∧ p 	= r
grd2 : r ∈ peer connection(p) ∧ p ∈ peer connection(r)
grd3 : r ∈ peer disconnectionattempt(p)

then
act1 : void1 := peer getdisconnected(r)(p)
act2 : void2 := peer disconnect(p)(r)

end

In the peer interface, the two operations getdisconnected and disconnect are very
similar. In the first, the peer must remove the connection to a specific peer for
which no “disconnection attempt” has been created, and decrease the number
of total connections.

OPERATION getdisconnected =̂
any

dest
pre

pre1 : dest ∈ peers ∧ dest ∈ connection ∧ dest /∈ disconnectionattempt
pre2 : connections > 0

return
void

post
post1 : connection′ = connection \ {dest}
post2 : connections′ = connections − 1
post3 : void′ :∈ VOID

end

For the disconnect operation to be enabled, there must be a “disconnection at-
tempt”, but otherwise the preconditions are the same as in the getdisconnected
operation. The postconditions are also identical to the previously described oper-
ation, with the addition that the “disconnection attempt” must also be removed.

OPERATION disconnect =̂
any

dest
pre

pre1 : dest ∈ peers ∧ dest ∈ connection ∧ dest ∈ disconnectionattempt
pre2 : connections > 0

return
void

post
post1 : connection′ = connection \ {dest}
post2 : connections′ = connections − 1
post3 : void′ :∈ VOID
post4 : disconnectionattempt′ = disconnectionattempt \ {dest}

end

As we mentioned, two peers can get disconnected not only by their own intent
but also because of external factors. We model this in the network structure
machine with the event networkdisconnect. This event simply calls the operation
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getdisconnected on each of the two peers, with the other peer as argument, with
the prerequisite that the peers must be connected to each other but not have
tried to disconnect of their own intent.

EVENT networkdisconnect =̂
any

u v
where

grd1 : u ∈ peers ∧ v ∈ peers ∧ u 	= v
grd2 : v ∈ peer connection(u) ∧ u ∈ peer connection(v)
grd3 : v /∈ peer disconnectattempt(u) ∧ u /∈ peer disconnectattempt(v)

then
act1 : void1 := peer getdisconnected(u)(v)
act2 : void2 := peer getdisconnected(v)(u)

end

The intended goal when creating any formal model such as ours is to be able
to prove various properties in the system being modelled. For our monolithic
model, all generated proof obligations can be easily discharged using the prov-
ing environment of the Rodin platform tool [11]. As the Modularisation plugin
includes proof generation and proving support for its extensions to the Event-B
language [13], many of the properties that we can prove in the original monolithic
model we can also prove in the distributed model. We put forward an example of
the transformation of a property to prove from the monolithic to the distributed
model in the following section.

Using this modularisation technique to do decomposition refinement increases
the complexity of the model, which makes proving more difficult. This applies
equally to the automatic proof obligation discharging and interactive proving in
the Rodin platform tool. As the tool and the Modularisation plugin evolves, we
hope that it will enable us to develop our models further than what is currently
possible.

5 Discussion

In this section we summarise the contributions of this paper.
First, we propose a (stepwise developed) monolithic model for inter-peer re-

lations in a peer-to-peer network. This model has a (simple) state consisting of
the values of the variables and a set of events that can all access and modify the
state. Due to the high level of abstraction, we can formulate and prove various
properties about our model. For instance, we have an invariant stating that any
peer that is connected to another peer, i.e., has a “connection” relation to it, can-
not have a “connection attempt” relation to the same peer, put forward below.
Coordination between peers is centralised and endogenous, for instance the event
connectionattempt coordinates the establishment of a “pre-connection” relation
and the event connection coordinates the establishment of a real “connection”
when the proper conditions for it are met.

∀p, r·({p �→ r} ∈ connection)⇒ ({p �→ r} /∈ connectionattempt) (1)

Second, we refine the monolithic model into a distributed one, in which we sep-
arate the coordination between peers from the internal actions (computation) of
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the peers. Coordination is now exogenous, modelled by the events connectpeers,
disconnectpeers, and networkdisconnect. The properties proven in the monolithic
model evolve as well, as exemplified in the following. In the peer interface of the
distributed model, we are modelling the interface of one peer, and therefore that
peer does not need to be included. Thus, the corresponding invariant in the peer
interface states that each peer that we have a connection to must not be in the
set of connection attempts.

∀p·p ∈ peers ∧ p ∈ connection⇒ p /∈ connectionattempt (2)

In both cases, it is of course also trivial to prove the inverse implication, i.e.,
that a connection attempt between two peers implies that there is no existing
connection between the two.

We note that the coordination in the distributed model is rather sophisticated.
The coordinator (the network coordination structure) only reads the value of
the coordinated peer state (via external variables such as peer connection(u) in
event networkdisconnect). The peer state is only modified via the nodes’ own
actions, as described in the operation getdisconnected. We can also argue for
the coordination paradigm displayed by our modelling to be of a mixed nature.
On one hand, the external variables of the peers model a distributed (tuple)
space; the coordinator only acts based on reading this space, hence a data-driven
coordination. On the other hand, the execution of the coordination actions is
not performed directly on the data, but via procedure calls mechanisms, hence,
a control-oriented coordination model.

6 Conclusions

Using the refinement approach, a system can be described at different levels
of abstraction, and the consistency in and between levels can be proved math-
ematically. With the aim of modelling and analysing a whole, fully featured
peer-to-peer media distribution system, we have used Event-B to model inter-
peer relations in a BitTorrent-like peer-to-peer network. We have started from
an abstract specification and stepwise introduced functionality so that the prov-
ing effort remains reasonable. For instance, we could have introduced the join
and leave events already in the first model; however, this would have generated
unnecessary proving at an abstract level.

Our focus has been on creating a model of a peer-to-peer system in a way
that allows it to be reused and extended for different protocol additions, while
keeping the reliability of the system intact. This gives us a foundation from which
we can develop a well behaving and scalable peer-to-peer media distribution
system. Our goal is to have all the parts, from the network structure up to the
content playback, formally modelled and verified. We have previously modelled
different parts of such a system, including algorithms for acquiring pieces of
media content [22,23] and parts of a video decoding process [19].

A general strategy of a distributed system development in Event-B is to start
from an abstract centralised specification and incrementally augment it with
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design-specific details. When a suitable level of details is achieved, certain events
of the specification are replaced by the calls of interface operations and variables
are distributed across modules [12]. As a result, a monolithic specification is
decomposed into separate modules. Since decomposition is a special kind of re-
finement, such a model transformation is also correctness-preserving. Therefore,
refinement allows us to efficiently cope with complexity of distributed systems
verification and gradually derive an implementation with the desired properties
and behaviour [2].

With respect to proving properties about models, our strategy is very use-
ful: we formulate and prove properties for the monolithic model and then we
develop the distributed model from the monolithic one so that the properties
remain valid. This is however not new, as it has been proposed in a number of
earlier works, for instance in [5]. With respect to the coordination paradigm, we
consider that modularisation in Event-B provides a very interesting methodology
for emphasising the separation of the coordination features from the computa-
tion ones. This is especially useful in the context of the Rodin tool platform [11]
that can significantly improve the property proving effort and thus puts forward
our approach to coordination as a practical one.

As future work, we plan to develop the peer-to-peer networking models into
an Event-B theory. This means that we can then model specific peer-to-peer
networks simply by instantiating them from the theory, much like declaring data
types. Hence, we envision a language construct for modern network architectures.
With this, we stress once more the reuse potential of our proposal.
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Abstract: Multicore processing is quickly becoming ubiquitous, with more and 
more systems splitting the processing power between several processing cores 
instead of a single core. This approach is used not only to increase the total 
processing power and efficiency, but also to conserve energy. In this paper, we 
introduce a formal model created in Event-B of inter-frame dependencies in the 
H.264 video compression standard. Moreover, we formalise two parallelisation 
approaches for splitting the H.264 decoding process. The purpose of our 
modelling is to enable the adaptation of H.264 to multicore processing, as 
frames (or frame units called blocks) not depending on each other will be able 
to be decoded in parallel, on distinct cores. The formal proofs associated with 
the Event-B development of our model ensure the integrity of our proposal. 
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1 Introduction 

Computer systems with multiple processing cores are becoming commonplace. This 
increased interest in having more than one general-purpose processing unit may be 
explained with a renewed interest in efficiency, or power per watt, instead of absolute 
performance. Because energy requirements increase faster than performance gains when 
increasing clock frequencies, the efficiency can be greater when using multiple cores at 
lower frequencies than one single core at a higher frequency. However, while a computer 
system in general will benefit from being able to execute many things simultaneously, a 
single application cannot automatically use the additional processing power provided by 
multiple cores. Instead, a certain mapping of the process units to the multiple cores is 
needed. 

H.264 is a video compression standard jointly developed by the ITU-T Video Coding 
Experts Group (VCEG) and the ISO/IEC Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG)  
(ITU-T, 2010); compared to other video codecs it has very good visual quality per bit rate 
(Oelbaum et al., 2004). However, this quality comes at the expense of the processing 
power needed to decode video; H.264 is slower in decoding than its predecessors  
MPEG-4 and MPEG-2 (Alvarez et al., 2007). Therefore, there is interest in adapting 
H.264 to multiprocessing architectures, as described before (Meenderinck et al., 2008; 
van der Tol, 2003). 
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Mapping the H.264 video decoding process to multiple processing cores is in fact a
very relevant problem, due to the ubiquity of video applications, from digital television
to smart phones. Hence, we need to ensure the integrity of the decoding process. Formal
methods, with their mathematical-based proving core, are an important instrument in
ensuring the integrity of software-intensive systems. Traditionally characterised as hard
to use, due to the requested mathematical background and the lack of automatic tools,
nowadays formal methods have matured, to the point where they are considered in
industry when developing software-intensive systems (Woodcock et al., 2009). In this
paper we propose the use of formal methods for modelling and verifying the integrity of
the H.264 decoding process on multicore systems. An important step towards this goal
is that of identifying the H.264 units that can be processed on distinct cores, in parallel.
By creating a formal model in which the dependencies between the units to be decoded
are clearly defined, we can work towards a system in which units not depending on
each other can be processed in parallel, thereby enabling the system to utilise multiple
processing cores. We have chosen to use the Event-B language because of its successful
use in real-life applications (for instance, see Craigen et al., 1994) and its excellent
tool support (Abrial, 2007; Abrial et al., 2010), but our primary focus is not related
to the usage of Event-B. Our goal in this paper is to describe a formal model of the
dependencies among video frames and macroblocks to be decoded, thereby showing
how the decoding of various independent units can be mapped to separate processing
cores.

We envision this work as part of an envisioned complete model of a media
distribution system, in which all the parts, from the acquisition of content to the actual
media playback, have been formally specified, modelled and analysed. Parts of such
a system have already been described elsewhere by us; for instance, Sandvik and
Sere (2011) have modelled and analysed peer-to-peer content transfer algorithms for
streaming media, and peer coordination has been modelled and described by Petre et al.
(2012).

We proceed as follows. In Section 2, we discuss related work and in Section 3 we
describe the Event-B formalism as used in this paper. Section 4 contains our description
of the H.264 video compression standard. In Section 5 we put forward the development
of our formal model of inter-frame dependencies, and in Section 6 we refine this model
into models of two different parallelisation techniques. Section 7 contains discussion
about our results, and we conclude this paper in Section 8 while also discussing future
work.

2 Related work

Significant results are already documented in the literature on the theory of adapting
H.264 decoding to multicore platforms. The two main ways of splitting the work load
are functional partitioning, in which the different tasks of the decoding process are run
on different processing cores, and data partitioning, where all processing cores do the
same task but for different parts of the data. A comparison between these two main
methods has been done by van der Tol (2003), and they note that data partitioning
provides greater scalability. Baaklini et al. (2010) have explored a functional partitioning
in which the luminance and colour channels are decoded in parallel. Within data
partitioning, there are different solutions, and Meenderinck et al. (2008) have compared
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frame-, slice- and macroblock-level parallelisation, later expanded to include partitioning
into groups of pictures as well as different macroblock-level solutions.

One of the reasons for adapting video decoding to multicore platforms is to increase
energy efficiency, and Kiliçarslan et al. (2011) have studied the power efficiency when
increasing the number of processing threads, both for frame- and macroblock-level
parallelisation. Seitner et al. (2011) have explored how to assign the macroblocks
to distinct processor cores in order to provide optimal performance, especially for
architectures with restricted resources. To achieve great scalability on different types
of multicore systems, Chi and Juurlink (2011) have presented a quad high definition
(QHD) capable parallel H.264 decoder that utilises both functional and data partitioning,
as well as overlapping decoding of consecutive frames to avoid limited parallelism at
the beginning and end of each frame.

An approach to mapping components to hardware platform tiles was presented in
Petre et al. (2011a, 2011b). Components that displayed a high interaction level with each
other were placed on close-by tiles in Petre et al. (2011a), to reduce the communication
cost due to their dependencies. This was further elaborated in Petre et al. (2011b), where
a detailed placing algorithm was introduced and placing was studied in both two- and
three-dimensional networks-on-chip.

3 Event-B

The B-method (Abrial, 1996) is a formal approach for the specification and development
of highly dependable software. The method has been successfully used in the
development of several complex real-life applications (Craigen et al., 1994; Event-B,
n.d.). Event-B (Abrial, 2010) is a formalism derived from the B-method and the action
systems (Back and Sere, 1996; Waldén and Sere, 1998) framework, to model and reason
about parallel, distributed and reactive systems. Event-B has the associated RODIN
platform (Abrial, 2007; Abrial et al., 2010; Event-B, n.d.) which provides automated
tool support for modelling and verification by theorem proving.

3.1 Event-B language

In Event-B, a system specification (model) is defined using the notion of a
machine (Event-B, n.d.) operating on an abstract state. Such a machine encapsulates the
model state, represented as a collection of model variables, and defines operations on
this state. Thus, it describes the behaviour of the modelled system, also referred to as
dynamic part. A machine may also have an accompanying component, called context,
which contains the static part of the system. A context can include user-defined carrier
sets, constants and their properties, which are given as a list of model axioms. The
general form of an Event-B model is illustrated in Figure 1. The relationship between a
machine and its accompanying context is called sees and denotes a structuring technique
that allows the machine access to the contents of the context.

A machine is uniquely identified by its name M . The state variables, v, are declared
in the variables clause and initialised by the Init event. The variables are strongly typed
by the constraining predicates I given in the invariants clause. The invariant clause may
also contain other predicates defining properties that should be preserved over the state
of the model.
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Figure 1 A machine M and a context C in Event-B

Machine M
Variables v
Invariants I
Events

Init
evt1
· · ·
evtN

Sees−−−→
Context C
Carrier Sets d
Constants c
Axioms A

The dynamic behaviour of the system is defined by a set of atomic events specified in
the events clause. Generally, an event can be defined as follows:

evt =̂ any vl where g then S end,

where the variable list vl contains new local variables (parameters) of the event, the
guard g is a conjunction of predicates over the state variables v and vl, and the action
S is an assignment to the state variables.

The occurrence of events represents the observable behaviour of the system. The
guard defines the conditions under which the action can be executed, i.e., when the
event is enabled. If several events are enabled at the same time, any of them can be
chosen for execution non-deterministically. If none of the events is enabled then the
system deadlocks.

In general, the action of an event is a parallel composition of assignments.
The assignments can be either deterministic or non-deterministic. A deterministic
assignment, x := E(x, y), stands for assigning the value of the expression E(x, y) to
the variable x. A non-deterministic assignment is denoted either as x :∈ Set, where Set
is a set of values, or x :| P (x, y, x′), where P is a predicate relating initial values of
x, y to some final value of x′. As a result of such a non-deterministic assignment, x can
get any value belonging to Set or according to P .

3.2 Event-B semantics

The semantics of Event-B actions is defined using so-called before-after (BA)
predicates (Abrial, 2010; Event-B, n.d.). A before-after predicate describes a relationship
between the system states before and after execution of an event, as shown in Figure 2.
In Figure 2, x and y are disjoint lists (partitions) of the state variables, and x′, y′

represent their values in the after-state. A before-after predicate for events is constructed
as follows:

BA(evt) = g ∧ BA(S).

The semantics of a whole Event-B model is formulated as a number of proof obligations,
expressed in the form of logical sequents. The full list of proof obligations can be found
in Abrial (2010).
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Figure 2 Before-after predicates

Action (S) BA(S)

x := E(x, y) x′ = E(x, y) ∧ y′ = y
x :∈ Set x′ ∈ Set ∧ y′ = y

x :| P (x, y, x′) P (x, y, x′) ∧ y′ = y

3.3 System development

Event-B employs a top-down refinement-based approach to system development.
Development starts from an abstract system specification that models some of
the essential functional requirements. When capturing more detailed requirements,
a refinement step typically introduces new events and variables into the abstract
specification. These new events correspond to stuttering steps that are not visible in
the abstract specification. Old events can also be modified, typically either updating
the newly introduced variables or introducing more deterministic assignments on the
old variables, while also strengthening the event guards. This model refinement is
referred to as superposition refinement. Moreover, Event-B formal development supports
data refinement, allowing us to replace some abstract variables with their concrete
counterparts. In that case, the invariant of the refined machine formally defines the
relationship between the abstract and concrete variables; this type of invariants are called
gluing invariants. Out of these refinement approaches, we employ the superposition
refinement in this paper. To verify correctness of a refinement step, we need to prove a
number of proof obligations for the refined model.

4 H.264 and parallelisation techniques

In H.264 (ITU-T, 2010), video frames are partitioned into macroblocks, which are
blocks of typically 16 × 16 pixels (but may be as low as 4 × 4), upon which the
discrete cosine transform (DCT), deblocking, and other processing occurs. A group of
macroblocks in scan order (left to right, top to bottom) is called a slice, of which there is
at least one in each frame. Slices can be of three types: I-slices, which are independent
of other slices; P-slices, which depend on one or more previous slices; and B-slices,
which depend on both past and future slices (Flierl and Girod, 2003). Having many
slices per frame increases overhead (Garrett-Glaser, 2010) and decreases compression
quality. In the common case, which we assume here, each slice therefore corresponds
to a whole frame, which gives us I-, P- and B-frames, respectively.

When decoding an encoded video sequence, the order in which the frames are
decoded (the processing order) does not necessarily correspond to the order in which
they appear in the video sequence (the display order). There is often very little difference
between two consecutive frames, or between two macroblocks in different frames, and
therefore an encoder may choose to encode the difference between the current and a
previously encoded one (along with a reference to the previous one), requiring less data
than if all the data in a frame or macroblock had been encoded. This is referred to
as prediction. In this case, when decoding the video sequence, the referenced frame
has to be decoded before the one that references it, and because frames may depend
on other frames both earlier and later in the display order, the processing order can
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therefore be different from the display order. The choice between two frames without
any dependencies on each other can be seen as non-deterministic.

Isović and Fohler (2002) found that the large majority of frames in MPEG-2
video streams are P- or B-frames. Less than ten percent of the frames in a typical
sequence were found to be I-frames, and in our experience H.264 can go even further
and sometimes consist of less than one percent I-frames. This shows the need for
understanding dependency relations between frames, illustrated in Figure 3. We formally
model these dependencies towards the goal of demonstrating how certain frames can be
processed in parallel.

Figure 3 An example of a dependency relation between frames

5 Modelling dependencies

To begin with, we formalise the dependencies described earlier as a relation on a set
of frames. We introduce an event that takes a single frame, eligible for decoding, and
switches its state to indicate that it has been decoded. We then extend the model to
reflect the fact that every frame is made up of many smaller blocks, the macroblocks,
and that the prediction described above actually takes place on the macroblock level.
The consistency between the frame-level dependency relation (which is really an
abstraction) and the macroblock-level dependencies is ensured by invariants. In the
following development steps, we also split the set of frames into two different ones,
representing an input stream and an output stream. In Figure 6, we show an overview
of the refinement process of our model.

5.1 Initial model

The concepts we model in the first version of the model are those of a set of (initially)
unprocessed frames, an event that processes each of these frames one frame at a
time, and some constraints on the processing order. The model can be interpreted as
a distributed programme that could be run by several processing elements, decoding a
video stream in parallel, along with some properties of the environment in which these
processing elements function.
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SETS

F

CONSTANTS

dep E

AXIOMS

E ⊆ F
E ̸= ∅
dep ∈ E ↔ E
∀S·S ⊆ E ∧ S ⊆ dep[S]⇒ S = ∅

The frames exist as a carrier set, F . For the purposes of the initial model we deal with
a subset of F called E, representing encoded frames. The dependency relation, dep,
is introduced as a binary constant relation on the set E. The last axiom states that no
cycles are allowed in the inter-frame dependency relation.

VARIABLES

proc

INVARIANTS

proc ∈ E → BOOL
dep[proc−1[{TRUE}]] ⊆ proc−1[{TRUE}]

Event process =̂

any

x

where

x ∈ E
proc(x) = FALSE
dep[{x}] ⊆ proc−1[{TRUE}]

then

proc(x) := TRUE

end

The variable proc keeps track of whether a frame has been processed or not. The
second invariant above expresses the fact that if a frame has been processed, all of its
dependencies must have been processed as well. A single event, process, takes any
frame that is eligible for processing (that is, it has not been processed and if it has any
dependencies, those have all been processed as well), and simply switches the state for
that frame to true, indicating that it has been processed.

As mentioned in Section 3.1, in Event-B variables are initialised in the Init event.
However, because of space considerations the contents of this event are omitted here as
well as in the further refinements.
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5.2 First refinement

In the first refinement, a small detail is taken care of. As mentioned in Section 4,
there are three basic types of frames in H.264, I-frames, P-frames and B-frames. The
full meaning of these is explained in the later development steps. At this level, we
only model the set TY PES = {I, P,B} and the frame type as a constant type :
E → TY PES and require that I-frames are not predicted from other frames. This
requirement is modelled as the axiom type−1[{I}] ∩ dom(dep) = ∅. Hence, when
decoding an I-frame it is not necessary to check if its dependencies have been processed,
because the dependencies of I-frames are the empty set, and therefore we can modify
the third guard of our process event to specify that only frames other than I-frames
have the requirement that their dependencies must have been processed.

Event process =̂

refines process
any

x
where

x ∈ E
proc(x) = FALSE
type(x) ̸= I ⇒ dep[{x}] ⊆ proc−1[{TRUE}]

then
proc(x) := TRUE

end

Figure 4 Inter-frame macroblock dependencies

Note: Due to the dependencies of its blocks, the decoding of frame 1 will depend on
frames 2 and 3 having been decoded first.

5.3 Second refinement

We introduce more radical changes in the second refinement. As mentioned in Section 4,
every frame consists of many macroblocks. The prediction process actually takes place
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at the macroblock level. This also means that the dependencies between frames as
related to the processing order are really dependencies between macroblocks. Generally,
every macroblock in a frame is predicted either from neighbouring blocks in the same
frame or from one or two macroblocks in other frames. In the former case, the blocks
used for prediction must be blocks earlier in the processing sequence. This means
that the dependencies between blocks in the same frame can be taken care of simply
by processing the blocks in sequential order. In the latter case, the block-to-block
dependencies naturally give rise to processing order constraints on their respective
parent frames, so the dep relation from earlier can be seen as an abstraction of these
block-to-block dependencies. We illustrate this in Figure 4. We can keep using this
abstraction in the guards of events to ensure the constraints on the processing order are
satisfied and, when the block-to-block dependencies are actually formalised, we ensure
that these are consistent with the abstraction using axioms.

Here we also describe the idea of the I-, P- and B-frames. In an I-frame, every
macroblock is predicted from another one in the same frame. In a P-frame, blocks can
also be predicted from one block from another frame and in a B-frame, blocks can be
predicted by a weighted average from blocks in two other frames.

CONSTANTS
n

AXIOMS
n ∈ N

VARIABLES
index processing processed

INVARIANTS
index ∈ E → 1 .. n + 1
processing ⊆ E
processed ⊆ E
processing ∩ processed = ∅
∀x·x ∈ processed ∪ processing ⇒ dep[{x}] ⊆ processed
processed = proc−1[{TRUE}]
E \ processed = proc−1[{FALSE}]

While macroblocks are not yet explicitly formalised in the second refinement, the model
now reflects the fact that a frame is not processed in one sweep, but incrementally,
macroblock by macroblock. To accomplish this, the function index gives every frame an
index, which tells us how many of the macroblocks in that frame have been processed.
The constant n represents the total number of macroblocks in a frame.

This also means that recording only whether a frame is processed or not is not
enough anymore. We now need to keep track of which frames are currently undergoing
processing as well. For this purpose, we introduce two subsets of E, processed and
processing. The set of unprocessed frames is E minus these two sets. As these sets are
clearly related to the variable used to keep track of the state of frames before, proc, we
add two so called gluing invariants. These describe the relationships between abstract
and concrete variables and are shown above as the last two predicates.
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Event start =̂
any

x
where

x ∈ E
x /∈ processing ∪ processed
type(x) ̸= I ⇒ dep[{x}] ⊆ processed

then
processing := processing ∪ {x}

end
Event step =̂
any

x
where

x ∈ processing
index(x) ≤ n

then
index(x) := index(x) + 1

end
Event stop =̂
refines process
any

x
where

x ∈ processing
index(x) = n + 1

then
processing := processing \ {x}
processed := processed ∪ {x}

end

All these developments require us to rethink the single process event. More specifically,
it has to be split into several events. We add the events start, step and stop, of which
the stop event is set as a refinement of the process event. What these events do is fairly
self-explanatory: start takes a frame eligible for processing and adds it to the set of
frames being processed; step takes one of the frames being processed and increments
its index, thus representing the decoding of a single macroblock; and stop simply takes
a frame where the index of the frame is equal to the number of macroblocks in a frame
plus one and sets its state to processed.

Setting the stop event to be a refinement of the abstract event process means we
have to discharge some proof obligations to show that this really is the case. One of
these is guard strengthening: we have to prove that the guards of the concrete event
(along with the invariants and axioms of the model) imply the guards of the abstract
one. In this case, one example is the proof obligation that the second guard of the
abstract event, namely proc(x) = FALSE, is implied by the guards of the concrete
event, along with the axioms and invariants of the model. Using the first guard of
the concrete event, x ∈ processing, along with the gluing invariant mentioned earlier,
E \ processed = proc−1[{FALSE}], this is easy to prove; however, without the gluing
invariant it would have been impossible. In this manner, refinement can be used even
as events and variables change.
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5.4 Third refinement

We now add the macroblocks to the model as a carrier set, C, in the context. We then
associate each frame with not simply an unordered set of macroblocks, but with an
actual ordered sequence of them. This is accomplished through the constant blockseq
which is a total injection from the set of encoded frames to an ordered sequence of
macroblocks; an ordered sequence of macroblocks is, in turn, a total injection from a
sequence of natural numbers to the set C.

SETS
C

CONSTANTS
sequence blockseq b dep1 b dep2

AXIOMS
sequence = 1 .. n  C
blockseq ∈ E  sequence
b dep1 ∈ C 7→ E
b dep2 ∈ C 7→ E
dom(b dep1) ⊆ ran(union(blockseq[type−1[{P,B}]]))
dom(b dep2) ⊆ ran(union(blockseq[type−1[{B}]]))
∀x·x ∈ E ∧ type(x) ̸= I ⇒ dep[{x}] = (b dep1 ∪ b dep2)[ran(blockseq(x))]

For the macroblocks that depend on one macroblock in another frame, the function
b dep1 is introduced and for those which depend on two, the function b dep2 is
introduced. These are functions from macroblocks to frames, not to other macroblocks.
While the latter is more consistent with the way these dependencies actually work, the
only thing relevant to us at this point is the parent frame of the referenced macroblock,
so instead of having the function point to another macroblock and then using an
expression to get the parent frame of that block, we have the function point directly to
the frame in question.

The last axiom above states that for any encoded frame, the dependencies of all its
macroblocks make up the dependencies of the frame itself, that is, the macroblock level
dependencies are consistent with the frame level abstraction.

VARIABLES
b proc

INVARIANTS
b proc ∈ C → BOOL
∀x·x ∈ E ⇒ blockseq(x)[1 .. index(x)− 1] ⊆ b proc−1[{TRUE}]
∀x·x ∈ processed ⇒ blockseq(x)[1 .. n] ⊆ b proc−1[{TRUE}]

Event step =̂

refines step
any

x
where

x ∈ processing
index(x) ≤ n
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then
b proc(blockseq(x)(index(x))) := TRUE
index(x) := index(x) + 1

The variable b proc tracks whether a certain macroblock has been processed or not.
Invariants make sure that all the blocks in a frame with a lower sequence number
than the current index of that frame have been processed and, subsequently, that in a
processed frame, all the blocks have been processed. The step event is refined to switch
the state of the current block to indicate that it has been processed.

5.5 Fourth refinement

The fourth refinement refers to how we use the set of frames we are operating on. Until
this point, we have modelled the subset of encoded frames the entire time, changing the
state of the frames and blocks in place to represent decoding them. However, it is more
realistic to have an input stream and an output stream, gradually building the output
stream as the input stream is processed. This is now reflected in the model.

CONSTANTS
block cor encblocks

AXIOMS
encblocks = ran(union(blockseq[E]))
block cor ∈ encblocks  C

The output stream will have to be ‘built up’ as we process the input stream. Our
earlier approach of changing the state of the elements of the video sequence does not
translate well to this new approach. Instead, we now introduce processing based on
a constant, block cor, which is a total injection giving each macroblock in the input
stream encblocks a corresponding one which is not in the input stream. This reflects the
fact that for every encoded macroblock, decoding it will give us another macroblock,
even though the former and the latter are represented quite differently on disk or in
memory.

VARIABLES
D frame cor dblockseq

INVARIANTS
D ⊆ F \ E
frame cor ∈ (processing ∪ processed) D
dblockseq ∈ D → sequence
∀x, y·x ∈ D ∧ y ∈ D ∧ x ̸= y ⇒ ran(dblockseq(x)) ∩ ran(dblockseq(y)) = ∅

Another subset of F , named D, is introduced, representing our output stream (as a set of
decoded frames). Frames in the output stream are associated with macroblock sequences
in a way analogous to frames in the input stream, but this time as a variable rather than
a constant. This is because we model the decoding process, hence the encoded frames
are given as a constant and the decoded frames are determined in the process and stored
in a variable.

As the events can choose a frame to work on non-deterministically, process one
block, and then pick another frame, we need a way to keep track of which frame in the
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output stream corresponds to a specific frame in the input stream. This is modelled with
the variable frame cor, which, illustrated below, is initialised for a specific frame by
the start event, as the frame in question is added to the set processing.

Event start =̂
refines start
any

x y z
where

x ∈ E \ (processing ∪ processed)
type(x) ̸= I ⇒ dep[{x}] ⊆ processed
y ∈ F \ (E ∪ D)

z ∈ sequence
z /∈ dblockseq[D]

then
processing := processing ∪ {x}
D := D ∪ {y}
frame cor := frame cor ∪ {x 7→ y}
dblockseq(y) := z

end

For the purposes of discharging various proof obligations, it is convenient to have
dblockseq be a total function from the set of decoded frames to a sequence of blocks.
The event start adds a frame y to the set D, but as this frame has not been processed
yet, we do not have a block sequence for it. Still, for dblockseq to be a total function,
the frame needs to be assigned a sequence of blocks at this point. This is taken care
of by adding a parameter z ∈ 1 .. n C to the event and ensuring by various guards
that the sequence is not one already ‘in use’ for any frame in D. This is just ‘random
initialisation data’, resembling, in a way, the data that happens to be at a location in
memory as we assign a pointer to that location in a programming language like C.

Event step =̂

refines step
any

x y
where

x ∈ processing
index(x) ≤ n
y = frame cor(x)

then
index(x) := index(x) + 1
dblockseq(y) := dblockseq(y)✁− {index(x) 7→ block cor(blockseq(x)(index(x)))}
b proc(blockseq(x)(index(x))) := TRUE

end
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The step event shows how a block is processed in this refinement. Recall, then, our
current situation: the step event is supposed to process a single macroblock of a single
frame; we have an index telling us how far we are in processing the current frame; we
also have a variable, frame cor, giving us the corresponding output frame of the input
frame we are processing and a constant, block cor, giving us a (decoded) macroblock
corresponding to the current (encoded) one. The main action of the step event, then, is
as shown above, namely it replaces whatever data is at the current index in the output
frame with the macroblock corresponding to the one being processed.

6 Parallelisation models

Based on our model of inter-frame dependencies, we will now take a step towards
parallel decoding by modelling how the decoding process can be mapped onto multiple
processing units, such as processors or processor cores. One way of doing this is to use
frame-level parallelisation, in which each frame to be processed is assigned to a specific
processing unit. We model this in Section 6.1. Another way of parallelising decoding is
to schedule different macroblocks within a frame onto different processing units, which
requires us to take into account the dependencies that may exist among macroblocks of
the same frame. We model this type of parallelisation in Section 6.2. An overview of
the refinement process of our model can be seen in Figure 6.

Because video decoding typically takes place on end-user devices where all
processing units have access to the same memory, we have not considered the
situation where non-uniform memory access, caches, or other hardware-specific
details affect the parallelisation. If necessary, these could be introduced in further
refinement steps.

Figure 5 Intra-frame macroblock prediction

Note: Each shaded block may be predicted from the blocks pointed to by its arrows, and those
blocks must therefore be decoded before the shaded block.
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Figure 6 Refinement of our model of H.264 inter-frame dependencies
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6.1 Frame-level parallelisation

In this refinement of our model, each frame being decoded is assigned to a specific
processing unit. We assume that in our system all processing units share access to
memory and data in such a way that we do not need to model this specifically, and
therefore can provide an abstract representation of equal processing units.

SETS
PU

AXIOMS
finite(PU)

We begin by introducing a new finite set, PU , representing processing units. This is a
constant, because we assume that the number of processing units will not change during
execution. Even though in practice, frame-level parallelisation “limits the amount of
TLP [thread-level parallelism] to a few threads” [Meenderinck et al., (2008), p.4], it is
unnecessary for us to restrict our model further to a specific number.

VARIABLES
proc frame

INVARIANTS
proc frame ∈ E 7 PU
∀f, p·f ∈ E ∧ p ∈ PU ∧ (f 7→ p) ∈ proc frame ⇒ f ∈ processing
∀f·f ∈ E ∧ f ∈ processing ⇒ (∃p·p ∈ PU ∧ (f 7→ p) ∈ proc frame)

In our model, only one frame at a time can be assigned to a specific processing unit, and
likewise, a frame can only be assigned to one processing unit at a time. Hence, we add
the variable proc frame as a one-to-one relation from some frames to some processing
units. The invariants specify that all frames that are assigned to any processing unit
must be in processing, and that any frame in processing must also have a processing
unit assigned to it.

Event start =̂
refines start
any

x y z v
where

x ∈ E \ (processing ∪ processed)
type(x) ̸= I ⇒ dep[{x}] ⊆ processed
y ∈ F \ (E ∪ D)

z ∈ sequence
z /∈ dblockseq[D]

v ∈ PU
v /∈ ran(proc frame)
x /∈ dom(proc frame)

then
processing := processing ∪ {x}
D := D ∪ {y}
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frame cor := frame cor ∪ {x 7→ y}
dblockseq(y) := z
proc frame := proc frame ∪ {x 7→ v}

end

Because each frame being processed must be assigned to a processing unit, we need
to add a relation from the frame to the processing unit when we start processing a
frame, i.e., in the start event. For this to happen, we require that neither the frame nor
the processing unit is already in use, meaning in the domain or range of proc frame,
respectively.

Event step =̂

refines step
any

x y v
where

x ∈ processing
index(x) ≤ n
y = frame cor(x)
v ∈ PU
(x 7→ v) ∈ proc frame

then
index(x) := index(x) + 1
dblockseq(y) := dblockseq(y)✁− {index(x) 7→ block cor(blockseq(x)(index(x)))}
b proc(blockseq(x)(index(x))) := TRUE

end

The step event needs to reflect the fact that each frame in processing is assigned to
a specific processing unit. Therefore, the step event now takes an additional parameter
specifying the processing unit, and the guards are strengthened by requiring that the
frame being processed is assigned to that processing unit. The actions of the step event
do not need refining, as we still perform the same actions as previously.

Event stop =̂

refines stop
any

x v
where

x ∈ processing
index(x) = n + 1
v ∈ PU
(x 7→ v) ∈ proc frame

then
processing := processing \ {x}
processed := processed ∪ {x}
proc frame := {x}✁− proc frame

end
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When we have finished processing a frame, we remove the relation between that frame
and its assigned processing unit, in order to make the processing unit available to be
assigned to another frame. This is done in the refined stop event by domain subtraction,
which removes any relation with the specific frame as its domain.

6.2 Macroblock-level parallelisation

In addition to the frame-level parallelisation described in the previous subsection,
we can also refine our model to specify macroblock-level parallelisation, in which
the processing of each macroblock within each frame can be assigned to a specific
processing unit. To do this, we must consider how macroblocks can be used for
prediction within a frame, illustrated with Figure 5. In the general case, a macroblock
can be predicted based on four other macroblocks: the ones immediately to the left, top
left, top and top right. This constrains the order in which macroblocks can be processed,
and we therefore need to specify how the macroblocks are positioned in the frame.

SETS
PU

CONSTANTS
rows cols c hpos c vpos frame

AXIOMS
finite(PU)

rows ∈ N1 \ {1}
cols ∈ N1 \ {1}
rows ∗ cols = n
c hpos ∈ C → 1 .. cols
c vpos ∈ C → 1 .. rows
frame ∈ C 7→ E
dom(frame) = ran(union(blockseq[E]))
∀x, c·x ∈ E ∧ c ∈ ran(blockseq(x))⇒ frame(c) = x

END

As in Section 6.1, we add a finite set representing the processing units, but here we also
add constants specifying the number of rows and columns of macroblocks in each frame.
The relations specifying the concrete horizontal and vertical position of a macroblock
within a frame will be needed when determining the order in which the macroblocks can
be processed. We also add the constant frame as a more convenient way of relating a
macroblock to the frame it is part of, forgoing the previous notation where we would
need to refer to it using the sequence of blocks within a frame.

VARIABLES
proc block

INVARIANTS
proc block ∈ C 7 PU
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The variable proc block is a one-to-one relation from some macroblocks to some
processing units, representing the macroblocks which are being processed. To model the
actual processing, we introduce new events to start processing an eligible macroblock
by assigning it to a specific processing unit, and then we refine the previous step event
to require that a macroblock be assigned a specific processing unit.

Event startstep top =̂

any
x v b b left

where
x ∈ processing
index(x) ≤ n
b ∈ C
v ∈ PU
v /∈ ran(proc block)
b /∈ dom(proc block)
blockseq(x)(index(x)) ∈ dom(block cor)
b = block cor(blockseq(x)(index(x)))
c hpos(b) ∈ 2 .. cols
c vpos(b) = 1
b left ∈ C
b left ∈ dom(frame)
frame(b left) = x
b proc(b left) = TRUE
c hpos(b left) = c hpos(b)− 1 ∧ c vpos(b left) = c vpos(b)

then
proc block := proc block ∪ {b 7→ v}

end

As can be seen in Figure 5, besides the general case where each macroblock can
be predicted from four other macroblocks, we also have four special cases where a
smaller amount of macroblocks can be used for prediction, due to the macroblock
being positioned near the edge of the frame. The first one of these is in the top left
corner, which cannot be predicted from any other macroblock in the same frame, and
this is therefore the first macroblock to be processed in a frame. The startstep top
event describes the case for the rest of the top row of macroblocks, where intra-frame
prediction for each macroblock can only be based on the macroblock immediately to the
left. Thus, for the unassigned macroblock b to be assigned to the unassigned processing
unit v, we require that there is a processed block b left in the same frame with the same
vertical position but a horizontal position of one less. Similarly, we introduce events for
processing the blocks in the leftmost column from the second row to the last, where
macroblocks are predicted from top and top right; the rightmost column from the second
row to the last, where macroblocks are predicted from left, top left and top; and the
general case, used for most of the macroblocks in the frame.

The refined step event, not shown here, simply requires that the macroblock given
as a parameter must already have been assigned to a processing unit, and in that sense,
the step event now represents the act of finishing processing of a macroblock, including
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removing the relation between that macroblock and the processing unit assigned to it.
The ordered sequence of blocks referred to in Section 5.4 thereby does not necessarily
refer to the display order, from top left to bottom right, but instead the order in which
the macroblocks finishes processing.

7 Discussion

In this paper we formally develop the H.264 decoding model to a certain degree of
detail, aiming towards suitable parallelisation techniques for the decoding process. In
particular, we model the frame-level and the macroblock-level parallelisation techniques,
starting from the same common formal model. The most important advantage put
forward by our modelling is the possibility of providing mathematical proofs on
the correctness of our models as well as on the stepwise derivation of our models.
This aspect also underlies the power of abstraction in addressing model complexity,
as employed by Event-B. Our initial model is very intuitive and simple, while our
macroblock-level parallelisation is a rather complex model of the decoding process.
However, we are certain of its correctness and various invariant properties, because we
have derived it step-by-step from that initial simple model.

Our proposed modelling provides the basic step for more advanced applications
related to modelling and analysing the H.264 compression standard. Thus, we can
now model the actual processing taking place on the macroblocks, such as the DCT,
deblocking, etc. When taking into account the particular topology of the processing
units, other relevant properties can be modelled. For instance, we can assign particular
processing units such as neighbour ones to decoding entities on whom other entities
depend, so that communication among the latter and the former is optimised. Thus,
knowing and modelling the locations of the processing units with respect to each other
can lead to measuring the efficiency of the parallelisation technique. We can now also
animate the models we have introduced. Based on tools such as ProB (Leuschel and
Butler, 2003), we can for instance observe the execution traces of our two parallelisation
proposals and compare them; an example of applying ProB to observe the execution
traces was already shown in Petre et al. (2011a). Furthermore, we can refine our two
final decoding models into a collection of smaller models to represent the distribution
of the decoding on the processing units. This is possible based on a recent extension
of Event-B, referred to as the modularisation extension (Iliasov et al., 2010). Via
modularisation we can go a step further in modelling verifiable processes: we prove that
a certain verified processing can be distributively implemented.

Finding a suitable level of abstraction also shows in the amount of interactive
proving necessary for certifying the modelling. For our modelling, a total of 142
proof obligations were generated by the RODIN platform tool. Out of those, 125 were
discharged automatically and 17 manually (interactively). In Table 1 we illustrate the
distribution of these among the components of the model.

We note that the macroblock-level parallelisation was significantly more complex to
model and prove than the frame-level parallelisation. This is due to two reasons. First,
our most abstract model choice favours the frame manipulation, hence dealing with
macroblocks adds to the model complexity. Second, the macroblock decoding involves
the modelling of several smaller steps that also added to the complexity. However, our
modelling is based on the RODIN platform tool and we can count the complexity in
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terms of how many interactive proofs we get, instead of the total number of proofs. It is
remarkable that we only got three proofs to interactively discharge for our final model,
given the model size.

Table 1 Proof statistics

Component Total Automatic Interactive
Contexts 4 3 1
Initial model 5 5 0
First refinement 2 1 1
Second refinement 24 20 4
Third refinement 16 11 5
Fourth refinement 19 16 3
Frame-level parallelisation refinement 9 9 0
Macroblock-level parallelisation refinement 63 60 3
Sum 142 125 17

8 Conclusions

In this paper we have introduced a formal model of the inter-frame dependencies in
the H.264 video compression standard, as used in the decoding process. From the
abstract level starting point, with a set of frames to be processed, we have refined our
model into a more concrete one, with separate input and output streams of macroblocks.
The purpose of doing this was to ensure the non-determinism of the order in which
macroblocks belonging to frames not depending on each other can be processed, thus
enabling these frames to be processed in parallel. We have then refined our model in
separate directions, for frame-level parallelisation by mapping the processing of each
frame onto a specific processing unit, and for macroblock-level parallelisation by doing
a similar mapping for each macroblock within a frame. With these models on hand, we
plan to continue by expanding our model in such a way that we could explore different
macroblock-level parallelisation options. Another possible direction for our future work
is to move towards the strategy described by Meenderinck et al. (2009) for combining
frame- and macroblock-level parallelisation.
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ABSTRACT
In centralised network systems based on the client-server
paradigm, content transfer between nodes usually happens
in-order. However, in more distributed systems, such as
cloud-based systems and peer-to-peer networks, it can be
advantageous to transfer data out-of-order. Transfer speed,
availability and reliability can be improved through the use
of different algorithms that take the distributed nature of
the network into account. For the purpose of enabling easier
understanding of the complexities of out-of-order transfer,
the Specification for Content Transfer Algorithms (SPECTA)
language has been proposed. In this article, we show how
algorithms written in the SPECTA language can be auto-
matically translated into other formalisms, such as Event-B,
for the purpose of analysis, verification and code generation,
as well as compare the formal models based on translated
algorithms to previously created models.

1. INTRODUCTION
When information needs to be transferred over a network,
the simplest way is by sending it from one node to one other
node. This is usually referred to as the client-server model.
However, it has long been recognised that there are situations
where this one-to-one communication is not optimal, and a
many-to-one or many-to-many type of communication would
be preferable. Over the years, many names have been used
to describe these types of networks; it has been popular to
talk about them not only as distributed systems but also as
peer-to-peer networks and cloud-based systems. However,
the basic principle has remained the same: the advantage
of having multiple nodes involved can be used to improve
speed, reliability and availability.

In systems using the traditional client-server model, the
data transfer usually happens in-order, i.e., the data is sent
from the server in the same order it will be used on the
client. Often, there is no need to even consider doing it any

other way. However, in distributed systems, where multiple
nodes are involved, there may be an advantage to use out-of-
order content transfer algorithms. Utilising these algorithms,
different parts of a particular content may be transferred to or
from separate nodes in a different order than they originally
were in, only to be reassembled in the correct order at the
end. An example of such an approach is BitTorrent [11]. The
advantages of these algorithms apply not only when the end
consumer is involved, but also in other circumstances, such as
when data is replicated in data centres. For instance, it has
been reported that YouTube uses BitTorrent technology to
replicate content within its data centres, and is “very pleased
with the performance” [10].

Traditionally, these content transfer algorithms have often
been described in a plain text format, intended for human
interpretation. Other times, the way of describing them has
been by actual program code, or in a formalism designed to
be machine interpreted. The non-formal descriptions include
BiToS [29] and DAW [24], and there has been work on
more formal descriptions of these as well [26, 27]. Generally,
when algorithms are described, especially for the purpose of
learning, it is often done using pseudocode. This is a way of
informally describing what an algorithm does, in a way that
resembles code in a programming language. Unfortunately,
pseudocode is not standardised (although there have been
attempts at doing so [13]), and, due to the way program flow
is structured differently in different languages, a particular
example of pseudocode tends to be somewhat tied to a specific
programming language or method.

For the purpose of comparison and evaluation of content
transfer algorithms, as well as their further development,
there is a need to have a reusable formal way of specify-
ing these algorithms. This formalism should be powerful
enough to support algorithms from such a wide variety of
different distributed content transfer systems as possible,
and we would also like to be able to use this formalism for
automatic translation into other languages. This would be
done not only for the purposes of modelling, verification
and code generation, but also in order to take advantage of
existing tool support for these purposes. One proposal for
such a formalism is the Specification for Content Transfer
Algorithms (SPECTA) language [22, 23].

This article is organised as follows. In Section 2 we describe



the SPECTA language itself to the extent needed in this
article, as well as show a few examples of algorithms and
their representation in SPECTA. In Section 3 we describe
our ideas for translation from SPECTA to other languages,
as well as two examples of translation into Event-B. Section 4
consists of related work. We conclude this article in Section 5
with discussion about our results and future work.

2. THE SPECTA LANGUAGE
We will here give a brief overview of the SPECTA language.
More details can be found in the original sources [22, 23].

For out-of-order content transfer, it is assumed that the
content to be transferred is partitioned into a finite number of
sequentially numbered pieces, represented by positive integers
starting from 1, and that the content transfer algorithms
stepwise choose which eligible piece of content to transfer
next, based not only on the properties of each eligible piece
but also of the system as a whole. This should go on until
there are no eligible pieces left to transfer. Deciding about
which pieces are eligible at any given time is application-
specific, and may even change over time, and thus is not
contained in the algorithm.

In SPECTA, two different types of properties are used when
an algorithm selects the next piece of content to be trans-
ferred. The condition specifies a state the system must be in
for the selection to take place at all, and the criteria describe
properties that a specific piece must have in order to get
selected. The condition is separated from the criteria with a
right triangle symbol (⊲), and the criteria from each other
with a pipe symbol (|). The first criterion is used to specify
a subset of all eligible pieces, the second criterion is used to
specify a subset of the first subset, and so on. As we are
only interested in choosing one piece at a time, it is assumed
that if the final subset, as specified by the criteria, consists
of more than one piece, one piece is non-deterministically
chosen from that set. The piece selection in SPECTA can
be seen in (1).

selection ≡ condition ⊲ criterion1

| criterion2

| . . .

| criterionm, where m ≥ 1

(1)

In cases where the condition is not fulfilled, or the condition is
fulfilled but no eligible pieces satisfy all criteria, no selection
can take place according to (1). To avoid these situations,
the semicolon can be used to combine multiple selection
mechanisms (2). The semicolon is usually taken to mean
sequential composition of statements, and in this case its
usage is similar: if the first selection can take place according
to the first selection mechanism, it does, but if not, the second
selection mechanisms is tried, and so forth. However, unlike
the situation with the criteria in (1), non-determinism is not
involved here, but instead it is assumed that the algorithm
has been designed in such a way that all possible ways of
selecting a piece have been taken into account, and if the
final selection mechanism fails to select a piece, the correct
behaviour is to do nothing until the properties of the system
and pieces have changed in such a way that the conditions

and criteria make piece selection possible.

next = selection1;

selection2;

. . . ;

selectionk, where k ≥ 1

(2)

For expressing the conditions and criteria, simple arithmetic
operations are used. However, together with them a few
specific keywords and operations are also needed. We show a
few of the more important ones in Table 1. It should be noted
that several of them are based on the notion of having pieces
as sets, which are a more abstract representation than arrays
or other data structures more commonly used in practice.

2.1 SPECTA Examples
Based on the keywords and operations of Table 1, we can
now give a few examples of SPECTA. More of these can be
found in [23].

The original BitTorrent peer-to-peer file sharing applica-
tion [11] used, for the most part, a two-stage piece selection
method. First, pieces should be requested randomly until
one complete piece has been transferred. After one complete
piece has been transferred, pieces should be selected rarest-
first, i.e., lowest availability has highest priority. As the
behaviour when more than one piece has the same, lowest
availability is not specified [11], we should not include any
criteria that restricts the selection to just one piece. Instead,
we leave the choice non-deterministic when there is more
than one piece in the subset with lowest availability (3).

next = transferred < 1 ⊲ random(pieces);

transferred ≥ 1 ⊲ min(avail(piece))
(3)

While the original BitTorrent protocol found use in transfer-
ring files, it was not well suited for streaming of media content.
However, there have been several proposals on how it could
be modified to function better in such situations. One such
modification is BiToS [29]. Another piece selection method
for on-demand streaming media is the Distance-Availability
Weighted method (DAW) [24, 25, 26]. In DAW, pieces are
first requested sequentially from the current media playback
position up to a certain buffer size. When all pieces belonging
to this buffer have been requested, pieces outside the buffer
are requested based on their priority. The priority for a piece
is based on the distance from a piece to the last piece in the
buffer, i.e., the number of pieces in between when they are
ordered, multiplied by the availability of that piece. Thus,
pieces that have low availability and are close to the content
playback position have high priority, while pieces that have
high availability and are far from the playback position will
have low priority. As in BiToS, in the situation where more
than one eligible piece has the same priority, the piece that
has the lowest piece number is chosen. In SPECTA, the
DAW algorithm can be written as (4). For this to work, any
pieces with no availability would have to be excluded from
the set of eligible pieces, but in practice this would be done
anyway as there is no point in requesting pieces that are not



Table 1: Keywords and operations in SPECTA [22, 23].
Main form Alternative form(s) Description
piece p The ID of the specific piece being considered.
total all, last The total number of pieces. Also the ID of the last piece, because pieces are numbered

from 1.
eligible elig The set of all eligible pieces, a subset of all pieces.
pieces The subset of eligible pieces satisfying all criteria so far. For the first criterion, this is the

same as eligible.
requested r, req The number of pieces that have been requested.
transferred t, tr, transfered The number of pieces that have been transferred. This number may be smaller than

requested when transferring content in parallel.
availability(x) av(x), avail(x) The number of nodes that hold the piece of content specified by the parameter. If no

parameter, piece is assumed.
minimum(x) min(x) The piece (in pieces) for which the parameter is the smallest.
maximum(x) max(x) The piece (in pieces) for which the parameter is the largest.
random(x) random(x,y) If the parameter is a set of pieces, returns a random piece from that set. Otherwise gives a

random number from 1 to x, or with two parameters, in the range from x to y.
probability(r) prob(r) Returns true with the probability r, 0≤r≤1.
size(x) Returns the size of the piece specified by the parameter.
current c, cur The current piece in any external use, e.g., playback position in media streaming.

available and therefore cannot be transferred.

next = true ⊲ piece ≤ current+ buffersize

| min(piece);

true ⊲ min(avail(piece)

∗ (piece− (current+ buffersize)))

| min(piece)

(4)

3. TRANSLATION FROM SPECTA
One idea behind a language such as SPECTA is that it
can enable translation from a human-readable format into a
language aimed at machine interpretation. Depending on the
use case, this language could for instance be a programming
language like C or Java. However, in our work we started
by translating into the the formal modelling language Event-
B [2]. We have two major reasons for this. Firstly, there
is excellent tool support for Event-B in the form of the
extensible Rodin Platform tool [14]. This supports plug-
ins for a wide variety of use cases, such as animation and
model checking [19] as well as code generation [15, 20, 31].
Secondly, the existence of previous work with content transfer
algorithms in Event-B [26, 27] facilitates easier comparison
between models based on automatically translated algorithms
and those that previously modelled using Event-B. In the
following, will first describe Event-B and secondly present
our approach to translation from SPECTA to Event-B and
show examples of translated algorithms.

3.1 The Event-B Language
The B-Method [1] is a formal approach to specifying and
developing highly dependable software, used successfully in
development of several complex real-life applications [12, 14].
From the B-Method and the Action Systems [5, 7, 30] frame-
work Event-B [2, 14] was derived for the purpose of modelling
and reasoning about parallel, distributed and reactive sys-
tems. The previously mentioned Rodin Platform [3, 14] was
developed to offer tool support, which is an important asset
for facilitating widespread adoption.

In Event-B, a model of a system is made up of two parts:
a machine, usually referred to as the dynamic part of the
model, and a context, seen as the static part of a model. Tech-

nically, an Event-B context is optional in a model, although
in practice one is always included, as the context specifies
constants, carrier sets, and axioms about these to be used
in the model. An Event-B machine sees a specific context,
and holds the model state in variables, which are updated
by events. An event is an atomic set of variable updates,
happening simultaneously, and each event may also contain
guards. The guards of an event are associated predicates that
must evaluate to true for the event to be able to execute,
i.e., be enabled. If more than one event is enabled simulta-
neously, the choice between the events is non-deterministic.
An Event-B machine should also include invariants, which
are properties that must hold for any reachable state of the
model. Thus, the properties specified by the invariants must
hold before and after each occurrence of any event, after
having been established by the INITIALISATION event.
To be able to prove that this happens, the proof manager
in the Rodin Platform tool automatically generates what
needs to be proved in order for an invariant to hold.

Event-B provides a stepwise refinement-based approach to
system development, where correctness is preserved by grad-
ually introducing new variables, events and constants in a
manner that does not disturb the previous functionality. Re-
finement starts from an abstract model, which describes what
the system should do, and with each refinement step the
system becomes more concrete, describing how it should do
what it was designed to do. Refinement can be horizontal
or vertical, where horizontal or superposition refinement [8,
17] refers to adding new variables, events and constants
in addition to existing ones. Previous events can also be
modified, typically such that they either update the newly
introduced variables or introduce more deterministic assign-
ments on the pre-existing variables, while also strengthening
the event guards. Vertical refinement, or data refinement [6],
corresponds to replacing some abstract variables with their
concrete counterparts and accordingly changing the events.
We do not use refinement when translating from SPECTA,
although it is essential when further modelling in Event-B,
and it must be noted that our translation fits in somewhere
between the most abstract model and the most concrete one.
For instance, the algorithms written in SPECTA will give
the number of the piece of content that should be requested



for transfer, which can be seen as a refinement of an abstract
event specifying that the “optimal” piece should be found.
Likewise, in SPECTA we can specify the minimum or max-
imum of something within a set, which, conveniently, is a
built-in function in Event-B, but a more concrete implemen-
tation would specify how the minimum or maximum should
be found. In the following, we describe some of the other
details that need to be considered when translating SPECTA
into Event-B.

3.2 Translating SPECTA to Event-B
Although SPECTA is different from Event-B, they are both,
to a certain extent, text-based formats. Therefore, we de-
cided to start by using a scripting language with good text
processing abilities for translation. Based on that, in com-
bination with our preference to use a platform-independent
language, we chose to write our simple SPECTA to Event-B
translator in Perl. It must be noted that we do not translate
SPECTA into Event-B models, nor into Event-B machines,
but into Event-B code representing events. For this reason,
the output of our translator cannot directly be used in the
Rodin Platform tool without adding variables and other
events to the Event-B machine, as well as relevant constants
and axioms to the Event-B context. We have made a delib-
erate decision to do it this way, because simply translating
does nothing except show that translation is possible. Any
practical use of the translated code in Event-B models should
include additions of invariants as well as other events in such
a way that there are real properties that should and could
be proved.

When compared to SPECTA, Event-B has certain limitations.
For instance, there is no support for random numbers or prob-
abilities. In the former case we have opted to translate to the
built-in non-determinism in Event-B, and for the latter we
have translated such that we have a Boolean variable prob-
ability and an event that non-deterministically changes its
value to true or false. This is because both randomness and
probabilities can be seen as special cases of non-determinism;
that is, anything we can prove about something that is true
in a random way or with a certain probability we must be
able to prove regardless of whether it is true or not. In other
words, we now abstract probabilities and randomness into
non-determinism, and assume that when or if Event-B can
support these concepts natively we can reintroduce them as
refinements of this non-determinism. Another problem we
faced when translating is that although we assume content
pieces are numbered using integer numbers, SPECTA can
work with real numbers in other places, while Event-B cur-
rently only supports integers. Together, these limitations
mean that few algorithms written in SPECTA could be suc-
cessfully translated completely without human intervention,
although in most cases it will be possible to rewrite the algo-
rithms in such a way that they can be translated, at least for
the purpose of including them into a bigger model for the
purpose of proving.

The first approach we tried for translating SPECTA to Event-
B was a näıve implementation, in which each of the selections
combined was translated into a single event. Initially, the
first event would be enabled, and the second event would be
enabled if the first one selection failed, and so forth. This
worked well for simple algorithms, such as ones consisting

of only a few selections, each containing no more than two
criteria. However, because each event had to specify all
the conditions under which it would be enabled, and there-
fore needed as its guard all the possible ways the previous
events could fail to select a piece, this approach became
unmanageable for larger algorithms.

The second approach we tried involved splitting the events
from the first approach into several ones. Instead of a single
event for each selection, we had multiple events based on
the different ways the previous selection could fail to select a
piece. Thus, the first selection had one event, and the second
selection had one event enabled when the first selection was
unsuccessful because of the condition, and one additional
event for each criteria that could cause the first selection to
be unsuccessful. The third selection would then increase the
number of events even further. The large number of events
decreased the readability of the generated Event-B code and
also increased the time needed to prove anything, as proving
that an invariant holds needs to be done separately for each
event. Therefore, it soon became obvious that this approach
was not ideal either.

The third approach we tried, which is also the one we will
describe here and show an example of, is based on the fact
that the second selection onwards only need to know that
the previous selections were unable to select a piece, not the
reason why they were unable to do so. We could then use
a variable specifying which selection we were considering at
the moment, knowing that if we considered selection method
number two, selection method number one must for some
reason have been unable to select a piece. This relationship
could even be defined formally as an invariant stating that if
we were considering the second selection, either the condition
for the first selection must have been unfulfilled, or there was
no eligible piece satisfying all criteria. In fact, this invariant
must hold for all selections after the first one, and a similar
invariant could be made regarding each selection method and
made to hold for all subsequent ones.

A representation of program flow within the Event-B events
created from SPECTA code can be seen in Figure 1. For
each selection, we have two events representing whether the
condition is fulfilled or not (for instance, SP SELECT 0
and SP SELECT 0 NEG). To facilitate the use of multiple
criteria in one selection, we also create a separate event
for each criteria within each selection (SP SELECT 0 0,
SP SELECT 0 1, . . . ). Each of these events defines pieces
to be a new subset of the previous pieces, exactly as described
in Section 2, but we also add one final event that, if pieces
is non-empty, non-deterministically selects a piece from that
set (SP SELECT 0 COMPLETE). If the set pieces is
empty at any time, meaning that one of the criteria is such
that no eligible piece fulfills that one and all the previous
ones, we reset the set pieces to contain all eligible pieces (in
SP SELECT EMPTY), and move to the next selection.
Likewise, if the final selection is not successful in selecting a
piece, the event SP SELECT FAILED sets pieces to all
eligible pieces and lets the program flow within the SPECTA-
created events return to the idle state.

As mentioned previously, the events generated from SPECTA
code do not constitute a complete model. For instance, we
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Figure 1: A representation of program flow within Event-B events created from SPECTA code, consisting of
two selection methods each containing three criteria.

assume that the set of all pieces is constant, and therefore
the number of pieces is also constant, and thus we can add
these as constants in the context of our Event-B model.
Likewise, pieces, eligible, availability and next are used by
the events but not constant, and therefore we add them
as variables to the Event-B machine and initialise them
in the INITIALISATION event. We also have variables
that model the program flow: selection method describes
which selection we are considering at the moment, roughly
corresponding to the first digit or horizontal movement in
Figure 1; selection step describes which criterion we are
looking at, roughly corresponding to the second digit or
vertical movement in Figure 1; and selection inprogress is
a Boolean value representing whether we are doing piece
selection, that is, whether we are outside the idle state in
Figure 1 or not. The latter of these is done mainly to
facilitate easier integration with events not generated from
SPECTA code; if we need to prove anything about what
happens in the piece selection events we need a way for other
events updating variables such as eligible or availability to
be prevented from doing so while piece selection is underway.

Because of space considerations, we can only show one
example of SPECTA translated to Event-B events. Al-
though we have also translated the BitTorrent piece selection
method (3), the piece selection algorithm we show trans-
lated is DAW (4), previously presented in SPECTA form in
Section 2.1. The first two events from DAW are shown in
Figure 2. Here, we note two things. Firstly, in Event-B there
is a difference between logical true (⊤) and the Boolean value
true (TRUE). The first one is used in the guards translated
from SPECTA conditions, while the second one is a value
that a variable can have. Secondly, as the condition here
is ⊤ the event with the negation as guard is superfluous,
since ¬(⊤) can never be true. However, for the sake of
completeness the event is still generated and shown here.

event SP SELECT 0
where
@grd1 ⊤
@grd2 selection method = 0
@grd3 selection step = 0
@grd4 selection inprogress = FALSE

then
@act1 selection step := 1
@act2 selection inprogress := TRUE

end

event SP SELECT 0 NEG
where
@grd1 ¬(⊤)
@grd2 selection method = 0
@grd3 selection step = 0
@grd4 selection inprogress = FALSE

then
@act1 selection method := 1
@act2 selection step := 0
@act3 selection inprogress := TRUE

end

Figure 2: Events corresponding to the condition of
the first selection in DAW, and its negation.

Figure 3 shows the events corresponding to the criteria of the
first selection in DAW. We first limit pieces to the pieces from
current to current + buffersize (SP SELECT 0 0), then we
choose the piece from that set with the smallest piece number
(SP SELECT 0 1) and finally we choose one piece from
the remaining subset (SP SELECT 0 COMPLETE).

In Figure 4 we show the event corresponding to the condition
of the second selection in DAW, and as in Figure 2 we also
have a superfluous event which is only enabled when ¬(⊤) is
true, i.e., never. However, we must point out that the reason
this event can never be enabled here is because of the special
case that the condition for this selection method is true and
therefore never can be false.

Figure 5 shows the events generated based on the criteria of



event SP SELECT 0 0
any newpieces
where
@grd1 newpieces = { piece | piece ∈ pieces

∧ piece < current + buffersize }
@grd2 selection method = 0
@grd3 selection step = 1
@grd4 selection inprogress = TRUE
@grd5 pieces 6= ∅

then
@act1 pieces := newpieces
@act2 selection step := 2

end

event SP SELECT 0 1
any newpieces
where
@grd1 newpieces = { piece | piece ∈ pieces

∧ piece = min(pieces) }
@grd2 selection method = 0
@grd3 selection step = 2
@grd4 selection inprogress = TRUE
@grd5 pieces 6= ∅

then
@act1 pieces := newpieces
@act2 selection step := 3

end

event SP SELECT 0 COMPLETE
where
@grd1 selection method = 0
@grd2 selection step = 3
@grd3 selection inprogress = TRUE
@grd4 pieces 6= ∅

then
@act1 next :∈ pieces
@act2 selection step := 0
@act3 selection method := 0
@act4 selection inprogress := FALSE

end

Figure 3: Events corresponding to the criteria of the
first selection in DAW.

event SP SELECT 1
where
@grd1 ⊤
@grd2 selection method = 1
@grd3 selection step = 0
@grd4 selection inprogress = TRUE

then
@act1 selection step := 1

end

event SP SELECT 1 NEG
where
@grd1 ¬(⊤)
@grd2 selection method = 1
@grd3 selection step = 0
@grd4 selection inprogress = TRUE

then
@act1 selection method := 2
@act2 selection step := 0

end

Figure 4: Events corresponding to the condition of
the second selection in DAW, and its negation.

the second selection in DAW. As previously, the first guard of
each event is the one that corresponds to the actual criteria,
and here we note that SP SELECT 1 0 is quite compli-
cated. In our translation we use a dictionary containing
SPECTA statements used in conditions and criteria, and
their equivalents in Event-B. This dictionary is reusable, but
must still be updated as we add new translations.

We note that even though the two events named SP SE-

event SP SELECT 1 0
any newpieces
where
@grd1 newpieces = { piece | piece ∈ pieces ∧

(∀s · s ∈ pieces ∧ s 6= piece ⇒
(availability(s) ∗ (s − (current + buffersize)) ≥
(availability(piece) ∗ (piece − (current + buffersize)))))}

@grd2 selection method = 1
@grd3 selection step = 1
@grd4 selection inprogress = TRUE
@grd5 pieces 6= ∅

then
@act1 pieces := newpieces
@act2 selection step := 2

end

event SP SELECT 1 1
any newpieces
where
@grd1 newpieces = { piece | piece ∈ pieces

∧ piece = min(pieces) }
@grd2 selection method = 1
@grd3 selection step = 2
@grd4 selection inprogress = TRUE
@grd5 pieces 6= ∅

then
@act1 pieces := newpieces
@act2 selection step := 3

end

event SP SELECT 1 COMPLETE
where
@grd1 selection method = 1
@grd2 selection step = 3
@grd3 selection inprogress = TRUE
@grd4 pieces 6= ∅

then
@act1 next :∈ pieces
@act2 selection step := 0
@act3 selection method := 0
@act4 selection inprogress := FALSE

end

Figure 5: Events corresponding to the criteria of the
second selection in DAW.

LECT 0 COMPLETE and SP SELECT 1 COMPLE-
TE, in Figures 3 and 5, respectively, appear to do the same
thing, they could not be universally replaced by a single
event. This is because in this particular case, both the first
and second selection contain the same amount of criteria,
which is not always the case.

event SP SELECT EMPTY
where
@grd1 selection inprogress = TRUE
@grd2 pieces = ∅

then
@act1 pieces := eligible
@act2 selection step := 0
@act3 selection method := selection method + 1

end

event SP SELECT FAILED
where
@grd1 selection inprogress = TRUE
@grd2 selection method = 2

then
@act1 pieces := eligible
@act2 selection step := 0
@act3 selection method := 0
@act4 selection inprogress := FALSE

end

Figure 6: Events corresponding to when no piece
can be selected according to criteria and the whole
algorithm is unable to select a piece.
We also get events corresponding to when no piece can be



selected according to criteria and when the whole algorithm
is unable to select a piece, shown in Figure 6.

The events generated by translation can be put into an Event-
B machine together with the variables, invariants specifying
types of and relations between these, as well as an INITIAL-
ISATION event, as well as a context containing relevant
constants and axioms about those. We can also add other
events if needed, such as to update any variables modelling
external conditions. Thus, from the translated code we can
get a complete and correct Event-B model that can be ex-
panded upon, for instance by adding the properties we would
want to prove and which would cause us to choose a formal
modelling environment for development. For both the Bit-
Torrent and DAW algorithms we have created these models,
and all the proof obligations generated were automatically
discharged by the Rodin Platform tool.

3.3 Comparison
Event-B has previously been used for modelling a few dif-
ferent piece selection algorithms [26, 27]. Therefore, we can
compare Event-B code from those to the code now generated
from SPECTA using our simple translator. One substantial
difference is that in previous work, a model of a distributed
media streaming solution was built from the ground up,
and early on an event was introduced for selecting the most
prioritised piece. In case of more than one piece with the
same priority, the piece with the lowest piece number is se-
lected. This is common in several piece selection algorithms
for streaming media, such as BiToS and DAW (4). How
the priorities would actually be calculated is something that
was specified only in the final refinement step, with sepa-
rate events for different selection methods combined. For
instance, in the case of DAW (4) there was one event setting
the priority of pieces in the buffer and another event setting
the priority of pieces outside the buffer. A side effect of this
way of working with piece selection is that for an in-order
selection algorithm priorities do not depend on any external
information that could change, and thus each piece would
always get the same priority in every iteration of the priority
calculation. For modelling using translated SPECTA code,
we did not introduce this calculation of priority for each piece.
Instead, the way the piece selection should be carried out is
something we left completely up to the translated SPECTA
code.

For a more detailed comparison, we focused on DAW (4),
which has been modelled in Event-B previously [26, 27].
For the sake of completeness, the models contain several
additional events, modelling changing content availability, re-
questing and transferring pieces of content, as well as progress
of content playback. Table 2 shows the number of generated
proof obligations for the two models, and how many of these
could be discharged automatically or interactively using ver-
sion 3.0.1 of the Rodin Platform tool [14] and associated
provers. Although both models contain a significant number
of proof obligations, most of these were automatically dis-
charged by the tool and therefore have no importance for the
workload on the person modelling, although they can give
us a hint towards the complexity of the model itself. The
number of proof obligations that needed user intervention
was low in both cases, although even lower in the case of
the model based on translated SPECTA code. Additionally,

in this model we needed fewer refinement steps in order to
model the same functionality. However, the optimal number
of refinement steps is highly subjective, and when comparing
models there are also other factors that are hard to quantify
objectively. For instance, we felt that the readability of the
generated Event-B code was improved in the model based
on translated SPECTA code compared to previous work.
We found no differences in the overall behaviour of the two
models when we used the ProB [19] Animator to animate
the models.

In contrast to previous work on modelling piece selection,
the events generated by translation from SPECTA are not
optimised for any particular case. Thus, it would be possible
to use SPECTA to generate Event-B code even for algorithms
where calculating a numeric priority for each piece is not
possible. Also, due the way we translate from SPECTA,
it is possible to use content transfer algorithms with large
numbers of criteria for each selection method. Finally, unlike
previous work we could also here utilise algorithms other
than ones explicitly made for transfer of streaming media
content.

4. RELATED WORK
There is a lot of work in which different content transfer
algorithms are described in informal and not standardised
ways [11, 24, 25, 29]. Likewise, as mentioned in Section 1,
pseudocode is not standardised even though there have been
attempts at doing so [13]. There are also programming lan-
guages whose syntax is similar to pseudocode in that it is
easily understood as a natural language, creating a situation
where writing it requires learning a specific syntax but under-
standing existing code does not require specific knowledge
about the syntax. One such language is AppleScript [4]. In
general, we note that SPECTA is a domain-specific language,
of which there are many others [16]. There has also been
work on formally specifying a domain-specific pseudocode [9],
which is more relevant to our problem. Another related field
is programming by construction [21], in which programming
concepts can be described in an independent manner and
then later used to generate code in different programming
languages. Finally, we note that in the content transfer al-
gorithms that can be described using SPECTA the content
must be split into pieces that can be individually requested,
and fortunately this is already the case in many widely used
approaches to content delivery. These include the previously
mentioned BitTorrent [11] and related approaches, MPEG-
Dynamic Adaptive Streaming (DASH) [28], as well as HTTP
Live Streaming [18].

5. CONCLUSION
In this article we have described SPECTA, a language for
formally specifying content transfer algorithms in an easily
understandable manner, and shown that algorithms written
in this language can be automatically translated into Event-
B [2] code, as a starting point for analysis, verification, or
further formal development. We have compared the formal
model generated with converted SPECTA code to one de-
veloped separately in previous work, and noted that with
a generic automatic translation comes increased flexibility,
compared to manually generating similar code for a specific
purpose.



Table 2: Proof obligations in our Event-B models.

Method Total Proofs Automatic Interactive Refinement Steps

Manual modelling of DAW [26] 94 92 2 5
DAW based on translation from SPECTA 76 75 1 2

In the future, we hope that the SPECTA language can be
extended to support more keywords and operations. This
includes information about other nodes, such as latency,
transfer speed, and uptime. Such an extension would not
only enable more advanced methods of selecting what piece of
content to transfer, but also make it possible to specify which
nodes should be involved in the transfer. As our SPECTA to
Event-B translator is still fairly simple, we intend to rework
it into a full-fledged plugin for the Rodin Platform tool [14],
in order to make it more easy to integrate its use into the
formal modelling workflow.
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